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Abstract

For physics frontier experiments designed to investigate fundamental problems of the
Standard Model, like oscillations of low-energy (∼1 MeV) solar neutrinos, non-conservation
of the lepton number, proton decay or existence of dark matter particles, the expected signals
are extremely weak. Therefore, the corresponding detectors need to have large active masses
and simultaneously the background rates, caused mostly by natural radioactivity and cosmic
rays, must be pushed down to extremely low levels. Cosmic ray interactions are reduced by
setting up the detectors deep underground, and commonly present radioactivities must be
avoided or removed from the detector components and shielding materials.

In nowadays frontier basic research the so-called "low-background physics" plays a very
important role . Studies in experimental low-energy nuclear physics address fundamental
questions in the fields of particle physics, astrophysics and cosmology with observables at
nuclear energies. This includes the investigation of low-energy neutrino properties, stellar
evolution as well as the search for non-baryonic dark matter, proton decay or neutrinoless
double beta decay. The establishment of neutrino masses and mixing angles is now clear,
however, their absolute mass scale is still not known, as well as we do not know the nature
of neutrino. The quest whether a neutrino is its own anti-particle or not (Majorana versus
Dirac mass) can be conveniently investigated through the search for the neutrinoless double
beta decay. With the unequivocal establishment of this process and improved knowledge
of nuclear matrix elements, one can even further seek to investigate Majorana CP violating
phases. Also the content of the Universe is one of the most exciting topics in physics today.
Although indirect evidence for mysterious dark matter is rather well established, its true
nature is not yet known. Theories extending the Standard Model provide well-motivated
and detectable candidates, falling under the generic class of Weakly Interacting Massive
Particles – WIMPs. These may be detected by scattering in a laboratory detector, whereby
the nuclear recoil rates above an energy threshold are measured. Another process beyond
the Standard Model is the proton decay. It is predicted by some Grand Unification Theories
in order to explain the predominance of matter over anti-matter in the Universe.

Discovery of one of the mentioned above processes would be certainly a milestone in physics
contributing to clarification of our understanding of the composition of the Universe, as well
as of its past and future evolution. There are a number of projects searching for these rare
events by applying different approaches and techniques. However, due to the expected very
low signal rates (down to single interactions per 1 ton of the active mass and per year) the
common challenges are backgrounds from cosmic rays and from radioactivity. Radio-purity
demands are very high because of the required large masses of active volumes necessary
to register signals with high confidence. Therefore, presently applied instruments and
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techniques barely guarantee proper background assessment and definitely will not be able
to provide it for the next generation projects, where kilo-ton detectors will be applied. For
example, for many materials, which are (and will be) widely used, their "true" contamination
level with relevant isotopes is not known – only upper limits are available.

If the real contamination level, especially of the parts which are very close to detectors’
active volumes (contacts, support structures, shields), is not known, it makes it impossible to
accurately estimate/simulate the background. In such situations, usually only limits are then
available, restricting strongly the sensitivity of a given experiment. Therefore, new devices
and procedures, which allow to access activities down to sub-µBq regimes are required.
Their developments, applications and importance for the BOREXINO (real-time detection of
low-energy solar neutrinos), GERDA (search for neutrinoless double beta decay of 76Ge),
DARKSIDE (search for direct interactions of dark matter particles) and NEXT (search for
neutrinoless double beta decay of 136Xe) experiments are presented in this work.

Low-background physics provides also an important contribution to the applied science.
The screening facilities can be used for investigations (with high efficiency and precision)
of environmental, biological or medical samples for presence of variety of isotopes. Solid,
liquid and gaseous samples can be tested for pollution, as well as for purification procedures.
Investigations of processes providing ultra-clean materials are also very interesting for the
industry. For example, tests of the radioactive isotope production with cosmic rays (activa-
tion) or cleaning techniques (washing, etching, electropolishing, adsorption and others) are
relevant here. Obtaining new, pure technologies and materials is especially important for
branches dealing with nanotechnologies or electronics. Applications of ultra-low background
science developments have also very important use to mankind. These include control of
nuclear power plants, monitoring of nuclear wastes, their storage facilities and violation of
nuclear proliferations. Such research can be carried out by regular monitoring of some key
radioactive isotopes concentrations in environmental samples.
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1Introduction

1.1 Solar neutrinos

The Sun produces energy in nuclear fusion reactions in which hydrogen is burned into
helium. For the Sun the principal chain of reactions of this process is called the pp cycle.
Several types of electron neutrinos are produced in the cycle and their energy spectra
predicted by the Standard Solar Model (SSM) are shown in Fig. 1.1 [16]. The so-called
pp neutrinos are the most dominant at energies extending up to 420 keV. There are also
monoenergetic lines coming from 7Be and pep neutrinos with energies of 384 keV, 862
keV and 1440 keV, respectively. Due to relatively low energies, these neutrinos may only
be assessed by a detector with an appropriate energy threshold. Neutrinos with higher
energies, extending up to 15 MeV, are easier to detect but their fluxes are rather small
compared to e.g. the pp or 7Be neutrinos. It is also considered that a small fraction of
solar energy is produced in the so-called CNO cycle. This is a fusion process catalyzed by
the presence of heavier elements and it should be the dominant energy source in heavy
stars. The CNO neutrinos, shown in Fig. 1.1 by the dashed blue lines labeled 13N, 15O,
and 17F, have never been observed. Their registration may be however, very important for
precise determination of the solar parameters, especially the metallicity, which is a ratio of
abundances of elements heavier than He (C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, Ar, Fe) to that of hydrogen.
The most recent SSM [16] using new spectroscopic measurements with high metallicity do
not agree any more with helosejsmological predictions and with the older 1-D model [15],
which uses the low metallicity data. Low or high metallicity results in different predictions
of neutrino fluxes but the existing measurements for the 7Be and 8B neutrinos are still
compatible with both scenarios [56]. The biggest effect is expected for the CNO neutrinos
and therefore their direct measurement is very important and may have a large impact on
the solution of this astrophysical puzzle.

The neutrino oscillations were discovered for atmospheric neutrinos. However, many years
earlier solar neutrino experiments presented the deficiency of electron neutrinos, which
is now also explained in terms of the neutrino oscillations [38]. Elements of the PMNS
mixing matrix are deduced from studies of solar, reactor, atmospheric and accelerator
neutrinos. The real time measurement of the flux of sub-MeV solar neutrinos is presently
very valuable to confirm the behavior of the neutrino survival probability Pee at low energies,
predicted by the LMA-MSW scenario [16]: in fact, neutrino oscillations are expected to be
dominated by matter effects for energies higher than about 3 MeV, and by vacuum effects
below 0.5 MeV. Therefore, the first simultaneous measurement of Pee in the vacuum and
in the matter enhanced oscillation regions performed by BOREXINO is of great importance.
Early experiments allowed four physically distinguishable solutions to the solar neutrino
problem: three MSW solutions, namely the small mixing angle solution (SMA, where a
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Fig. 1.1: The solar neutrino spectrum predicted by the Standard Solar Model [16] along
with the theoretical uncertainties of the fluxes. The units for the continuous
sources are (cm−2 s−1 MeV−1) and for the monoenergetic (cm−2 s−1).

large conversion is due to the crossing of a resonance), the large mixing angle solution
(LMA, where neutrinos adiabatically cross the solar density), the low neutrino mass squared
splitting solution (LOW, where non-adiabaticity and neutrino regeneration inside the Earth
are relevant), and finally the vacuum oscillation solution (Just-So, where the neutrino mass
squared splitting matches the ratio of the energy to the path length from the Sun to the
Earth). The Just-So and the SMA solutions are strongly disfavored due to the rate and
flatness of the 8B neutrino spectrum [18][17][103][112][120].

1.1.1 The Borexino experiment

BOREXINO, located in the underground Gran Sasso Laboratory (Laboratori Nazionali del Gran
Sasso in Italy – LNGS, overburden by 3400 m w.e. of rock working as a shield from cosmic
rays) [51], is a liquid scintillator (LS) detector with active mass of 278 ton. The scintillator
is a mixture of pseudocumene (PC, solvent) and diphenyloxazole (PPO, concentration of
1.5 g/l), the latter one serving as a wavelength shifter. The main goal of the experiment
(at the design stage) was the real time registration of sub-MeV solar neutrinos (mainly
7Be neutrinos) through their elastic scattering on the LS electrons. The lack of directionality
of the light emitted by the scintillator makes it impossible to distinguish neutrino-scattered
electrons from electrons due to natural radioactivity. This lead to a crucial requirement of
the BOREXINO technology, namely an extremely low radioactive contamination of the target
material. This has been achieved after extensive R&D studies and presently the detector
purity is at an unprecedented level, never achieved in any other project so far. In this
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Fig. 1.2: Scheme of the BOREXINO detector, displaying its characteristic onion-like structure
with fluid volumes of increasing radiopurity towards the center. Solar neutrino
measurements are made using events whose position falls inside the innermost
volume of the scintillator (Fiducial Volume – FV). The large mass surrounding
the Fiducial Volume is necessary to shield and properly measure environmental
radioactivity. Shielding against cosmic rays is provided by a rock overburden
corresponding to a depth of 3800 m w.e.

sense the BOREXINO detector is very unique world-wide and allows to study extremely weak
nuclear processes.

The BOREXINO scintillator is confined within a thin spherical nylon vessel (Inner Vessel –
IV) with a radius of 4.25 m. The detector core is shielded from external radiation by 890
ton of buffer liquid, a solution of PC and 3 – 5 g/l of the light quencher dimethylphthalate
(DMP). The buffer is divided in two volumes by the second nylon vessel (radon shroud)
with a 5.75 m radius, preventing inward radon diffusion. All this is contained in a 13.7 m
diameter Stainless Steel Sphere (SSS), instrumented with 2212 8" photomultipliers (PMTs)
detecting the scintillation light. An external, domed water tank of 9 m radius and 16.9 m
height, filled with ultra-high purity water [141], serves as a passive shield against neutrons
and gamma rays as well as an active muon veto. The Cherenkov light radiated by muons
passing through the water is registered by 208 8" external PMTs also mounted on the steel
sphere. The detector is schematically shown in Fig. 1.2.

The BOREXINO scintillator provides high light yield of about 104 photons/MeV, resulting
in 500 detected photoelectrons/MeV (p.e./MeV). The fast time response (∼3 ns) allows
reconstruction of the events position with ∼13 cm precision. Depending on the analysis, the
Fiducial Volume is defined between 75 ton and 150 ton. The signature of 7Be neutrinos is a
Compton-like shoulder at 665 keV in the electron recoil spectrum. The energy resolution at
7Be energy is as low as 44 keV (∼6.6%). The analysis threshold is 165 keV and the Pulse
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Fig. 1.3: Time line of the BOREXINO experiment. Phase I covers the period between May
2007 and May 2010. After the purification of the scintillator through the loop
water extraction, in November 2011 Phase II started. Measurements performed in
Phase I/II and still expected to be completed within Phase II are also listed. Some
results were obtained by combining data from both periods.

Shape Analysis (PSA) is performed to identify various classes of events, like: electronic noise,
pile-up events, muons, α and β particles.

The time line of the experiment is schematically shown in Fig. 1.3 with the respective
lists of achievements in Phase I and goals for Phase II. The residual contaminations of the
BOREXINO scintillator are summarized in Tab. 1.1. As it can be noticed the 238U and 232Th
concentrations are extremely low, exceeding the requirements by two orders of magnitude.
Most of other contaminants are at acceptable levels or have been reduced below required
limits after a purification campaign performed between May 2010 and August 2011. Not
accounted for, but present in the detector 210Bi and 210Po are still not in equilibrium (210Po is
decaying away according to its half-life). 210Po is of little concern since its quenched α

decays are registered at about 400 keV, just below the expected 7Be edge. They can be
however very efficiently tagged and removed by PSA. 210Bi has been rising during the data
taking due to unclear reasons, possibly related to the movement of the scintillator. This
variation was modeled and taken into account in the 7Be flux modulation analysis. The
210Bi activity was noticeably reduced by the purification campaign to the level which might
allow the measurement of the CNO neutrino flux.

Selected Borexino Phase I results

7Be neutrinos. The main goal of BOREXINO was the detection of the monoenergetic
7Be neutrinos (862 keV) with 5% precision. This goal has been achieved [26][60]. The
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Tab. 1.1: Residual contaminations of the BOREXINO liquid scintillator before and after the
purification campaign performed between 2010 and 2011. For 210Po and 210Bi the
count rates (given in counts per day – cpd) right after the start of the experiment
(May 2007) are given in brackets.

Specification Before After
Isotope for LS purification purification

238U ≤ 10−16 g/g (5.3 ± 0.5)×10−18 g/g ≤ 0.8 ×10−19 g/g
232Th ≤ 10−16 g/g (3.8 ± 0.8)×10−18 g/g ≤ 1.0 ×10−18 g/g

14C/12C ≤ 10−18 (2.69 ± 0.06)×10−18 unchanged
40K ≤ 10−18 g/g ≤ 0.4 ×10−18 g/g unchanged
85Kr ≤ 1 cpd/100 ton (30 ± 5) cpd/100 ton ≤ 5 cpd/100 ton
39Ar ≤ 1 cpd/100 ton � 85Kr � 85Kr

210Po not specified ∼(70) 1 cpd/100 ton unchanged
210Bi not specified ∼(20) 70 cpd/100 ton (20 ± 5) cpd/100 ton

7Be neutrino signal was extracted from a spectral fit along with other neutrino signals and
background components. The fit is performed both using analytical spectral shapes and
Monte Carlo generated curves, with- and without the statistical subtraction of the α events
identified by PSA. The results were always consistent within the uncertainties. The latest
reported rate after 741 d of live-time (Phase I) is RBe = (46 ± 1.5stat ± 1.6syst) counts per
day (cpd)/100 ton [56]. It is worth to underline that the achieved experimental uncertainty
(4.8%) is lower than the theoretical one (7% – see Fig. 1.1). The measured rate can be
translated into the 7Be neutrino flux of ΦBe = (3.10± 0.15)×109 ν/cm2/s. Thus the survival
probability of the 7Be neutrinos is Pee = 0.51 ± 0.07.

Day-Night asymmetry. The stability of the detector allowed to study the Day-Night effect
of the 7Be solar neutrino signal. The data is consistent with no asymmetry between the
day (RD) and night (RN) rates: ADN = 2(RN – RD)/(RN + RD) = –0.001 ± 0.012stat±
0.007syst. This result allows to exclude (at 8.5σ) the LOW solution of the neutrino oscillation
based on solar data alone [55].

8B neutrinos. The very good energy resolution achieved in the BOREXINO detector allows
to look at the solar 8B neutrinos starting practically from the energies of the so-called
thallium limit of 2.8 MeV. This is the lowest threshold achieved up to date in the 8B neutrino
real-time measurements. The analysis reported in [59] has been performed using one year
statistics (246 d of live-time). It is particularly interesting since it allows to inspect the
vacuum-matter transition region of the LMA solution. The transition is expected to be smooth
but there are models predicting different behavior (Non-Standard Neutrino Interactions
models). The measured rate is RB = (0.22 ± 0.04stat± 0.01syst) cpd/100 ton and it is
equivalent to the neutrino flux of ΦB = (2.4 ± 0.4stat± 0.1syst)×106 ν/cm2/s. Calculating
the corresponding mean electron neutrino survival probability one gets 0.29 ± 0.10 for the
effective energy of 8.6 MeV.

pep and CNO neutrinos. Another very good candidates to investigate the vacuum-matter
transition region of the MSW solution are the monoenergetic pep neutrinos (Epep =
1.44 MeV). BOREXINO reported the first direct detection of these neutrinos in [57]. It
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was possible thanks to the careful rejection of 11C events with a three-fold coincidence tag-
ging and orthopositronium PSA techniques. The measured rate based on 590 d of live-time is
Rpep = (3.1 ± 0.6stat± 0.3syst) cpd/100 ton. Thus the absence of pep neutrinos is excluded
at 98% C.L. The established rate corresponds to the flux of Φpep = (1.6 ± 0.3)×108 ν/cm2/s
and the survival probability of Pee = 0.62 ± 0.17 at 1.44 MeV. pep neutrinos are also very
important for another reason: they are closely related to the fundamental pp neutrinos and
have their flux theoretically well constrained by this relation (the flux of pep neutrinos is
predicted with 1.2% accuracy). Measurement of the pep neutrinos allows therefore also to
test the core of the Standard Solar Model.

In the same energy region as the pep neutrinos are neutrinos from the CNO cycle reactions.
Their flux could however not be extracted due to the spectral shape degeneracy with
the 210Bi background. Only an upper limit on the rate could be derived, nevertheless
it is the strongest up to date: RCNO < 7.1 cpd/100 ton at 95% C.L. corresponding to
ΦCNO < 7.7×108 ν/cm2/s.

Geoneutrinos. Geoneutrinos are electron antineutrinos emitted in the β decays of long-
lived radioactive elements (238U, 228Th, 40K) contained in the Earth. The main goal to study
geoneutrinos is to determine the mantle contribution to the Earth’s radiogenic heat. The
results of the geoneutrino flux measurement by BOREXINO has been successively improved
with the last one published in 2015 [125]. For the exposure of (5.5 ± 0.3)×1031 target-
proton×yr (2056 d), 23.7+6.5

−5.7(stat)+0.9
−0.6(sys) geoneutrinos have been detected resulting

in the estimate on the radiogenic heat production for U and Th between 23 and 36 TW.
The model-independent analysis yields a radiogenic heat interval of 11 – 52 TW. Adopting
the chondritic mass ratio (m(Th)/m(U) = 3.9) and a potassium-to-uranium mass ratio
m(K)/m(U) = 104, the total measured terrestrial radiogenic power is P = 33+28

−20 TW. This
value needs to be compared with the global terrestrial power output Ptot = 47 ± 2 TW.

Borexino Phase II

pp neutrinos. The direct real-time measurement of the neutrinos from the fundamen-
tal pp reaction taking place in the core of the Sun is one of the major achievements of
BOREXINO [58]. Mainly it was possible due to the very low 85Kr and 210Bi concentrations
achieved with the purification campaigns. A dedicated effort has also been undertaken to
understand the 14C spectrum and to disentangle it from the expected pp spectrum. The pp
neutrino rate was obtained through a fit of the data between 165 keV and 590 keV with
the constrained 14C, synthetic pile-ups and the 7Be flux. The rates of the CNO and the pep
neutrinos were assumed to be in agreement with the Standard Solar Model. Background
count rates caused by 210Po, 85Kr and 210Bi were assumed to be free parameters in the
fit (see Fig. 1.4). The pp neutrino rate measured by BOREXINO is (144 ± 13stat ± 10syst)
cpd/100 ton. The absence of a pp neutrino signal is thus excluded a 10σ. The corresponding
neutrino flux is Φpp = (6.6 ± 0.7)×1010 ν/cm2/s being in a good agreement with the SSM:
(5.98 ± 0.04)×1010 ν/cm2/s and the combined best-fit value from other experiments: (6.14
± 0.61)×1010 ν/cm2/s. Calculating the corresponding mean electron neutrino survival
probability one gets 0.63 ± 0.12.
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Fig. 1.4: a) BOREXINO data with the spectral fit used to determine the count rate of the
pp neutrinos [58]. The values of the labeled fluxes/background parameters (in
cpd/100 ton) are given in the inset above the figure.
b) Residuals with 1σ error bars.

Fig. 1.5 shows the survival probability of the solar electron neutrinos after traveling to the
Earth along with the experimental values established by BOREXINO. The very interesting
transition region between 1 MeV and 3 MeV is still not fully covered and there is room for
alternative models with respect to the smooth transition. There are essentially two ways to
test these hypotheses or confirm the LMA solution: reducing the uncertainty on the pep flux
and/or lowering the threshold on 8B neutrinos to observe (or not) the possible upturn of the
spectrum.

Electron decay. Thanks to the unmatched radiopurity of the BOREXINO liquid scintillator,
and to the well understood detector response at low energies, a new limit on the stability of
the electron for a decay into a neutrino and a single monoenergetic photon (e− → γ + ν)
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Fig. 1.5: Electron neutrino survival probability (Pee) determined by the BOREXINO exper-
iment (data points with error bars) and compared with the predictions of the
LMA-MSW solution (solid black line with the 1σ uncertainty band) of the neutrino
oscillations.

was obtained: τBX ≥ 6.6×1028 yr (90% C.L.) [126]. It improves the existing limit from the
BOREXINO Counting Test Facility [91] by more than two orders of magnitude.

CNO neutrinos. One of the main goals of BOREXINO in its Phase II is to improve the limit
on the CNO neutrino flux and, ultimately, a measurement of this flux in order to solve the
solar metallicity puzzle. Although, this is an extremely difficult task due to the spectral
degeneracy with 210Bi, BOREXINO seems to be the only experiment able to do it in the near
future. A tremendous effort has been undertaken to stabilize the detector (installation of a
thermal insulation in order to prevent convection/mixing in the scintillator) and to improve
the Pulse Shape Analysis in identification of the 210Bi signal. This activity is still ongoing.

The SOX project. One of the BOREXINO Phase II aims is also to search for the fourth
neutrino family. The so-called sterile neutrino has been proposed as a consequence of the ob-
served reactor neutrino anomaly [65], results of the calibration experiments performed with
artificial neutrino sources within the GALLEX and SAGE experiments [29] and observation of
νe in the νµ beams in the LSND [1] and MiniBooNe [10]. The sterile neutrino should have
masses in the eV range and the oscillation length of the order of 1 m. The BOREXINO large
size (8.5 m diameter of the active volume) and a good position reconstruction (precision of
∼13 cm at 1 MeV) makes it an appropriate tool for searching of sterile neutrinos through
their short-base oscillation. The search is foreseen to be performed with artificial neutrino
sources in the frame of a dedicated project called Short-distance neutrino Oscillation with
BoreXino (SOX) [61]. The location for the source is the pit located under the detector,
which was excavated for this purpose before the detector’s construction, thus no work on the
detector is needed (potential contamination risks). It is foreseen to use a 3.7 PBq (100 kCi)
144Ce-144Pr antineutrino source, producing about 1015 ν/s. According to the Monte-Carlo
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simulations SOX will be able to unambiguously prove or reject the hypothesis about the
existence of the sterile neutrino. In case of the existence, with parameters indicated by the
reactor anomaly, SOX will surely discover the effect and measure the parameters of the
oscillations.

Borexino impact on the neutrino and solar physics

In the BOREXINO detector an unprecedented background level has been reached setting new
standards in the field of ultra-low background experiments. The very low background made
it possible to measure the entire solar neutrino spectrum down to about 150 keV, providing
a very important contribution to the neutrino and solar physics. Such a success was only
possible by implementation of a thorough R&D and quality control program during the
preparation and construction phase of the experiment [27][85].

Without assuming the CTP symmetry (reactor antineutrino data) and by using only the results
of the solar neutrino experiments without BOREXINO it is not possible to exclude the LOW
region from the neutrino oscillation scenarios [54]. This can only be achieved by including
into the global fit the data from the KamLAND experiment. Taking into account the absence
of the Day-Night asymmetry [55] observed by BOREXINO it is possible to exclude the LOW
solution at 8.5σ confidence level. As the only one experiment, BOREXINO succeeded also to
measure the low-energy pp neutrinos and thus established for them the survival probability,
which is (0.64 ± 0.12). This measurement allows to determine the ratio between Pee in
vacuum (0.29 ± 0.10) and in matter by using the 8B flux (also measured by BOREXINO).
This ratio turns out to be (2.20 ± 0.86). A comparison of the paradigmatic LMA-MSW model
and the BOREXINO data is shown in Fig. 1.5. The energy region where the transition between
the vacuum and matter oscillation happens is very interesting from the point of view of the
presence of the so-called “up-turn", where potential Non-Standard Neutrino Interactions
(NSI) are expected [178]. Verification of this hypothesis require however more precise
measurements of the neutrino fluxes, for example the 7Be flux. So far the analysis from the
BOREXINO Phase I data allowed to impose some bounds on the NSI parameters [54].

For the first time, by direct detection of the pp neutrinos, the BOREXINO Collaboration has
shown that nuclear fusion reactions are the source of the Solar energy. This can be done by
comparison of the neutrino and photon luminosity: the rates of the solar nuclear reactions
as calculated from the luminosity and from the neutrino fluxes are in a good agreement,
giving a direct proof that the pp chain provides almost all of the Solar energy.

Future of Borexino

The BOREXINO detector will take data at least until 2020. One of the main goals is to
determine the CNO neutrino flux or significantly improve its upper limit [57]. Another
important issue is to investigate the existence of the sterile neutrino through the experiments
with artificial sources (project SOX). Also fluxes of the 7Be, 8B and pep neutrinos should be
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determined with better accuracy by using the Phase II data. Of special interest are these of
the first two types since they allow to investigate the neutrino oscillation transition region. A
measurement with 4% and 10% precision for the 7Be and 8B (in the energy range of 3 – 5
MeV) fluxes, respectively is feasible.

1.2 Neutrinoless double beta decay

Thanks to the oscillation experiments we know that neutrinos are massive particles [22].
Results from reactor experiments [190] have shown that all mixing angles are different
from zero, making the search for CP violation in the leptonic sector possible [78]. There
are, however very important neutrino properties, which are still to be clarified: the nature
of neutrino (Dirac or Majorana particle) [48], the absolute scale of its mass (from the
oscillation experiments only the mass differences can be extracted) [31] and the oscillations
with a mass difference of the order of 1 eV (possible oscillations to sterile neutrinos) [182].
One possible way to solve the first two issues is to investigate the neutrinoless double beta
(0νββ) decay. Neutrinoless double beta decay experiments are well recognized as the most
powerful tool not only to probe the Majorana nature of the neutrino (search for lepton
number violation [5]) and its mass, but also to investigate the neutrino mass hierarchy [13].
If positively verified, observation of the 0νββ decay would require physics beyond the
Standard Model (SM) and, as the only one process, it would allow to experimentally probe
effective neutrino masses down to the meV level. Among the potential double beta emitters,
Ge shows very good characteristics and for long time one of the best officially published
limits for the half-life of the 0νββ process was coming from the Ge-based experiments
like Heidelberg-Moscow (HDM) or the International Germanium Experiment(IGEX). More
recently GERDA provided stronger limit of T 0ν

1/2 ≥ 2.1×1025 yr [127]. This result was further
improved basing on a combined analysis of the data available from the GERDA, HDM and
IGEX experiments: T 0ν

1/2 ≥ 3.0×1025 yr, corresponding to a limit on the effective Majorana
neutrino mass of 0.2 – 0.4 eV [127]. The new generation projects (like ongoing GERDA Phase
II or a planned new experiment with up to 1 ton of 76Ge) need to push the limit for the
0νββ decay half-life into the range of 1026 – 1027 yr. This can be achieved by increasing
the target masses and simultaneous reduction of background by another one-to-two orders
of magnitude at Qββ1, while preserving high energy resolution. Recent data release from
GERDA Phase II provided a new limit: T 0ν

1/2 ≥ 5.2×1025 yr with the mean sensitivity of
4.0×1025 yr [138].

The Standard Model of electroweak interactions describes neutrinos as left-handed massless
partners of the charged leptons. The fact that neutrinos oscillate requires that they are mas-
sive and implies new physics beyond the SM. The smallness of the neutrino masses turns out
to play a major role in improving our understanding of the Grand Unified Theories (GUTs),
originated by the efforts to unify the strong and electroweak interactions. Some GUTs allow
for explaining naturally small neutrino masses – if they are their own antiparticles [66],
a fundamental issue addressed by the study of the 0νββ decay and the matter-antimatter
asymmetry of the Universe via leptogenesis. The peculiar properties of neutrinos (e.g. their
mass scale) are crucial challenges for GUTs and for any unified theoretical framework. There-

1Where the signal (peak) from the 0νββ decay is expected.
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Fig. 1.6: Predictions for the effective Majorana mass mββ as a function of the lightest
neutrino mass m1. The blue band represents the combined result from various
experiments (including GERDA Phase I). The blue lines indicate the projected
sensitivities of GERDA (GD) Phase II, and the sensitivity of the next generation
76Ge experiment (LEGEND – Large Enriched Germanium Experiment for Neutrino-
less ββ Decay) with ∼10 ton×yr exposure assuming the background index (BI) of
∼10−5 cts/(keV×kg×yr).

fore, the experimental determinations of the neutrino mass scale, mass pattern and nature
are essential bench tests for predictive GUTs and for the improvement of our understanding
of the basic theory of fundamental interactions. In parallel, the understanding of Big-Bang
nucleosynthesis and the features of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) illustrate
the important role of neutrinos in the history of the early Universe. Neutrinos are so light
to have streamed freely away from developing aggregations of matter until quite recently
(in cosmological terms), when they eventually cooled and their speed has decreased to
significantly less than the speed of light. To understand the matter-antimatter asymmetry
of the Universe and what is the neutrino role in shaping the Universe, precise knowledge
of their mass values is necessary. It is clear therefore that the neutrino mass scale is crucial
over two fronts: progress in the comprehension of elementary particles and solution of hot
astroparticle and cosmological problems [36]. The study of the 0νββ process is unique in its
potential to fix the neutrino masses and to answer the key questions beyond the neutrino
physics itself.

Double beta (ββ) decay is a second-order process of the weak interaction and has conse-
quently a very low probability leading to an extraordinary long half-life for the candidate
nuclei. Two decay modes are usually discussed. The two-neutrino process (2νββ), observed
already for 10 isotopes (48Ca, 76Ge, 82Se, 96Zr, 100Mo, 116Cd, 128Te, 130Te, 150Nd, 238U) is
described by (A, Z)→ (A, Z+2) + 2e− + 2ν and is fully consistent with the Standard Model.
The neutrinoless channel (A, Z)→ (A, Z+2) + 2e− violates the lepton number conservation
and, as already discussed, would definitely imply new physics beyond the SM. Of primary
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interest is the process mediated by the exchange of light Majorana neutrinos interacting
through the left-handed V-A weak currents. The rate of the 0νββ decay is given by

1
T 0ν

1/2
= a0ν · F0ν ·M2

0ν · η2

log(2) (1.1)

where a0ν ∼ 5×1017 1/yr is a normalization factor, F0ν represents the exactly calculable
phase space factor (F0ν ∼Qββ5), M0ν is the nuclear matrix element (NME) and η =mββ/me.
me denotes the mass of the electron and mββ is the effective neutrino mass. M0ν can be
derived only theoretically and it has still significant uncertainty [173][99]. Several groups
are involved in calculations of NME for different isotopes applying different approaches. If
the 0νββ decay is observed and the nuclear matrix elements are known, one can deduce the
corresponding value of mββ , which is related to various parameters relevant for neutrino
physics:

mββ = |Ue1|2 ·m1 · eiα + |Ue2|2 ·m2 · eiβ + |Ue3|2 ·m3 · eiγ (1.2)

where Uej are the elements of the neutrino mixing matrix and mi are the neutrino mass
eigenstates. Due to the presence of the unknown Majorana phases (α, β, γ), cancellation
of terms is possible and therefore mββ could be smaller than any of the mi. Thanks to the
information we have from neutrino oscillations experiments [22], it is possible to express
the effective mass in terms of three unknown quantities: the mass scale represented by the
mass of the lightest neutrino m1 and the two independent Majorana phases. It is then useful
to distinguish three possible mass patterns: normal hierarchy, inverted hierarchy and the
quasi-degenerate spectrum. They are shown in Fig. 1.6. mββ deduced from the 0νββ process
can distinguish between these patterns.

1.2.1 Short review of neutrinoless double beta decay experiments

Several experiments searching for the 0νββ decay have been performed in the past, going
back for at least half a century with increasing sensitivities. Many candidate isotopes
were/are being considered in experimental and R&D programs, notably 76Ge, 130Te, 136Xe,
82Se, 150Nd, 100Mo, 48Ca and 116Cd. These nuclei are characterized by their own Qββ values
and the nuclear matrix elements. It has been shown [21][173][98] that the phase space
factors and the NME effects nearly compensate, so that the specific decay rates are the same
within a factor of two for all candidates listed above. In particular, an effective neutrino
mass of a few tens of meV would yield a rate of approximately 1 count/(ton×yr) for all
isotopes.

The two most sensitive past experiments, which used 76Ge were HDM [93] and IGEX [33][32].
They found no evidence for the peak at Qββ (signature of the 0νββ decay) and set lower
limits on the half-life of T 0ν

1/2 ≥ 1.9×1025 yr and T 0ν
1/2 ≥ 1.6×1025 yr at 90% C.L., respectively.

A part of the HDM Collaboration published a claim (not scrutinized until GERDA Phase I
result) about positive observation (4.2σ significance) of the 0νββ decay and reported T 0ν

1/2 =
(1.19+0.37

−0.23)×1025 yr [94]. Later, by applying Pulse Shape Analysis, the claim was strength-
ened to about 6σ [95], but due to some inconsistencies in the analysis pointed out in [21],
the comparison of the GERDA result is restricted (at least by the GERDA Collaboration) to
the result reported in [94]. Presently running 0νββ decay experiments are for example:
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GERDA, KamLAND-Zen, MAJORANA Demonstartor, EXO-200, CUORE-0 and CANDLESS-III.
Under preparation/commissioning are e.g. CUORE, MAJORANA, SNO+, SuperNEMO. The
status and the results obtained so far by GERDA will be discussed in a dedicated section
below.

The KamLAND-Zen experiment is based on a modification of the KamLAND detector [92]
carried out in 2011. Its core is 13 ton of enrXe-loaded liquid scintillator contained inside
a 3.08 m diameter spherical inner balloon. The isotopic abundance of the enriched xenon
has been measured to be about 90.9% of 136Xe and 8.9% of 134Xe. The first limit for
T 0ν

1/2 obtained in the experiment was T 0ν
1/2 ≥ 1.9×1025 yr (90% C.L.) [3]. After purification of

the scintillator the level of radioactive impurities was reduced and a new data taking phase
started at the end of 2013. Analysis of both data sets improved the 0νββ limit to T 0ν

1/2 ≥
1.1×1026 yr [4]. However, taking into account the median sensitivity of the experiment
(∼5.6×1025 yr) it is clear that there was a downward background fluctuation in the analyzed
data. Presently the Collaboration is upgrading the detector to have 750 kg of enriched Xe
(380 kg was used so far) in order to reach the sensitivity of ∼2×1026 yr. The data taking
should resume soon.

The EXO experiment is built around a large Xenon Time Projection Chamber filled with
∼200 kg of liquid Xenon enriched in 136Xe to about 80.6%. In June 2012 the Collaboration
reported the first results on the 0νββ decay, analyzing the exposure of 32.5 kg×yr: T 0ν

1/2 ≥
1.6×1025 yr (90% C.L.) [140]. The measurement has been updated taking into account
the new exposure (100 kg×yr) and with an improved detection sensitivity. No statistically
significant evidence for the 0νββ decay has been found but the obtained half-life limit was
slightly worse: T 0ν

1/2 ≥ 1.1×1025 yr (90% C.L.) [109]. This indicates that in the first data set a
significant downward background fluctuation occurred. After an accident in the underground
laboratory the experiment was temporarily stopped. During that break the Collaboration
installed some upgrades, like a 222Rn reduction system or new hardware, which allowed to
achieve 1% energy resolution. Data taking was resumed in January 2016.

CUORE-0 assembly, based on 130Te, is the first step of CUORE and it is in operation since
March 2013. Calibrations performed with a 232Th source show that the spectroscopic
performance and the energy resolution (4.9 keV FWHM at 2.6 MeV) are well within the
expectations [156]. The CUORE-0 background measured from the initial 9.8 kg×yr exposure
is ∼0.06 cts/(keV×kg×yr). Combined data from CUORICINO and CUORE-0 allow to derive a
limit for T 0ν

1/2 at the level of 2.7×1024 yr (90% C.L.).

CANDLESS is a project which aims at looking for the 0νββ decay of 48Ca by using CaF2

detectors. The CANDLESS-III experiment is taking data since Spring 2013 at the Kamioka
underground laboratory in Japan. It is operating 96 CaF2 detectors (305 kg, natural 48Ca
abundance) immersed in liquid scintillator [181]. The CANDLESS-III setup, after some
modification performed in 2014/2015, is presently taking data. As the next step an upgrade
to CANDLESS-IV/V with detectors enriched in 48Ca is planned.

SNO+ is based on the SNO neutrino experiment [101] at SNOLAB. The candidate 0νββ iso-
tope is 130Te, which will be deployed in the detector in the form of 0.3% loading of the
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liquid scintillator [106]. The total mass of 130Te in the fiducial volume would be 800 kg. The
SNO+ Collaboration expects the filling of the SNO detector with water and after commis-
sioning the water will be replaced by the liquid scintillator (expected in 2017) loaded with
Te-based compounds. Future upgrades foresee loading with 130Te up to 3 – 5% in order to
cover the inverted hierarchy scenario and reach sensitivity for T 0ν

1/2 of ∼2×1026 yr after 5 yr
of data taking.

CUORE will deploy 988 crystals of TeO2 (741 kg in total, 206 kg of 130Te), arranged in a
large array made of 19 towers. The construction of the towers is complete and start of their
operations is expected in 2017. The sensitivity of the full-scale experiment to T 0ν

1/2 after 5 yr
of data taking and with a background index of 0.01 cts/(keV×kg×yr) is about 1026 yr (90%
C.L.) [28].

The MAJORANA demonstrator (MJD) project was foreseen to operate large modular arrays
of High Purity Germanium (HPGe) detectors for the search of the 0νββ decay of 76Ge. The
setup is located underground at the 1480 m level of the SURF Laboratory in the USA. The first
step of the commissioning was performed in 2013 with a prototype vacuum cryostat operated
between June 2014 and June 2015. Next, in 2014 three strings with 10 natGe detectors
were deployed. In May 2015 Module 1 with 7 strings (20 enriched and 9 natural detectors)
was brought into operation and data were acquired between May and October 2015. An
upgrade (installation of an internal Cu shield) was performed in December 2015. Since
then the module is working smoothly and data are being continuously taken. Module 2,
which hosts 12.8 kg of enriched and 9.4 kg of natGe detectors began operation in August
2016. First analysis of data from Module 1 gives the background index of ∼7.5×10−3

cts/(keV×kg×yr) and the limit for T 0ν
1/2 ≥ 3.7×1024 (90% C.L.) [179].

The SuperNEMO project [169] is based on the same design and technology as NEMO-3 [175].
The goal is to deploy up to 100 kg of target isotope within 20 identical modules at the
Modane underground Laboratory in France. 82Se is the primary choice as the target but
150Nd and 48Ca are also considered, depending on the development of available enrichment
procedures. The SuperNEMO Collaboration will first operate one module (7 kg of 82Se) as a
demonstrator. It is presently under construction.

A detailed reviews of the experimental situation in the field of the 0νββ decay searches,
including not discussed here future projects like nEXO, NEXT or MAGIC can be found e.g.
in [96][171].

1.2.2 The Gerda experiment

GERDA (GERmanium Detector Array), located at LNGS, is an experiment to search for the
0νββ decay in 76Ge (Qββ = (2039.061 ± 0.007) keV [23]). At the core of the setup, there
is an array of bare p-type HPGe detectors operated in liquid argon (LAr) – see Fig. 1.7. The
used semi-coaxial diodes came mostly from the HDM and IGEX experiments (after specific
refurbishing processes). Enriched detectors of a new type (Broad Energy Germanium –
BEGe-type [128]) were produced to subsequently increase the mass of the target. The
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Fig. 1.7: Artistic view of the GERDA setup showing the HPGe crystals organized in strings
immersed in LAr, which is filled into the stainless steel cryostat. The cryostat at the
level of the dedector array is lined up with a copper shield in order to minimize the
background component originating from stainless steel. The cryostat is installed in
a tank filled with ultra-pure water (produced by the BOREXINO water plant [141])
serving as a passive shield and a muon veto detector.

construction and operation details of GERDA can be found in [119]. From the beginning
the experiment was foreseen to be realized in phases: the main goal of Phase I was to test
the claim [94]. In the case the claim was refuted, in Phase II the limit on the half-life of
the 0νββ decay should be improved by an order of magnitude to T 0ν

1/2 ≥ 1×1026 yr (90%
C.L.) (mββ ≤ 0.1 – 0.3 eV – see Fig. 1.6). Initially considered Phase III was supposed to be
an experiment based on GERDA and MAJORANA resources and applying the most promising
technology. Ultimately with about 1 ton of enrGe deployed it would be possible to probe the
neutrino inverted mass hierarchy.

Gerda Phase I. In Phase I mostly the former HDM and IGEX semi-coaxial HPGe detectors
were employed. The Phase I data were collected between November 2011 and May 2013
(in 2012 5 Phase II BEGe detectors were also deployed) yielding the total exposure of 21.6
kg×yr for enrGe. The main off-line analysis was performed with the GELATIO package [135].
The energy was reconstructed by a digital filter with the semi-Gaussian shaping and its scale
was determined with 228Th sources once every one or two weeks. In order to avoid bias in
the event selection criteria, for the first time in the field of the search for the 0νββ decay,
a blind analysis was performed. The blinding window covered initially the range of ±20
keV around the Qββ value. After finalization of the energy calibration and the background
model, the window was reduced to Qββ ± 5(4) keV for the semi-coaxial (BEGe) detectors.
Prior to the unblinding (it took place during the Collaboration meeting in Dubna in June
2013) the data set to be analyzed, the signal peak fitting method, the background treatment,
the Pulse Shape Analysis method and parameters as well as the statistical treatment were
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fixed and documented such that no further changes were allowed. The background model
and the treatments of the background in the 0νββ analysis were published later [136], as
well as the PSA methods applied to the semi-coaxial/BEGe data sets [147][133].

In GERDA the HPGe diodes are simultaneously used as sources and detectors for the 0νββ de-
cay. As a detector, Ge provides an excellent energy resolution and it is one of the purest
solid materials available. This allows to reach ultra-low background levels required for
measurements of half-lifes far beyond 1025 yr. Liquid argon, acting both as a coolant (for
the detectors) and as a passive (in Phase I) and an active (in Phase II) shield against the
external radiation, is contained in a stainless steel cryostat of 64 m3 volume. The cryostat is
installed in a water tank instrumented with photomultipliers to detect the Cherenkov light
generated by muons (the most outer shield).

The overall background index (after PSA) has reached the value assumed in the original pro-
posal (∼10−2 cts/(keV×kg×yr)) and corresponded to (1.1 ± 0.2)×10−2 cts/(keV×kg×yr).
After unblinding the GERDA data showed no indication of a peak at Qββ . To derive the
signal strength N0ν and a frequentist coverage interval, a profile likelihood fit of the three
data sub-sets (golden coax, silver coax, BEGe2) was performed. The best fit delivered N0ν

= 0, what means no excess of events in the peak region above the background. The limit
derived by GERDA for the half-life of 76Ge with respect to the 0νββ decay is T 0ν

1/2 ≥ 2.1×1025

yr (90% C.L.) [127]. It corresponds to N0ν < 3.5 counts. Assuming that the claim [94] is
correct, the GERDA detector should register (5.9 ± 1.4) decays in the peak over (2.0 ± 0.3)
background events in the ±2σ window after the PSA cuts – see also Fig. 1.8. The probability
for a downward fluctuation of the signal, which provides N0ν = 0 counts as the best fit,
would be only 1%, thus the claim [94] is strongly disfavored. The GERDA result is even
stronger if the profile likelihood fit is extended to include the spectra from HDM and IGEX ex-
periments. In such a case the best fit yields again N0ν = 0 and a limit of T 0ν

1/2 ≥ 3.0×1025 yr
(90% C.L.) [127]. The calculated range for the upper limit on the effective neutrino mass
mββ is 0.2 – 0.4 eV. A detailed description of the data evaluation criteria and procedures
can be found in [127][136][133]. The GERDA limit on the half-life of the 0νββ decay was
for long time the strongest (there is recent analysis from KamLAND-Zen yielding a stronger
limit for 136Xe of T 0ν

1/2 ≥ 1.1×1026 yr [4]). Thanks to the extremely low background with
the GERDA Phase I data it was also possible to determine with high precision the half-life
for the 2νββ decay of 76Ge: T 2ν

1/2 = (1.84+0.09
−0.08)×1021 yr [130], investigate 76Ge decays to

excited states [131] and study the Majoron emission [134].

Gerda Phase II. The scientific goal of Phase II is to reach the limit for the half-life of
the 76Ge 0νββ decay of T 0ν

1/2 ≥ 1×1026 yr (mββ < 0.1 — 0.2 eV depending on NME).
This should be possible after accumulating ∼100 kg×yr of data (∼3 yr of data taking)
with the background index of ∼10−3 cts/(keV×kg×yr). In Phase II, besides an increase of
the active mass by ∼20 kg (30 new BEGe detectors [132]), the main goal was to further
reduce the background by at least one order of magnitude with respect to Phase I. This
is supposed to be realized by using less material but of higher radiopurity in the vicinity
of the diodes (new detector holders made from Si), new Front-End readout (improved

2The data recorded with the semi-coaxial detectors were divided according to the background level,
which increased slightly (silver set) for some time after insertion of the BEGe detectors.
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Fig. 1.8: GERDA Phase I energy spectrum from all enriched detectors with and without
Pulse Shape Analysis shown by the filled and open histograms, respectively. The
lower panel shows the region used for the background interpolation. The spectrum
in the upper plot is zoomed to Qββ and it was superimposed with the expectations
(with PSA selection) based on the central value of [94] (T 0ν

1/2 = 1.19×1025 yr
– dashed-red curve) and with the 90% upper limit derived by GERDA (T 0ν

1/2 =
2.1×1025 yr – blue curve.

radiopurity) and by applying an active veto (instrumented LAr). In 2015 all the detectors
with the nylon scintillating mini-shrouds (mini-shrouds prevent collection of the 42K ions
on the detector surfaces) and with LAr veto were installed in the cryostat and the setup
(see Fig. 1.9) was commissioned. Active argon veto confirmed very good performance with
application of an external 228Th source – the count rate around Qββ was reduced by about
two orders of magnitude. Data taking with the full setup started on December 20, 2015.
All 40 detectors accounting for 35.6 kg of enrGe and 7.6 kg of natGe are organized in seven
strings. The energy scale is determined by weekly irradiation of the HPGe detector array by
three 228Th (20 – 30 kBq) sources. The stability of the setup is monitored comparing the
reconstructed peak positions in subsequent calibrations. The Phase II energy resolutions,
evaluated for the performed so far calibration runs with the new filters [129] is in the range
from 2.5 keV to 4.0 keV for the BEGes and from 3.3 keV to 4.2 keV for the semi-coaxial
detectors. In the first Phase II data released in July 2016 (Neutrino 2016 conference [139])
the background level of ∼10−3 cts/(keV×kg×yr) has been achieved, which is the world-best
results if weighted by the narrow signal energy region of germanium detectors. Combining
Phase I and II data we find no signal and deduce a new lower limit for the half-life of T 0ν

1/2 ≥
5.2×1025 yr (90% C.L.) – see Fig. 1.10. The sensitivity of 4.0×1025 yr is competitive with
the one of experiments with significantly larger isotope mass. Taking into account the Phase
II results GERDA is the first 0νββ experiment that is/will be practically background-free up
to its design exposure (expected number of background events around Qββ lower than 1).
This progress relies on a novel active veto system, the superior germanium detector energy
resolution and the improved background recognition of our new detectors. The unique
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Fig. 1.9: GERDA Phase II experimental setup [137]
a) overview: (1) water tank with muon veto system PMTs, (2) LAr cryostat, (3)
floor and roof of clean room, (4) lock, (5) glove box (6) plastic muon veto system;
b) LAr veto system: (1/5) bottom/top plate (diameter 49 cm) with 7/9 3" PMTs,
(2) fiber curtain (90 cm height) coated with wavelength shifter, (3) optical couplers
and SiPMs, (4) thin-walled (0.1 mm) Cu cylinders (60 cm height) covered with a
Tyvek reflector on the inside (6) calibration source entering slot in top plate (7)
slot for second of three calibration sources;
c) detector array: (1) Ge detectors arranged in 7 strings, (2) flexible bias and
readout cables, (3) amplifiers;
d) detector module, view from bottom: (1) BEGe diode (2/3) signal/high voltage
cables attached by (4) bronze clamps to (5) silicon support plate, (6) bond wire
connections from diode to signal and high voltage cable, (7) Cu support rods.
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discovery potential of an essentially background-free search for the 0νββ decay motivates a
larger germanium experiment with higher sensitivity.

Towards the Next Generation Ge-based experiment. Originally planned Phase III of
the GERDA experiment was thought as a world-wide effort, but based on the GERDA and
MAJORANA groups, aiming for an active target mass of 76Ge in the range of several hundred
kg (up to 1 ton) and the background index of ∼10−3 cts/(keV×kg×yr). If after 5 yr of
operation (exposure of 1 – 5 ton×yr) no 0νββ signal would be observed the achievable
limit on T 0ν

1/2 would be in the range of 1027 yr, probing the inverted hierarchy. GERDA and
MAJORANA have therefore cooperated closely sharing experiences, expertise and developing
a common simulation framework called MAGE [142]. In the last years there were several
GERDA-MAJORANA meetings (Sept. 2013, Dec. 2014, Nov. 2015) dedicated to discussions
about the progress in both projects, identification of major issues and their solutions. In
April 2016 another meeting was organized, which was open to all parties interested in a
next generation experiment based on germanium. It has been decided that the new project
will not be a continuation of neither GERDA nor MAJORANA experiments, but a completely
new enterprise based on a new Collaboration. Many groups expressed their interest, also
almost all groups involved in GERDA and MAJORANA. The new Collaboration called LEGEND
(Large Enriched Germanium Experiment for Neutrinoless ββ Decay) was officially formed in
October 2016 during a dedicated meeting held in Atlanta, USA.

The main goal of LEGEND is to push for an experiment able to access T 0ν
1/2 ≥ 1×1027 yr.

It is supposed to be realized in stages. Most likely the first stage will be based on ∼200
kg of enrGe acquired by merging the Ge inventories from GERDA and MAJORANA and by
supplementing the missing mass by production of new crystals. So far it has been considered
that the 200 kg stage could be carried out at LNGS using the GERDA technology and at least
part of its infrastructure. In the second stage the mass of enrGe could be increased to 500 kg
and ultimately to about 1 ton. The location and the technology of the ton-scale experiment
will be evaluated in the future, taking into account the progress and the outcome of the
200/500 kg steps. Estimates show that determination of mββ at the level of 0.02 eV (bottom
of the inverted hierarchy band) requires exposure above 10 ton×yr for the background level
of about 10−5 cts/(keV×kg×yr) [171] (see Fig. 1.11). This is very challenging – practically a
background-free detector is needed. Experiments based on germanium, as proved by GERDA,
have however high potential to reach these goals.

1.3 Dark matter

In the Standard Model of cosmology the Universe is flat and made of∼4.6% baryons,∼23.4%
non-baryonic dark matter (DM) and ∼72% dark energy. A leading candidate explanation is
that DM is composed of Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) formed in the early
Universe and gravitationally clustered together with the standard baryonic matter. WIMPs
could have been thermally produced in the very early Universe and their expected masses
are between ∼1 GeV/c2 and ∼10 TeV/c2. If their mass and cross section is determined
by the weak scale, the freeze-out relic density is around the observed value. WIMPs can
be detected e.g. directly, through their elastic collisions with nuclei in terrestrial targets.
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Fig. 1.10: Combined Phase I data (top panel), Phase II coaxial (middle panel) and Phase
II BEGe detector spectra (bottom panel) in the analysis window [139]. The
red histogram is the final spectrum, the filled grey one represents the spectrum
without Pulse Shape Analysis and the open histogram in addition without argon
veto cut. The blue line is the fitted spectrum together with a hypothetical signal
corresponding to the 90% C.L. of T 0ν

1/2 = 5.2×1025 yr.
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Fig. 1.11: 3σ discovery limits of a germanium-based (76Ge) experiment as a function of
exposure and background [171]. The horizontal gray band shows the inverted
neutrino mass hierarchy region, including the uncertainties associated with NMEs
and neutrino mixing parameters. To probe the entire band the experiment must
have extremely low background of 0.1 cts/(ton×yr) around Qββ , even for 10
ton×yr exposure.

The differential rate for elastic scattering off nuclei depends on WIMPs properties, which
are completely unknown, such as the mass or elastic cross section, and quantities that are
in principle accessible from astrophysics: the local density in the halo, the WIMP velocity
distribution and the escape velocity. Finally, detector specific parameters are also relevant for
the differential rate: the mass of the target nucleus, the energy threshold and nuclear form
factors. In order to convincingly detect a WIMP signal, a specific signature from a particle
populating our galactic halo is important, e.g. the Earth’s motion through the galaxy induces
a seasonal variation of the total event rate. The observation of a recoil spectrum with at least
two different targets should provide complementary information on the WIMP properties,
such as the WIMP mass. Once a WIMP signal is detected, isotopic separation in odd and
even nuclei can further distinguish between spin-dependent (σSD) and spin-independent
(σSI) interactions, using the same detector.

Thanks to its gravitational effects, the evidence for the existence of dark matter is today
quite strong and comes from several observations like the WMAP/QUIET data or images of
the Bullet Cluster obtained by the Chandra telescope. More generally, global fits to a number
of cosmological datasets allow to determine very precisely the amount of DM in the global
energy-matter content of the Universe at ΩDMh2 = (0.1188 ± 0.0010) [162]. Some of the
observed effects could be explained without introducing DM by e.g. some local (in galaxies)
effects [104] or new kind of theories called MOND (Modified Newtonian Dynamics) through
a modification of Newton’s second law of dynamics [37]. However, up to this moment none
of these theories has succeeded to explain the whole set of evidence.
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Experimental searches for WIMP candidates have been already conducted for many years.
These efforts can be divided into three classes: detection at colliders, where DM particles
may be produced in high-energy collisions; direct detection of DM particles interactions
in low-background detectors [184]; indirect detection [144] with satellites, balloons, and
ground-based telescopes looking for signals caused by DM particles annihilation in their high
density regions or in space (results of indirect searches are reported in [111]). There are
also attempts to combine data from various types of experiments in order to extract the DM
parameters [25].

At the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the ATLAS and CMS [49][185] experiments search
for dark matter particles produced in p-p collisions along with a hard-jet emitted as an
initial state radiation providing a viable trigger and large visible momentum imbalance.
DM particle masses accessible at the LHC are limited by the total center of mass energy,
which translates into an energy available for the parton collisions of a few hundred GeV/c2

(see Fig. 1.19). Therefore the LHC searches are truly complementary to direct dark matter
searches, which retain their sensitivity to larger WIMP masses (≥100 GeV/c2), in a region
where the LHC searches are less competitive, as well as for those channels that would escape
detection at the LHC.

WIMPs appearing in terrestrial detectors would primarily be those gravitationally bound to
our galaxy. Since the escape velocity is a few hundred km/s [154] one can easily estimate
that the maximum energy transfer from a WIMP to an electron initially at rest is at most
in the eV range, while the energy transfer to an atomic nucleus would typically be in the
range of some tens of keVnr3. Therefore direct detection experiments typically search for
nuclear recoils. The cross section for WIMP-nucleon interaction calculated using minimal
super-symmetric models (popular extensions of the Standard Model) spans many orders of
magnitude. Typical values for the spin-independent cross section are between 10−44 cm2 and
10−46 cm2 [143]. Such small values imply that large target masses and long measurement
times are required. At the lower end of the cross section range typical interaction rates
are a few events per ton and per year. These low expected rates pose a major challenge
considering that typical background rates from environmental radioactivity and cosmic
radiation are much higher. One can greatly reduce them by a proper selection of construction
materials and deep underground location of the detectors, but there is still an appreciable
background rate left, which would limit the sensitivity. Therefore most experiments employ
some form of background discrimination. This is typically based on the fact that the majority
of background radiation is in the form of ionizing radiation which interacts with the electrons,
while the WIMPs are expected to reveal themselves through nuclear interactions. There are
essentially three detection principles that are the basis for the most of particle detectors:
the ionizing effect of a particle interaction, the scintillation light from electronic excitation
and a thermal signal from lattice vibrations. The characteristics of these three signal types
often differ for nuclear and electron recoils giving a handle on discriminating the remaining
background. It is believed, in particular, that the ability to identify, measure, and reject
background will ultimately define the sensitivity of direct dark matter searches.

3Nucleus recoil energy.
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A large range of techniques and target materials are currently being used in direct searches
for WIMPs, the most recent results from various experiments can be found in [148]. Most
detectors have not seen any evidence of DM interactions and in such a case the result is
represented as an upper limit on the WIMP-nucleon cross section as a function of the WIMP
mass Mχ (the so-called exclusion plot) – see Fig. 1.18 and Fig.1.19. In general for higher
WIMP masses there is no evidence for dark matter interactions. To date the LUX detector
(two phase Time Projection Chamber – TPC – filled with liquid xenon) provided data, which
allowed to obtain the most sensitive results and set a limit for σSI of 6×10−46 cm2 for Mχ =
33 GeV/c2 [39]. Weaker bounds are provided e.g. by the XENON100 [41], CDMS-II-Ge [165]
and CDMSlite [166], SIMPLE [145], PICASSO [44] and COUPP [43] experiments. There
are also several new proposals and detectors being already under construction or providing
first data, which aim to search for direct DM interactions with sensitivity goals of one-to-two
orders of magnitude beyond the present state-of-the-art. For example, DEAP [19] (single
phase liquid argon) with 3600 kg active mass (1000 kg fiducial) aims for σSI ∼ 10−46 cm2

after a 3 yr run at SNOLAB. The next phase of LUX, LZ [40], plans a 7 ton liquid xenon
(LXe) detector with an additional scintillator veto to suppress the neutron background.
Operation is expected to start in 2018, with the goal of reaching σSI ∼ 10−48 cm2 (Mχ ∼50
GeV/c2) after 3 yr of data taking. LXe is also used by XENON1T [42] (2.2 ton of LXe, 1 ton
fiducial) installed recently at LNGS and aiming for σSI ∼ 2×10−47 cm2 (after a 2 yr run).
PandaX-II [7] located in JinPing in China applies the same technology as XENON1T and
aims for similar sensitivity. XMASS-1 [113] with 100 kg of fiducial volume also based on LXe
(single phase) in Kamioka is taking data and after a 3 yr run should reach σSI ≤ 10−46 cm2.
DARKSIDE-50 (described in details later) at Gran Sasso uses low-radioactivity LAr (reduced
39Ar specific activity) and after a 3 yr run it will reach σSI ∼ 10−45 cm2. DARKSIDE-50 serves
also as a demonstrator for a 20 ton (second generation) experiment – DARKSIDE-20k – being
under preparation at LNGS. After 5 yr of operation (starting in 2020) DARKSIDE-20k should
reach the spin-independent WIMP scattering cross section of about 10−47 cm2 for Mχ ∼ 100
GeV/c2.

For lower Mχ values the situation is more complicated. Some detectors like DAMA [170],
CoGeNT [34], CRESST-II [52] and CDMS-II-Si [168] provided data that could be interpreted
as signals from DM particles in the light WIMPs range (Mχ ∼ 10 GeV/c2, σSI ∼ 10−41 –
10−40 cm2). However, further improved analyses (e.g. with a lower energy threshold) did
not confirm the positive DM signal for CoGeNT and CRESST-II [53]. DAMA report also
annual modulations in observed event rates, which is compatible with the Earth’s rotation
around the Sun [114][115]. An explanation that the excess of events observed by DAMA
and CDMS-II-Si is caused by interactions of the DM particles is in apparent contradiction
with the XENON100 [41] result, the low-energy analysis of CDMS-II-Ge data [165] or
CDMSlite [166]. Finally, LUX [39] rules out all the positive results for low-mass WIMPs with
high confidence. Proposed ideas to alleviate the outlined tension include improved character-
ization of experimental backgrounds, particle physics explanations such as tuning the ratio
of the coupling constants of WIMP scattering on neutrons and protons [110], performing
more detailed examination of the local DM density and the velocity distribution function
(VDF) [192] or carrying out analysis within the so-called halo-independent formalism [46].
None of these approaches gives however an agreement between all the observations. For
example, in the case of the halo-independent formalism there is a tension between most of
the experiments with positive signals and those with negative results, most notably LUX,
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XENON, and CDMS-II-Ge. The three CDMS-II-Si events seem to be compatible with all the
limits for DM with isospin-violating couplings.

There are not only theoretical and phenomenological efforts to solve the low-mass DM
problem – several upgrades of the existing setups are being carried out, as well as new ex-
periments are planned. For example, SuperCDMS running presently at Soudan underground
laboratory uses 9 kg of Ge and after implementation of the low-energy threshold analysis it
has reached σSI ∼ 1.2×10−42 cm2 for Mχ ∼ 8 GeV/c2 [167]. SuperCDMS at SNOLAB [155]
with 200 kg of Ge crystals and after 2 yr of operation should reach σSI ∼ 8×10−47 cm2

for Mχ ∼ 60 GeV/c2. Optimization of the analysis procedures is expected to give an extra
coverage for low WIMPS masses. High purity germanium crystals are also used by CoGeNT
and its planned C-4 stage at Soudan [174] with 4 kg active mass. C-4 should be able to cover
the entire DAMA/LIBRA parameter space. TEXONO [11], CDEX [164], MAJORANA [179]
and EDELWEISS [45] are based on germanium as well. Large detector mass to be used in
CDEX (10 kg in CDEX-10), MAJORANA (45 kg in the Demonstrator) and EDELWEISS-III (20
kg) will allow to reach σSI ∼ 8×10−43 cm2, ∼10−44 cm2, and ∼10−45 cm2, respectively
for WIMP masses below 10 GeV/c2. There are also experimental efforts to verify the signal
modulation observed by DAMA with similar detectors but significantly lower background:
ANAIS at Canfranc [97] and SABRE [30] applying ultra-pure NaI crystals to be deployed in
liquid scintillator.

1.3.1 The DarkSide experiment

The ultimate goal of the DARKSIDE (DS) project is to develop and deploy a background-free
multi-ton liquid argon detector that has the best sensitivity for direct detection of WIMP
interactions. LAr is a promising medium for WIMP detection due to its efficient conversion of
energy from WIMP-induced nuclear recoils into both scintillation and ionization signals. In a
Time Projection Chamber, scintillation (causing the so-called S1 signal) and ionization (S2)
can be independently detected and spatially resolved through large volumes of liquid. The
relative size and time dependence of these signals permit discrimination of nuclear recoils
from background events (mostly gammas and electrons). LAr allows also for very effective
Pulse Shape Analysis and discrimination between different types of radiation, thus opens up
possibilities for powerful background reduction. In order to accomplish the ambitious goals,
the DARKSIDE Collaboration is proceeding through a staged approach. The first prototype
(DARKSIDE-10), built in Princeton and run in the LNGS underground laboratory until 2013,
proved the stability of the detector and showed possibilities to achieve a record light yield of
8.9 p.e./keVee4 [180].

In the next step the DARKSIDE-50 detector with the active mass of about 46 kg has been
completed (total LAr mass of 153 kg) and operated first with the Atmospheric Argon (AAr)
and presently with the Underground Argon (UAr). Its construction is based on several
innovative features that allow for truly background-free operation, which results in a
significant science result in spite of relatively small size of the detector. Development of the
innovations described below is an important goal in its own right as they are very important

4keVee represents the energy “visible” in the detector (electron recoil equivalent). It is used to
calculate the real nucleus recoil energy expressed in keVnr.
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Fig. 1.12: Comparison of the measured (normalized to exposure) S1 spectra for the UAr
(blue) and AAr (black). In red the Monte Carlo (MC) fit to the UAr data is shown.
Deduced from the fit 85Kr and 39Ar contributions are displayed in green and
orange, respectively. Indicated are also contributions from other background
sources, as well as their origin.

part of the background reduction strategy followed by the DARKSIDE Collaboration. DS-50
serves also as a prototype for a future multi-ton detector. The very unique features of
DARKSIDE-50 are:

• Application of Underground Argon depleted in radioactive 39Ar (39Ar is produced
in the atmosphere by cosmic ray interactions such as 40Ar(n,2n)39Ar). Atmospheric
abundance of 39Ar in Ar (∼1 Bq/kg) limits the size of a DM TPC detector filled with
LAr to some hundred kilograms. In order to overcome this problem the DARKSIDE Col-
laboration is using Ar extracted from an underground source at the Kinder Morgan
Doe Canyon CO2 complex located in Cortez, Colorado, USA. A plant for the separation
of depleted argon at this site has been deployed. It is fed with CO2 gas coming from
underground wells and containing argon at the concentration of ∼400 ppm, and
produces a crude argon mixture containing argon with a typical concentration of
∼3% (with the balance of N2 and He). Separation of the depleted Argon produced in
the Cortez facility from the accompanying nitrogen and helium is accomplished by
cryogenic distillation. A system operated at Fermilab delivered 99.9999%-purity argon.
In total 156 kg of UAr have been produced for DS-50 and 153 kg were filled into the
detector in 2015. Fig. 1.12 shows the normalized spectra obtained for the Atmospheric
Argon run [158] and the Underground Argon run [159]. A simultaneous Monte Carlo
fit to the S1 spectrum is used to determine the 39Ar and 85Kr specific activities in
the UAr to be (0.73 ± 0.11) mBq/kg and (2.05 ± 0.13) mBq/kg, respectively. The
measured 39Ar activity is a factor 1400 lower compared to AAr going far beyond the
earlier measured limit [108].

• Application of a compact high efficiency Liquid Scintillator Veto (LSV) for neu-
trons [160]. DARKSIDE-50 is the first (and to date the only one) experiment with
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the dark matter detector operated inside an active neutron veto. It is made by a 4 m
diameter sphere filled with 30 ton of organic liquid scintillator and equipped with
110 8" PMTs. The solution is made of pseudocumene and trimetylbutadiene (TMB),
the latter being a molecule loaded with boron, with a very high neutron capture
cross section. With the TMB concentration of 5% the radiogenic neutrons are tagged
with ≥99.1% efficiency (according to MC simulations and calibrations with an AmBe
source).

• Assembly of the DARKSIDE detectors in 222Rn-free clean rooms. The first 222Rn sup-
pressed clean room in the world was built at the Princeton University in 1998 – 1999
for the construction of the BOREXINO nylon vessels (CRn ∼ 1 Bq/m3 in the air inside),
achieving surface activities of <10 α’s/(m2×d) [100]. The DARKSIDE Collaboration
has built two practically radon-free clean rooms in Hall C of LNGS, the so-called
Clean Room Hanoi (CRH) and the Clean Room 1 (CR1). These rooms receive all their
make-up air from a dedicated radon abatement system and are almost completely
lined with stainless steel panels to limit radon emanation from the walls, ceilings and
floors. CRH is located on top of the water tank and it gives direct access into the muon
and neutron vetoes through their top flanges. CR1 contains the equipment used for
the cleaning and preparation of the DARKSIDE LAr-TPC parts. Both clean rooms are
sized to allow for preparation, assembly, and deployment of a multi-ton TPC detector.
A dedicated 222Rn detector has been developed to monitor continuously the 222Rn con-
tent in the air assayed directly from the abatement system and from the clean rooms.
The measured values were at the level of 1 mBq/m3 (air from the abatement system)
and 5 – 200 mBq/m3 (CRH/CR1 – see Sec. 7), respectively, what makes the clean
rooms the best world-wide. For comparison, measurements of hall C air give about 20
– 50 Bq/m3. Handling of parts and assembly of the DARKSIDE TPCs (as it happened
for the DARKSIDE-50 TPC) in a 222Rn-free environment is a part of the DARKSIDE back-
ground reduction strategy (preventing deposition of radioactive 222Rn daughters on
the detector’s surfaces). Fig 1.13 shows results of a 222Rn monitoring (measurements
taken every 6 h) in CRH over a weekend. The average 222Rn concentration was about
4.5 mBq/m3 with two significantly higher values registered when a person entered
the clean room. In general, the radon concentration in the clean rooms is correlated
with the intensity (number of people) of activities inside.

• Due to the long triplet life time of the excited argon (some µs) for the LAr based
detectors it is possible to perform Pulse Shape Analysis. In the case of DARKSIDE the
so-called f90 parameter is defined, which is a measure of the S1 signal fraction
occurring in the first 90 ns after the trigger. We have shown [158] that the applied
PSA method has very high background rejection efficiency (≥107) and allowed for
truly background-free operation of the DARKSIDE-50 detector.

The core of the DARKSIDE-50 experiment is the double phase TPC, 36 cm diameter and 36
cm height, filled with 46.7 kg of LAr. Two arrays of 19 photomultipliers are pointing to the
center of the volume from the top and from the bottom surfaces. On the top of the liquid
volume, a 1 cm height gas region is created by heating the LAr. A uniform electric field (200
V/cm) is maintained along the vertical axis of the cylinder and a stronger electric field is
present in the gas region (2800 V/cm) for the extraction of ionization electrons (S2 signal).
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Fig. 1.13: 222Rn concentration in the Clean Room Hanoi measured over a weekend (no
personnel activity inside). The two higher values were registered when a person
entered the clean room.

All internal surfaces of the TPC are reflective and coated with thetraphenylbutadiene (TPB),
a wavelength shifter required to convert the 128 nm LAr scintillation light into visible one,
to match the photocathode sensitivity. Fig. 1.14 shows schematically the DARKSIDE-50 TPC.
The cryostat (hosting the TPC) is placed inside the neutron detector and the latter one
is installed inside a tank containing ∼1 kilo-ton of high-purity water (produced by the
BOREXINO water plant [141]). The tank is equipped with 80 8" PMTs installed on the side
and on the bottom, thus it is acting as a Cherenkov detector (CD) for the surviving cosmic
muons at the depth of the laboratories. A sketch of the three nested detectors is shown in
Fig. 1.15.

WIMP searches with AAr and UAr. The DARKSIDE-50 detector was filled first with At-
mospheric Argon and the presented analysis concerns data acquired between November
2013 and May 2014 [158]. The usable live-time, defined as all the runs taken in dark matter
search mode with a drift field of 200 V/cm and with all three detectors (TPC, LSV, CD)
included, was (53.8 ± 0.2) d. Taking into account the applied cuts, reducing the live-time
to (47.1 ± 0.2) d, the fiducial volume of the detector ((36.9 ± 0.6) kg) and the overall
acceptance (0.82+0.01

−0.04), the total exposure was (1422 ± 67) kg×d.

The main calibration of the detector has been realized by introducing 85Kr inside the argon
circulation loop. 85Kr is a source of two low-energy gammas (for a total deposit of 41.5 keV)
and has a mean life time of 1.8 h. The position of the 41.5 keV peak over the 39Ar β spectrum
allowed to measure the light yield of the detector to be (7.9 ± 0.4) p.e./keV without the
electric field and about 7.0 p.e./keV at 200 V/cm. Measurements with a neutron (AmBe)
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Fig. 1.14: Schematic view of the DARKSIDE-50 Time Projection Chamber.

and various gamma sources (57Co, 133Ba and 137Cs) deployed in the neutron detector were
also performed.

A WIMP interacting inside the LAr active volume is expected to produce a nuclear recoil. As
already mentioned, the main tool for rejecting electron recoils (by a factor of more than
107) that trigger the TPC is the the Pulse Shape Analysis. Exploiting the S2/S1 ratio one
can increase the rejection power by an additional factor of 102 – 103. The most problematic
source of WIMP-like events is represented by cosmogenic and radiogenic neutrons. Some
of these events, those with multiple interactions inside the TPC, can be rejected since they
produce ionization signal at more than one vertex. The neutrons interacting only once in
the TPC are likely to be captured inside the liquid scintillator neutron detector. A capture
on 10B (contained in TMB) results in the production of 7Li and an α particle. Its energy of
1.47 MeV is quenched in the liquid scintillator to ∼50 keV. With a branching ratio of 94%,
a 480 keV γ is also emitted. The measured light yield in the scintillator (∼0.52 p.e./keV)
is large enough to detect the α also when no γ is emitted. The number of cosmogenic
neutrons that penetrate the veto undetected is negligible (basing on simulations). The major
source of radiogenic neutrons are the PMTs and the total expected yield is about 100 n/yr.
From GEANT4 based simulations, only 5×10−4 of them are expected to interact once in the
TPC and to escape the veto without leaving any detectable signal (energy below 30 p.e.).
Fiducialization is also applied to the active volume, in order to prevent contamination from
α surface emissions (from raw materials qualification, they are expected to be ≤10/(m2×d)),
removing events that originate within 2 cm from the walls. After this cut, the fiducial volume
is reduced to 36.9 kg of LAr. The WIMP acceptance region on the f90 PSA parameter vs.
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Fig. 1.15: Nested detector system of DARKSIDE-50. The outermost is the water Cherenkov
detector, the sphere is the neutron detector and the gray cylinder at the center of
the sphere is the LAr TPC cryostat.
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Fig. 1.16: Distribution of the events in the scatter plot of S1 vs. f90 registered for the
Atmospheric Argon. Percentages label the f90 acceptance contours (WIMP search
box) for nuclear recoils drawn by connecting points determined from the SCENE
measurements.

Fig. 1.17: Distribution of events which survive all quality and physics cuts (including veto
cuts) in the scatter plots of S1 vs. f90 registered for the Underground Argon.
Shaded blue with solid blue outline: WIMP search region. Percentages label
the f90 acceptance contours for nuclear recoils, drawn by connecting points
(shown with uncertainties) at which the acceptance was determined from the
corresponding SCENE measurements. Lighter shaded blue with dashed blue line
show that extending the WIMP search region to 99% f90 nuclear recoil acceptance
is still far away from electron recoil backgrounds.
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Fig. 1.18: Comparison of spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section 90% C.L. exclusion
plot for the DARKSIDE-50 AAr (dotted red), UAr campaign (dashed red), and
combination of the UAr and AAr campaigns (solid red). Also shown are results
from other experiments.

S1 energy plane was determined by scaling the results from the SCENE experiment [81]
and it is shown in Fig. 1.16. SCENE is dedicated to study the nuclear recoils in LAr. It is
based on a small TPC exposed to a low-energy pulsed narrow-band neutrons beam. The
SCENE results were scaled to the DARKSIDE TPC including all systematic effects related to
differences in the detectors. The WIMP search window was obtained by intersecting the 90%
nuclear recoil acceptance line from SCENE with the curve corresponding to a leakage of
39Ar events of 0.01 events/(5 p.e. bin) into the ROI. The background-free operation of the
DS-50 detector filled with AAr allowed to set a 90% C.L. upper limit on the WIMP-nucleon
cross section of 6.1×10−44 cm2 for a WIMP mass of 100 GeV/c2.

In 2015 in the DARKSIDE-50 detector AAr was replaced by UAr. For the 70.1 d of live-time
(after all cuts) [159] acquired between April 8 and July 31 2015 no background events
have been observed in the DM window shown on the scatter plot in Fig. 1.17. The WIMP
window in the f90 vs. S1 space was defined assuming 90% nuclear recoil acceptance contour
derived from SCENE [81], and a leakage curve corresponding to a total predicted leakage
of ≤0.1 events during the entire exposure of (2616 ± 43) kg×d. The combined analysis
with the AAr data gives an upper limit on the WIMP-nucleon cross section of 2.0×10−44 cm2

for WIMP masses of 100 GeV/c2. The standard 90% C.L. exclusion curves for the AAr and
UAr (including also results from other experiments) are shown in Fig. 1.18. The UAr result
can be extrapolated to predict that exposures of at least 5.3 ton×yr would remain free of
39Ar background in the WIMP search region.
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         LHC 

Fig. 1.19: Current results of direct dark matter search experiments. Also shown are
projected sensitivities for the full UAr exposures of DARKSIDE-50, DARKSIDE-
20k (for different exposures) and Argo. The grey shaded region indicates the
"coherent neutrino-nucleon scattering floor". The light blue area represents the
region of dark matter searched covered by accelerator-based experiments (LHC).

DarkSide Future: DarkSide-20k, Urania and Aria. The data taking with UAr will con-
tinue for another few years. Simultaneously preparations for construction of the next
generation detector are already ongoing. DARKSIDE-20k will be based on 23 ton (active
mass, 20 ton fiducial) of Depleted Ar (DAr) filled into an octagonal TPC. As light detectors
a large array (∼15 m2) of silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) will be used. Better light yield
and improved signal-to-noise ratio of the SiPMs (with respect to classical PMTs) should
make it possible to achieve better PSA performance. DARKSIDE-20k aims for a 100 ton×yr
background-free exposure (starting operation in 2020) to give a projected sensitivity of
9×10−48 cm2 for a WIMP mass of 1 TeV/c2 – see Fig. 1.19.

For the purpose of procuring the much larger amounts of UAr necessary for DARKSIDE-20k,
as well as future larger argon-based detectors such as Argo, the Urania project has been
established. Building on the relationship with Kinder Morgan, the Urania project aims
to build a plant capable of extracting UAr at a rate of 200 kg/d, from the same source
of UAr that was used for the DARKSIDE-50 detector. As mentioned earlier, the statistical
power of PSA sufficient to claim a background-free condition from the residual 39Ar in UAr,
for an exposure of 5.3 ton×yr has been demonstrated. The proposed DARKSIDE-20k aims
at achieving a background-free exposure, which is 19 times larger than what is currently
demonstrated. It is reasonable that this could be accomplished with PSA more powerful than
currently demonstrated. The current level of 1 part in 1.5×107 is limited only by photon
statistics, and it is expected that the light gain predicted for DARKSIDE-20k will result in a
stronger discrimination. Another assurance of the ability to reach the stated physics goal is
the possibility to further reduce the residual 39Ar in the UAr by active depletion. Therefore
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the Aria program has been launched to develop the active depletion of 39Ar from the UAr
target for DARKSIDE-20k and eventually for Argo.

Aria consists of two 350 m high distillation columns, Seruci-I and Seruci-II, capable of
processing up to 150 kg of UAr5 per day and separating isotopes by means of cryogenic
distillation. The columns will be installed in a deep shaft of a mine located in Sardinia, Italy.
The Urania and Aria projects received funding and are being presently realized. Ultimately,
a detector with 200 ton of active DAr mass (Argo) could be built. After collecting 1000
ton×yr of data it is expected that the projected sensitivity for WIMP-nucleon cross section
will reach the so-called neutrino floor (cross section for coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering)
for WIMP masses above 1 TeV/c2.

5UAr enters the column and the product of distillation/depletion process is called Depleted Argon –
DAr.
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2High-sensitivity radon emanation
studies

In most of the experiments looking for rare physical processes at low energies 222Rn may
contribute very significantly to their overall background. Usually, only extremely small radon
activities (single atoms) can be tolerated. Therefore, all materials and detector’s parts have
to be carefully selected with respect to their radon emanation. To perform assay down to
single atoms ultra-sensitive instruments are needed. Development of techniques based on
radon counting with miniaturized ultra-low background proportional counters and with
cryogenic detectors are described in this chapter. 222Rn belongs to the 238U chain, which
part starting with 226Ra is shown in Fig. 5.1. 222Rn is a daughter of 226Ra and their activities
are related as:

ARn(t) = ARa ·
(
1− e−λRn·t

)
(2.1)

where ARa, ARn, λRn and t are the activity of radium, radon, radon decay constant and time,
respectively. ARa due to the long half-life of 226Ra is assumed to be constant. Relation 2.1
is graphically shown in Fig. 2.1. If not specified differently, determined 222Rn activities are
always given as saturation values (equilibrium between 222Rn and 226Ra – see Fig.2.1).

2.1 Studies of 222Rn emanation using ultra-low
background proportional counters

Ultra-low background miniaturized proportional counters were originally developed for
the Homestake experiment [116] and were later modified and used in the GALLEX solar
neutrino experiment [172]. They are hand-made from ultra pure quartz [62] having an
active volume of about 1 cm3. As counting gas (for radon measurement purposes only),
the commercially available P10 (mixture of 90% Ar and 10% CH4) is used. Only α decays
of 222Rn and its progenies are recorded. The counting efficiency measured in equilibrium
between 222Rn and the short-lived daughters (established ∼3 h after counter filling) and for
energies above 50 keV is (147± 6)%. It means that statistically about 1.5 alpha (out of three)
is registered for one radon decay. This value was obtained as an average from measurements
performed for several individual counters using a certified 222Rn source (2M HCl solution of
226Ra with certified activity supplied by the Physikalisch-Technischen Bundesanstalt – PTB –
in Braunschweig, Germany). The background depends on the individual counter and varies
from 0.05 up to a few cpd. A scheme of the ultra-low background miniaturized proportional
counter is shown in Fig. 2.2. A radon sample mixed with the counting gas is pushed into
the active volume of the counter by a Hg column through a capillary tube. To perform that
task a special filling line is needed. Radon from a small (up to 1 l volume) sample container
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Fig. 2.1: Relation between 222Rn and 226Ra activities. Equilibrium (ARa = ARn) is reached
after several half-lifes of 222Rn (T1/2 = 3.8 d).

Fig. 2.2: Miniaturized ultra-low background proportional counter. The counters were
developed for the GALLEX experiment and adopted for measurements of very weak
222Rn activities. In order to achieve ultra-low background they are made from
high-purity quartz [62]. The sample mixed with the counting gas is pushed into
the active volume by a Hg column through the capillary tube.
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Fig. 2.3: Schematic view of the counter filling line. Radon is flushed out from the transport
trap with purified He and collected on the activated charcoal (AC) trap (kept at
LN2 temperature). Next 222Rn is transferred to the chromosorb trap where it is
mixed with the counting gas (P10) and then filled into the counter by using the
Töpler pump or the pusher. Gaseous impurities present in the sample are collected
in the NaOH trap (removal of CO2), Si-Ge trap (removal of H2O) and on the Zr-Al
getter pump (removal of all remaining reactive gases like nitrogen or oxygen).

(or from a transport trap) is flushed out with purified (222Rn-free) He through a NaOH
trap (removal of CO2), through a silica gel trap (removal of H2O vapors) and is eventually
collected in a column containing very pure activated carbon (CarboAct®, emanation rate of
0.3 mBq/kg, only about 1 g is used) cooled by liquid nitrogen. In the next step the sample is
transferred into a small trap filled with Chromosorb® 102 (also cooled by LN2) where the
final purification and mixing with the counting gas takes place. Purification is performed
by means of a ZrAl getter pump, which absorbs all residual reactive gases not trapped or
pumped earlier. The mixture of the radon and the P10 gas (the amount of P10 is always
adjusted to the volume of the counter, so that the operational pressure is exactly 1013 mbar)
is pushed into the counter by using a Töpler pump or a dedicated pusher. A scheme of the
filling line is shown in Fig. 2.3.

The contribution of the line to the measured activities can be obtained by by-passing the
sample container and performing a standard filling procedure. The value which has been
found after several tests is very low: (22 ± 6) µBq, thus it allows detection of activities of the
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order of about 20 µBq (10 222Rn atoms). The short-lived radon isotopes, like 220Rn (T1/2 =
55.6 s), cannot be detected because the filling of the counter takes at least 4 – 5 h and, even
if there was 220Rn in the sample, it will decay completely before the counter gets filled. Small
samples (up to 1 l volume) can be put in glass vials, which are possible to hook up directly
to the filling line. Blank activities of these small containers depend on the seal type and vary
between 15 µBq and 280 µB. For example, the blank of the vial #12 is (43 ± 19) µBq.

A special procedure was developed to investigate 222Rn emanation from various components
or sub-systems, like large-volume vessels or cryostats (like the GERDA cryostat). In such a case
the investigated object is purged with 222Rn-free nitrogen (see Sec. 4.1) in order to remove
the air-born 222Rn (the volume of the object is exchanged at least 10 times). Afterwards
it is closed at slight overpressure and after several days emanated radon is extracted and
concentrated in a small activated carbon column, kept at low temperature (LAr or LN2 bath).
If the amount of nitrogen gas is larger than several cubic meters (large volume vessel),
another concentration step on a larger activated carbon column is interposed.

System of 222Rn emanation chambers. The emanation assay system consists of two
stainless steel chambers (volumes of 20 l and 80 l) connected with lines supplying a 222Rn-
free He carrier gas and allowing radon transfer from the vessels into a radon transport trap
filled with CarboAct® used as 222Rn adsorber [188]. For humidity removal an additional trap
(mounted in series with the radon transport trap) is foreseen. It is filled with copper wool
and during the extraction it is cooled to -35 oC in an ethanol bath. All traps (He purification
trap, water trap and radon transport trap) are always cleaned (baking out at ∼150 oC and
flushing with He for at least 1 h) before they are used. Both chambers are electropolished
inside and completely metal sealed as well as the rest of the system. A scheme of the system
of the emanation chambers is shown in Fig. 2.4.

After placing a sample in one of the vessels it is sealed, evacuated (removal of air-born 222Rn)
and filled up with pure He. For a certain time (usually a few days – see Fig. 2.1) 222Rn is
being accumulated. Next, the chamber is pumped out together with the carrier gas through
the transport trap cooled in a liquid nitrogen bath. If necessary, the humidity trap is also
used. The trap with collected radon is disconnected afterwards and attached to the counter
filling line, where the sample is processed and filled into one of the proportional counters.
Liquid samples can also be analyzed (in terms of 222Rn and 226Ra content). In such a case
instead of pumping, the chamber (filled up with liquid) is flushed with He through a special
sparger tube installed inside (see Fig. 2.4). In order to remove 222Rn completely a carrier gas
volume 10 times larger than the volume of the liquid is used. The blank values for the small
and the big chamber were measured to be (139 ± 49) µBq and (160 ± 53) µBq, respectively.
These values are dominating in the overall background budget of the system (counter, filling
line, emanation chamber).

2.1.1 Selected 222Rn emanation measurements

Several measurements were performed using the apparatus described above in the frame of
the BOREXINO and GERDA experiments. For some selected samples the results are collected
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Fig. 2.4: Scheme of the system of 222Rn emanation chambers. 222Rn emanated from a
sample placed in one of the chambers is extracted by flushing it with 222Rn-free
helium through the water trap (removal of moisture and CO2) and the Rn trap
(cooled by LN2), where the radon is collected on the CarboAct®. The trap is
next disconnected and hooked up to the counter filling line, where the sample is
purified and filled in one of the miniaturized proportional counters.

in Tab. 2.1. The presented numbers are averages of at least two independent and consistent
measurements. More examples with detailed descriptions of the applied measurement
procedures can be found in [27][67][73][85].

The Borexino pseudocumene storage vessels. The solvent of the BOREXINO liquid
scintillator is pseudocumene, which was supposed to be stored underground in Hall C of
LNGS in four dedicated stainless steel storage vessels of 114 m3 volume each. The total
capacity of three tanks was then sufficient to store 300 ton of LS, the fourth tank was
equipped with a sparger in order to purge the scintillator just before filling the detector
in order to remove gaseous impurities (oxygen, which can quench the scintillation light
and radioactive isotopes like 222Rn, 85Kr or 39Ar). For the measurements the vessels were
flushed with 222Rn-free nitrogen produced by the BOREXINO nitrogen plant (see Sec. 4.1)
until their entire volumes were exchanged at least ten times. Next, they were sealed at
slight overpressure (∼100 mbar). Due to their large size and because they cannot stand
vacuum, only a fraction of a few cubic meters of nitrogen gas with 222Rn was extracted for the
measurements. The results are shown in Tab. 2.1. Taking into account the volume-to-surface
ratio of the vessels and the experience acquired later by measuring other containers, the
measured activities were typical for their size. The volume of each tank is 114 m3 therefore
one can take an average emanation in saturation (∼40 mBq) as activity responsible for
production of 210Pb during storage of the scintillator in the volume corresponding to the
volume of the BOREXINO Fiducial Volume (∼100 ton). Assuming that the decay rate of
210Pb in the FV should not exceed 1 cpd, one can calculate how long the scintillator solvent
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could be kept in the tanks. It can be done by solving the set of Eq. 2.11, assuming that
right after the filling of the tank (t = 0) the activities of 222Rn and its daughters are 0 and
λRayRa = 40 mBq (3340 cpd). The calculated 210Pb activity would grow in time as shown
in Fig. 2.5 and the value of 1 cpd is reached after ∼7.5 d. For longer storage times PC would
need purifcation in order to remove accumulated lead. 210Pb decays to 210Bi1, which is a β
emitter with the endpoint of 1.2 MeV, thus its spectrum overlaps with the expected neutrino
recoil spectrum – see Fig. 1.4. 210Pb is therefore very dangerous for the experiment because
electrons originating from the 210Bi β decays are indistinguishable from those coming from
the elastic ν−e-scattering. We have shown that the laboratory-scale distillation of PC reduces
its 210Pb content by almost two orders of magnitude [76], but this could not be confirmed
for the BOREXINO full-scale distillation system. Consequently, it has been decided that the
storage vessels will not be used and the BOREXINO detector was filled with the scintillator
taken directly from the transport containers. The experience of KamLAND-solar [2] shows
that it was the right decision – the high 210Pb activity registered in the KamLAND liquid
scintillator could not be efficiently reduced.

Gerda cryostat. The GERDA cryostat (vacuum insulated stainless steel vessel, 65 m3

volume) was investigated with respect to the 222Rn emanation at different construction
stages. It was one of the critical elements since radon emanated from its inner surfaces could
move in the LAr towards the germanium detectors, increasing significantly the background of
the experiment. First two measurements were performed already at the site of the company,
which constructed the vessel (SIMIC, Italy). The cryostat was sealed, evacuated and filled up
with 222Rn-free nitrogen gas that was produced by using the Mobile Radon Extraction Unit
(MOREX – see Sec. 4.1). After a certain time, in which 222Rn had accumulated according to
the 226Ra decay (see Fig. 2.1) a nitrogen sample of a few cubic meters was extracted. The
222Rn concentration in this aliquot was measured with ultra-low background proportional
counters and the result was scaled to the full cryostat volume. The first two measurements
(see Tab. 2.1) were performed when the cryostat was still empty, i.e. just the inner surface
of the stainless steel vessel and the welds were under investigation. The first test gave about
23 mBq, which were reduced to 14 mBq after pickling and passivation treatment performed
with an acidic gel. Afterwards the cryostat was transported to LNGS, installed in a water tank
and the copper shield was mounted inside. A subsequent measurement showed an increase
of the 222Rn emanation rate by about 20 mBq, most probably due to some dust introduced
during the copper mounting. Thorough surface wiping did not improve however the result
significantly. The emanation measured in the final configuration (with the manifold and
its instrumentation) yielded 55 mBq. This activity would induce the background index of
∼7×10−4 cts/(keV×kg×yr), which is very close to the GERDA Phase II specification taking
into account all possible sources. In order to reduce the radon contribution to the overall
background a special radon shroud was developed. It is a cylinder (made from a thin
copper foil) surrounding the detector array and preventing 222Rn transport into the crystals
vicinity [119].

LN2/LAr storage and transport tanks. The first position in this group (Tab. 2.1) concerns
a transport tank used by the company Westfalen A.G. only for the highest argon purity (6.0).
taking into account the small volume of 670 l, its emanation rate is rather high. The expected

1Due to the short half-life of 210Bi of 5 d it is reasonable to assume that they are in equilibrium.
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Fig. 2.5: Expected 210Pb activity in 100 ton of the BOREXINO scintillator as a function of
the storage time in a tank with the 222Rn emanation rate of 40 mBq. 1 cpd of
210Pb is reached already after 7.5 d, thus this would be the maximal storage time.

222Rn concentration in the gas (due to the emanation) taken from this tank would be 0.08
mBq/m3 and it is only a factor 4 lower than the initial concentration (after argon production,
see the last row in Tab. 4.6). It means that this container, due to its relatively high radon
emanation rate, should not be used for storage of high quality gases.

The same concerns a 3 m3 LAr storage tank (Westfalen A.G.) installed at the Max Planck
Institute for Nuclear Physics (MPI-K) in Heidelberg. Its emanation scaled to the volume
(∼60 µBq/m3) is the same as that for the transport tank discussed above. This will result
in a similar end-concentration of radon in the stored argon (∼70 µBq/m3). The absolute
activity generated by this tank (177 mBq) can be compared with the value obtained from a
long storage test (38 mBq, marked with ∗ in Tab. 2.1) under the assumption of homogeneous
distribution of the emanated radon in the entire LAr volume2. As it can be seen there is a
factor 4 difference. This shows that only a small part of the generated 222Rn is diluted in
the liquid volume. As the tests on nitrogen show [87], radon is also present in the blanket
(gas phase, the concentration here may be at the similar level as that for the liquid) but the
biggest fraction is most probably adsorbed on the cold inner surface of the tank3.

The lowest emanation rate was found for a 3 m3 movable tank provided by Linde. It was
dedicated only to the highest nitrogen quality (6.0/7.0). Its inner surfaces, as well as all
the inner surfaces of the tubing, were electropolished. Also only metal sealed bellow valves
were applied. The tank was equipped with an atmospheric evaporator, which was included
in the emanation measurement. Assuming homogeneous radon distribution in the stored
argon, it would be possible to obtain the end-concentration at the level of 1 µBq/m3.

2For long storage times the 222Rn activity reaches the saturation value ARn – see Fig. 2.1, and if this
radon is homogeneously distributed in the LAr volume, then analysis of a small gas sample can
provide an estimate for ARn.

3Described effects allow for rather safe estimations of the expected 222Rn concentration in the gas on
the basis of a direct emanation measurement and under the assumption of homogeneous radon
distribution in the cryo-liquid – this concentration should be treated always as an upper limit.
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Tab. 2.1: Results of 222Rn emanation measurements preformed for selected subsystems of BOREXINO and GERDA. Description of other investigated samples
and the obtained emanation rates can be found in [27][67][73][85].

Subsystem Sample Description ARn

BOREXINO PC SS vessel TK1 ∼ 114 m3, ∼ 140 m2 < 60 mBq
storage area SS vessel TK2 ∼ 114 m3, ∼ 140 m2 (45 ± 8) mBq

SS vessel TK4 ∼ 114 m3, ∼ 140 m2 (24 ± 5) mBq
after construction/first cleaning (23.3 ± 3.6) mBq

after additional cleaning (13.7 ± 1.9) mBq
GERDA cryostat SS vessel, ∼ 65 m3 after copper mounting (34.4 ± 6.0) mBq

after wiping of inner surfaces (30.6 ± 2.4) mBq
in final configuration (54.7 ± 3.5) mBq

LAr transport tank, 0.67 m3 for 6.0 quality only (42 ± 2) mBq
LN2/LAr storage LAr storage tank, 3 m3 for 5.0 quality only (177 ± 6) mBq

and transport LAr storage tank, 3 m3 for 5.0 quality only∗ ∼ 38 mBq
tanks LN2 storage tank, 3 m3 for 7.0 quality only (2.7 ± 0.3) mBq

LN2 storage tank, 16 m3 for 6.0 quality only (65 ± 6) mBq
BOREXINO N2 Electrical heater (0.92 ± 0.29) mBq

distribution line Particle filter Code: AB1F0023EH11 (0.34 ± 0.13) mBq
1.5" distribution line ∼ 100 m long (0.47 ± 0.13) mBq

SS package for H2O extraction column 25 m2 surface < 0.12 mBq
BOREXINO H2O extraction column with 24 SS packages 0.6 m3, 608 m2 (4.83 ± 0.70) mBq
Scintillator N2 sparging column with 26 SS packages 0.2 m3, 280 m2 (1.78 ± 0.21) mBq

purification plant HT2 Tank 2.1 m3 (1.22 ± 0.37) mBq
D330 Tank 1.58 m3 (7.13 ± 1.15) mBq

2.5 m not treated (0.36 ± 0.04) mBq/m
TIG welds 0.8 m etched and passivated <0.1 mBq/m

1.2 m electropolished (0.10 ± 0.04) mBq/m
1.2 m electropol./etched/passivated <0.04 mBq/m

Inner Vessel Bulk of sniamid nylon 125 µm, cleaned by CleanFilm < 21 µBq/kg
Surface of sniamid nylon 125 µm, cleaned by CleanFilm < 0.8 µBq/m2
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Relatively low emanation was also measured for the big storage tank (16 m3) delivered by
the SOL company and dedicated to the highest nitrogen quality produced by this supplier
(the so-called LAK nitrogen – see Sec. 4.4). It was not electropolished, however again only
bellow valves were used. Thanks to its large capacity the produced 222Rn can be distributed
in a big volume what results in a low end-concentration of ∼5 µBq/m3.

TIG welds for the Gerda cryostat. Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welds were investigated in
the frame of the GERDA experiment. The goal was to try to estimate (before construction)
the total radon emanation of the stainless steel cryostat (volume 65 m3, inner surface ∼70
m2, total length of the welds ∼100 m) and if necessary to find a way to minimize it. Since
the emanation of the steel itself is very low (about 10 µBq/m2 [67]), the assumption was
that the 222Rn activities observed for different steel vessels come mostly from welds. As a
sample we used 7 stainless steel pieces, each made from two plates welded together. The
thickness of the plates was 20 mm, their total surface 1.5 m2 and the total weld length was
2.5 m. As it can be seen in Tab. 2.1, the specific emanation rate obtained for the practically
untreated sample (only rough cleaning using an alkaline bath) was (0.36 ± 0.04) mBq/m
(the emanation of the steel surface is here negligibly small). This would mean that in
equilibrium a total activity of ∼18 mBq in the GERDA cryostat would be expected from
the welds only (in the chamber 222Rn emanates from both sides of the plates, while in the
cryostat only from one side). In the next step, two of the plates were etched and passivated
according to the following procedure: 2 h etching in a 20% HNO3 + 1.7% HF solution,
30 min passivation in a 15% HNO3 bath, rinsing with distilled water. By measuring the
welds afterwards only an upper limit of 0.1 mBq/m was obtained. Although the sample
here was rather small (weld length of 0.8 m) the improvement was at least a factor of
4. Another four plates were electropolished by an external company and the emanation
was reduced again to (0.10 ± 0.04) mBq/m. The next etching process (according to the
procedure described above) of the electropolished plates reduced the amount of emanated
222Rn further, to less than 0.04 mBq/m. From the obtained results one can deduce that the
etching seems to be more efficient than electropolishing. But one has to keep in mind that
the latter was done by an external company and a possible recontamination of the sample
is not completely excluded. However, the performed tests showed clearly that the etching
reduces emanation from the welds by at least factor of 4. This procedure was therefore
applied to the GERDA cryostat (for large objects like a 65 m3 cryostat etching is also much
cheaper and easier to perform comparing to electropolishing).

Borexino scintillator purification plant. Very high purity of the BOREXINO scintillator
could only be achieved by on-site purification. Therefore, the BOREXINO Collaboration
has built a purification plant next to the detector allowing for scintillator purification by
distillation, water extraction and nitrogen sparging. The water extraction takes the advantage
of the fact that in a water/pseudocumene mixture some critical impurities prefer to stay
in the aqueous phase. The water extraction column and the nitrogen sparging column
both are densely filled with stainless steel packages with corrugated surface to improve
the efficiency of the process by largely enhancing the contact surface. The packages were
individually electropolished before installation in the columns. One stainless steel package
from the water extraction column was measured separately – as it can be seen in Tab. 2.1
the upper limit obtained from this measurement cannot explain the result obtained for the
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entire column. Thus, the origin of additional 222Rn must be in the wall, welds and in the
instrumentation of the column.

Also two stainless steel vessels, which belong to the scintillator purification plant, were
measured. Vessel HT2 was used for the water extraction of the master solution (a concen-
trated PPO solution in PC), while vessel D330 was used to store the final master solution
after distillation. The measurements of these tanks were done in the same way as those for
the pseudocumene storage vessels: they were filled up with 222Rn-free nitrogen at slight
overpressure and only a fraction of the gas was extracted and analyzed. Then the result
was up-scaled. As it can be seen in Tab. 2.1 the two vessels for the master solution show
clearly measurable 222Rn emanation rates. To avoid 210Pb accumulation in the liquids the
storage time was minimized or the liquids were purified again before they were filled into
the detector. Surprisingly, the main source of 222Rn in the scintillator purification plant
turned out to be in the tubing. Careful investigations revealed that most of the observed
222Rn originates from the head of a heat exchanger installed in the system. Therein many
stainless steel plates are welded side by side to guide the liquid through the different heat
exchanging chambers. Here, the welds could be unambiguously identified as the source of
222Rn, probably due to the usage of thoriated welding rods which contain traces of uranium
and radium. A complete reassembly of the heat exchanger eliminated the problem.

Nitrogen distribution system. 222Rn-free nitrogen is produced by a dedicated nitrogen
plant which is described in details in Sec. 4.1. It is located in the connection tunnel outside
the BOREXINO’s experimental hall, about 100 m away from the detector. Three different parts
of the nitrogen distribution system were investigated for their 222Rn emanation rates. 1) The
electrical heater, which evaporates the purified liquid nitrogen and warms it up to ambient
temperature. 2) The particle filter located directly behind the electrical heater. These two
items are in close neighborhood to the nitrogen purifier, so only a few meters of stainless
steel tubing is involved. 3) The third part is the actual distribution line which is about
100 m long, 1.5 inch diameter stainless steel tube with several withdrawal ports equipped
with valves. Here again nitrogen was used as a carrier gas for the 222Rn measurements, but
since the volumes were small and could stand vacuum, the entire amount of the carrier gas
could be extracted by pumping down the respective volumes completely. The results are
summarized in Tab. 2.1. As it can be seen, all samples emanated clearly measurable amounts
of radon. However, given that the nitrogen consumption is usually larger than 20 m3/h, up
to 100 m3/h, the measured 222Rn emanation rate is diluted to a fully negligible level.

Inner Vessel foil. During data taking, the only material in a direct contact with the
scintillator target is the nylon, used to fabricate the Inner Vessel. Besides the liquid scintillator
the foil must fulfill the most stringent radiopurity requirements. This holds for the bulk
and the surface impurities. In the process of selecting the material for the construction of
the Inner Vessel, the contribution of both sources to the total 222Rn emanation rate was
measured separately. Their disentanglement was possible by comparing results obtained for
a measurement of a dry nylon sample with results for a humidified nylon sample. Nylon
absorbs water up to 10% of its own weight, thereby increasing its diffusion coefficient for
radon by almost two orders of magnitude [153][152]. Consequently, the bulk contamination
contributes more to the signal generated by the humid foil than to the signal of the dry
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film and it is possible to disentangle both contributions. The results collected in Tab. 2.1
show that for the selected nylon film only upper limits were found for the bulk and surface
226Ra contaminations [72]. It is notable that another nylon samples did not fulfill the
specifications for the 222Rn emanation (226Ra content), although they met the specifications
for uranium/thorium measured by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS).
This clearly shows that secular equilibrium may be broken in the uranium decay chain
and underlines the necessity to test the relevant branch of the decay chain directly with a
dedicated screening technique.

2.1.2 Minimum Detectable Activity

To describe sensitivity of a given detecting system one can use the formalism of the Minimum
Detectable Activity (MDA). It determines the least amount of activity, which can be detected
in a given sample. In other words, the MDA is the lowest activity which one can be confident
of detecting given the peak background in a considered sample [121][79]. The MDA depends
on the parameters of the detector (e.g. background and its uncertainty, radiation detection
efficiency) and on the parameters describing the detection process. Here one can include e.g.
the measurement time, requested accuracy and, in the case of 222Rn, also the time scheme
of the measurement process. This is because 222Rn has relatively short half-life (3.8 d) and
in some cases its significant part may decay during the sample preparation.

For isotopes with long radioactive chains, calculations of MDA is also more complicated
because in the case of sequential decays, especially when the mean life-time of nuclei
is much shorter than the measurement time, not all registered events are statistically
independent. This is almost always the case, when radon is measured with ultra-low
background proportional counters, where the measured activities are very small and the
measurement time is extended up to 10 d or more. For comparison, the 222Rn half-life is
3.8 d and the half-lifes of the short-lived daughters do not exceed 30 min (the long-lived
part of the chain is not considered here since its contribution to the observed count rates is
negligible). Only α decays of 222Rn and polonium isotopes are registered.

Since not all the events registered in the proportional counter are independent, the variance
of the number of counts N cannot be taken as equal to N (var(N) 6= N). This can be
illustrated by a simple consideration. One can assume that during a measurement 222Rn is
in equilibrium with the progenies (the equilibrium is reached after ∼3 h what is short
comparing to a typical measurement time) so that only 1/3 of the total number of registered
alpha decays can be associated with radon and 2/3 with the following Po isotopes. Assuming
that all alpha decays can be recorded (100% detection efficiency) only 1/3 of the observed
events are independent (those coming from 222Rn). Finally, the error of the 222Rn activity
would be related to

√
Ntot/3 and not to

√
Ntot/3, what would give a "standard" procedure of

the uncertainty calculation. As it can be seen, in the last case the uncertainty is significantly
underestimated (by a factor of 1.7). If the counting efficiency is not 100% and, in addition it
may be different for 222Rn and for Po isotopes, the situation becomes more complicated (in
the ultra-low background proportional counter α particles originating from 222Rn and from
Po isotopes are indistinguishable).
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To calculate the Minimum Detectable Activity for 222Rn one has to assume a certain measure-
ment procedure related to the system used. Lets take into account the most frequent case,
which is a 222Rn emanation measurement. It can be later easily extended to other possible
tests (e.g. measurements of radon concentration in gases or 226Ra/222Rn concentration
measurements in water). Fig. 2.6 shows a typical sequence of actions for the applied method
and related radon activities (in arbitrary units). A sample to be investigated is placed in
the emanation chamber, which is next evacuated (to remove the air-born 222Rn) and filled
with 222Rn-free helium. Starting from this moment (t0 = 0) 222Rn activity in the chamber
builds-up. At the time point t′0 radon extraction starts and at t1 it is completed (222Rn is
collected in a transport trap). Afterwards, using a special filling line and chromatography
techniques, the sample is purified, mixed with counting gas, and at the time point t2 filled
into one of the miniaturized proportional counters. Between t3 and t4 an acquisition system
records N alpha decays of 222Rn and its daughters (218Po and 214Po).

For simplicity one can assume that at t1 (when the 222Rn extraction is finished) 222Rn pro-
duced by the sample in the chamber is in equilibrium with the effective 226Ra activity (see
Fig. 2.6, effective means the activity of 226Ra "visible" through 222Rn emanation). In general
both quantities are related as described by Eq. 2.1. The total 222Rn activity in the chamber
at t1 (Ae(t1)) is a sum of the activity emanated by the sample A0(t1) and the background
activity of the emanation chamber (Ak(t1)). As mentioned before, the saturation is assumed
(t1 � T1/2), thus Ae = A0 +Ak. Between the end of the 222Rn extraction and the counter
filling, in the period ∆t2 (typically 5 h) some radon decays. At the counter filling time the
radon activity is increased due to the blank value of the glass filling line Al and is equal
to A(t2) = Af = (A0 + Ak)e−λ0∆t2 + Al, where ∆t2 = t2 − t1. Al is related to the applied
sample purification procedure, which is fixed and therefore one can assume that Al is always
the same. Between t3 and t4 the activity is measured resulting in N recorded events.

Assuming that only the alpha emitters (222Rn, 218Po and 214Po) are considered, that the
counter background count rate is Ac (constant in time) one can write:

N = ε0

∫ t4

t3

A0(t)dt+ ε1

∫ t4

t3

A1(t)dt+ ε4

∫ t4

t3

A4(t)dt+ ∆tAc (2.2)

where ∆t is the counting time interval (∆t = t4 − t3), A0(t), A1(t), A4(t) and ε0, ε1, ε4 are
the activities and detection efficiencies for 222Rn, 218Po and 214Po, respectively. It is well
known that the heavy daughters of radon have tendency to be deposited on surfaces or
attached to aerosols in a very short time after creation [157]. In the discussed case these are
the inner surfaces of the counter. Therefore one can assume that 222Rn stays in the counting
gas, but Po’s are sitting on the counter walls and therefore the detection efficiencies should
be different for both classes of nuclei. Efficiencies for both polonium ions are assumed to be
the same. One can write thus that ε0 = εRn and ε1 = ε4 = εPo. Following the Bateman’s
idea [80], Eq. 2.2 can be rewritten as follows:

N = ND + ∆tAc = Af (εRnα0 + εPoα1) + ∆tAc (2.3)

where ND represent the counting rate coming from 222Rn and its daughters present in the
counter at the time t2, α0 is the activity of 222Rn integrated over the counting time. Similarly,
α1 represents an integrated sum of 218Po and 214Po activities. Factored out Af represents the
222Rn activity at the moment of the counter filling. As already discussed, it can be expressed
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Fig. 2.6: Time scheme of a typical 222Rn emanation measurement. Until t1 (∼10 d) 222Rn is
produced according to Eq. 2.1 and reaches the activity of A0 + Ak (A0 comes
form the sample and Ak from the emanation chamber). During ∆t2 (5 – 6 h) the
sample is purified (222Rn is decaying) and at the moment t2 it is filled into the
proportional counter – the overall 222Rn activity is increased due to the blank of
the filling line. In the period ∆t3 (∼20 min) the counter is disconnected from
the filling line, connected to the counting system and calibrated. Counting of the
α decays takes place between t3 and t4 (typically 7 – 10 d).

by the 222Rn activity originating from the sample (A0) and from the chamber itself at the
end of the extraction. Assuming that Ak is known, one can write:

Af = (A0 +Ak)e−λ0∆t2 +Al = A0e
−λ0∆t2 +Ab (2.4)

where Ab = Ake
−λ0∆t2 +Al. Finally the expression for A0 is the following:

A0 = N −∆tAc − αAb
αe−λ0∆t2

(2.5)

where α = εRnα0 + εPoα1. The minimum detectable activity can be calculated according to
the following expression:

δ = σA0

A0
(2.6)

where δ is assumed a priori accuracy.

Calculation of the standard deviation σA0 . Using Eq. 2.5 one can calculate the variance
of A0 assuming that the background of the counter (Ac), the blank value of the emanation
chamber (Ak) and the blank of the filling line as well as their uncertainties (σAc , σAk and
σAl , respectively) are well known. Ac is assumed to be constant in time. The same concerns
the efficiencies and their deviations (σεRn , σεPo):

var(A0) = e2λ0∆t2

α2

[
var(N) + ∆t2σ2

Ac + α2σ2
Ab

+ (N −∆tAc)2
[
α2

0
α2σ

2
εRn + α2

1
α2σ

2
εPo

]]
(2.7)

where σ2
Ab

= e−2∆t2(σAk)2 + (σAl)2.
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As it was already mentioned in the case of 222Rn var(N) 6= N = ND +Ac∆t. In order to find
the variance of the total number of counts one can follow the idea proposed by Lucas [89]:

var(N) = NDJ +Ac∆t (2.8)

where J is called the Lucas factor. It is a complicated function which includes the detection
efficiencies, the time period ∆t3 (interval between the counter filling and measurement
start), decay constants of 222Rn and its daughters and the counting time interval ∆t. In the
case of α particles detection, J can be interpreted as the ratio of the observed number of
decays to that coming from 222Rn only. It can vary between 1 and 3 therefore. Taking into
account Eq. 2.5, Eq. 2.6, Eq. 2.7 and Eq. 2.8 one gets:

−A2
0α

2δ2
εe
−2λ0∆t2 +A0J

′αeλ0∆t2 +AbαJ + ∆tAc + (∆t)2σ2
Ac +α2(σ2

Ab
+σ2

εA
2
b) = 0 (2.9)

where δ2
ε = δ2 − σ2

ε , σ2
ε = α2

0
α2σ

2
εRn + α2

1
α2σ

2
εPo , J

′ = J + 2Abασ2
ε .

As it can be seen, Eq. 2.9 is a second order equation for A0 with only one physical solution,
which can be given in the following form:

A0 = J ′eλ∆t2

2αδ2
ε

1 +

√
1 +

4δ2
ε(JαAb + ∆tAc + (∆t)2σ2

Ac
+ α2

[
σ2
Ab

+ σ2
εA

2
b

]
)

J ′

 (2.10)

A minimum of A0 described by Eq. 2.10 gives the MDA for a certain measurement procedure.
A method to calculate the Lucas factor J and the α coefficient is presented in details in [189].
As an example, A0 as a function of time was plotted taking into account the background of
the big emanation chamber (Ak = (139± 49) µBq), used so far effective detection efficiency
(εeff = (0.491± 0.005)), blank value of the line (Al = (22± 6) µBq)) and assuming ∆t2 = 4
h, ∆t3 = 10 min, and the precision of 30% (δ = 0.3). The obtained curve is shown in Fig. 2.7.
The found absolute minimum is 60 µBq and corresponds to the measurement time of 23.2 d,
later the background of the counter starts to dominate the counting rate. For more realistic
counting times in the order of 10 d one gets A0 ∼ 70 µBq.

Fig. 2.8 shows the time dependence of the Lucas factor J . As already mentioned it can
be interpreted as a ratio of the total number of observed events to those originating from
222Rn only. As it can be seen, J for short measurement times (single days) reaches value of
about 1.6 and then it drops down to about 0.4 (after about 20 d) and stays constant – all
222Rn and its daughters are gone (have decayed) and what is being measured is in practice
only the counter background (caused by the accumulated 210Po).

Measurements of 222Rn and Po detection efficiencies

The standard counter calibration procedure does not distinguish between the decays of
radon and polonium isotopes. All events appearing in the measured spectrum above a given
threshold (typically 50 keV) are taken into account and used to calculate the efficiency. The
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Fig. 2.7: A0 as a function of the measurement time calculated for the big emanation
chamber. With the red dot the absolute minimum is marked (60.0 µBq reached
after ∆t = 23.2 d).
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Fig. 2.8: The Lucas factor J as a function of the measurement time ∆t.
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Fig. 2.9: Results of a typical counter calibration measurement. Total number of events
(decays of radon and Po isotopes) detected above the 50 keV threshold in time.

counting starts three hours after the counter filling (equilibrium between radon and its
daughters). In this way the so called "effective" counter efficiency is determined.

As it was already mentioned the radon daughters are heavy metals and are quickly deposited
on surfaces. In the discussed case one can assume that 222Rn is homogeneously distributed in
the counter volume and polonium isotopes are sitting on the inner surfaces: cathode, housing
etc. From a simple geometrical considerations it is clear that the detection efficiency should
be different for 222Rn and Po, and significantly higher values are expected for εRn. A series
of measurements was performed to determine εRn and εPo for one of the counters.

The standard calibration procedure is performed using a reference 2M HCl solution of 226Ra.
Its absolute activity is well known and equal to (197 ± 3) mBq. The solution was prepared
from a certified 226Ra standard provided by PTB. The activity was chosen in such a way that
it assures relatively low statistical error and on the other hand it is not too high to increase
significantly the counter background (accumulation of the long-lived 210Pb and following
production of 210Po). 222Rn from the solution is extracted using 222Rn-free He, purified and
filled into the proportional counter. Afterwards the counter is connected to the acquisition
system and calibrated using a 55Fe source. The time between the counter filling and the
counting start is typically 10 min. The time evolution of the registered counting rate above
the 50 keV threshold is shown in Fig. 2.9. The solid black line represents a fit of the sum
of the calculated activities of 222Rn, 218Po and 214Po (Eq. 2.12) to the experimental data
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(counts binned in 10 min time intervals). The activities Ai of the following isotopes in the
222Rn chain (until 210Pb) can be found from the following set of differential equations:

dy0
dt = −λ0y0 + λRayRa
dy1
dt = −λ1y1 + λ0y0
dy2
dt = −λ2y2 + λ1y1
dy3
dt = −λ3y3 + λ2y2
dy4
dt = −λ4y4 + λ3y3
dy5
dt = −λ5y5 + λ4y4

(2.11)

where λRa, λ0, λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5 are the decay constants and yRa, y0, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5 are
the numbers of atoms (in the detector) of 226Ra, 222Rn, 218Po, 214Pb, 214Bi, 214Po, and 210Pb,
respectively. It is also assumed that only 222Rn is filled into the counter and initial activities
of its daughters are all 0. The solution can be given in the following form (Ai = yiλi):

A0(t) = Ae−λ0t

A1(t) = A λ1
λ1−λ0

(e−λ1t − e−λ0t)
...
Ai(t) = A

∏n−1
k=0 λk

∑n
i=0

e−λit∏
j 6=i

(λj−λi)

(2.12)

where n denotes the number of isotopes in the 222Rn chain (n = 5). In the case of 222Rn de-
tection with the proportional counters the count rate in time is described by the following
formula:

n′tot(t) = εeff

∫
∆ti

(A0(t) +A1(t) +A4(t))dt (2.13)

where ∆ti is the duration of the i-th time interval (bin). The experimental data were
recorded for the counter #124. The background of this counter was measured to be (13.9 ±
0.5) cpd (this counter was extensively used for many years therefore it accumulated a lot of
long-lived 210Pb which produces α emitting 210Po) and was subtracted from the measured
count rate, as well as the background of the counter filling line (22 ± 6) µBq at the time of
filling. The time gap between the counter filling and the measurement start was 7 min. As it
can be seen from the plot shown in Fig. 2.9, in this time the activity is rising very strongly
(production of short-lived Po isotopes). The effective detection efficiency found from the fit
for the counter #124 is:

εeff = 0.481± 0.005
The error bars in Fig. 2.9 come only from the statistics and were calculated using the
Lucas formula described by Eq. 2.8. They are in the range of 11%. For comparison, the
statistical errors calculated in a standard way (var(N) = N) would be at the level of 8%.
The systematic effect, like e.g. the efficiency of the 222Rn transfer from the source into
the counter, are neglected (this efficiency is in principle hidden in the εeff , however it is
reasonable to assume it to be 100%). The obtained effective efficiency is in the same range as
for the Lucas cells (ca. 60%). It could be slightly increased by lowering the energy threshold
of the counter below 50 keV.

Determination of the Po detection efficiency. After the measurement of the effective
detection efficiency had been finished, the detection efficiency for 218Po and 214Po was
determined. For this purpose the counter was emptied, flushed a few times with pure argon
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Fig. 2.10: Count rate in time registered with the proportional #124 after 222Rn had been
removed. A fast decrease of the activity of the short-lived 218Po and 214Po can be
noticed.

and filled again with a fresh counting gas. This process removed all 222Rn (gas) present in the
counter, but the daughters (heavy metals) attached to the surfaces were intact. The refilling
was done in a relatively short time of 12 min (the time between removal of 222Rn and the
start of the measurement with radon daughters only). Assuming that all the 222Rn was
removed, only decays of 218Po and 214Po were recorded. The time evolution of the recorded
count rate is shown in Fig. 2.10 together with the fitted curve described by the following
formula:

nPo(t) = εPo

∫
∆ti

(A1(t) +A4(t))dt (2.14)

where it has been assumed that both polonium isotopes are detected with the same efficiency.
The expected initial activity of the daughters is calculated according to the time evolution of
the whole test (starting from the initial filling with 222Rn) and normalized to the moment
when the counter was emptied (time 0 on the plot in Fig. 2.10). From the fit one can find
the detection efficiency for the Po isotopes:

εPo = 0.302± 0.028
The relative error of εPo is rather big (9.3%). It comes from the small number of fitted
data points and from low statistics in single bins. This reflects the fact that the daughters
decay relatively fast (within 3 h) and the time between the moment when 222Rn is removed
from the counter and the start of the next run with pure counting gas should be as short as
possible (in the discussed case it was 12 min). This is however difficult, taking into account
the filling and calibration procedure, which takes always some minutes. The obtained εPo is
significantly lower than εeff .

Determination of the 222Rn detection efficiency. Knowing the detection efficiency for
the Po isotopes one can use the first measurement (used before to determine the effective
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Fig. 2.11: Count rate registered with the counter #124 filled with 222Rn (the same experi-
mental data as on the plot shown in Fig. 2.9) with the fitted curve described by
Eq. 2.15.

efficiency) and fit again the data in order to obtain εRn. The theoretical curve is given by
the following formula:

ntot(t) = εRn

∫
∆ti

A0(t)dt+ εPo

∫
∆ti

(A1(t) +A4(t))dt (2.15)

Here only the εRn is unknown and it can be extracted from the fit shown in Fig. 2.11:
εRn = 0.828± 0.056

The error of the radon detection efficiency includes the fit uncertainty and the error of the
εPo. Comparing εRn and εPo one can clearly see that the the radon detection efficiency is
almost 3 times higher. This was expected, as discussed before, and confirms the fact that the
daughters are sitting on the inner surfaces of the counter, therefore their effective solid angle
(which leads the alpha particles into the active volume of the counter) is much smaller than
that for 222Rn. On the other hand 222Rn alone is detected with very high efficiency (more
than 80%), which is limited probably mostly by the dead volume of the counter e.g. the
volume between the cathode and the quartz housing.

Estimation of MDA values for different detection systems

Knowing all the parameters appearing in Eq. 2.10 one can calculate the MDA values for
various systems and measurement procedures, e.g. 222Rn emanation measurements using
emanation chambers or glass vials, measurements of the 222Rn concentration in gases (using
MOREX) or 222Rn/226Ra measurements in water. In each case it is assumed that δ = 0.3
(30% accuracy of the detected activity) and ∆t3 = 15 min (time between the counter filling
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and the measurement start). The time period ∆t2 is usually method-dependent and may vary
between some hours (emanation measurements) and some tens of hours (measurements of
222Rn in gases). All the methods and corresponding parameters are collected in Tab. 2.2.
The table summarizes the calculated MDA’s using the effective 222Rn detection efficiency
and efficiencies found for 222Rn and Po isotopes separately. The blank value of the counter
filling line, the background rate of the counter and the interval ∆t3 are always the same:
Al = (22± 6) µBq, Ac = (0.5± 0.1) cpd (average value for different counters) and 15 min,
respectively.

In the third column of Tab. 2.2 Ak refers always to the background of a given system. For
the 222Rn emanation measurements or 226Ra concentration measurements this is always the
corresponding chamber blank value. For 222Rn measurements in water, the saturation value
((1.0 ± 0.1) mBq) is used to estimate the amount of radon produced during the extraction
time (typically 1 h). For MOREX Ak is given as a blank value (in saturation) of the used
radon trap. The "true" value of the background will be lower for a typical run, however one
should also take into account the blank caused by the rest of the system. The trap saturation
value may be thus taken as a good approximation.

Besides the MDA values, Tab. 2.2 shows the calculated minimum detectable concentrations,
taking into account the possible sample volume. It is given in the third column (second
number) together with the volume of the system. For example, the total capacity of the
STRAW tank is 480 l but usually 350 l samples are investigated. As it can be seen in general,
the lowest MDA values are reached when the separate detection efficiencies for 222Rn and
polonium isotopes are used instead of the effective efficiency. The differences are up to
about 30% despite the errors of εRn (5%) and εPo (7%) are much higher than that for εeff
(0.8%). Assuming the accuracy for εRn and εPo at the level of 0.8%, one gets the MDA
for the big emanation chamber of 48.7 µBq, which is significantly lower than 60.0 µBq
included in Tab. 2.2. Very often it is assumed that the detection efficiency is known very
precisely (with respect to other parameters) and its uncertainty is neglected. Doing so again
for the same case of the big emanation chamber one gets the MDA equal to 48.4 µBq when
εRn and εPo are used, and 61.7 µBq for εeff . Comparing these values with those obtained
earlier (efficiencies with uncertainties) one could conclude that the uncertainty of εRn/εPo
reduction below 1% does not influence any more the sensitivity of the system and the MDA
value depends mostly on the chamber blank value and its uncertainty.

The relatively high errors of εRn and εPo are also the reason for lower MDA calculated for
the 226Ra measurements in water when εeff is used. Assuming again 0.8% accuracy for
εRn/εPo one gets 141 µBq instead of 227 µBq. Comparing the values collected in Tab. 2.2
one can conclude that e.g. for the 222Rn emanation measurements, where the chambers
have comparable background, always rather similar MDA is reached. Different volumes of
the chambers allow therefore investigations at different concentration levels. For example,
the big chamber could be used to measure 226Ra in water (60 l) at the level of 1 mBq/m3.
This is about a factor three worse sensitivity compared to that achievable for the STRAW
system with a 350 l sample. Due to the big sample volume and negligible background (short
measurement cycle) STRAW reaches very good sensitivities for the 222Rn concentration
measurements (60 µBq/m3).
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Fig. 2.12: MDA as a function of the assumed precision δ for the 222Rn emanation measure-
ments using the big emanation chamber.
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Fig. 2.13: MDA as a function of the uncertainty of the blank of the big emanation chamber.
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Tab. 2.2: 222Rn Minimum Detectable Activities and minimum measurable concentrations (Cm) achievable after measurement times ∆t for various assay
systems. The meaning of the numbers given in the third column is the following: blank value of the considered system, nominal volume/typical
sample volume, ∆t2 time period. The calculations are performed separately for the effective detection efficiency of the alpha particles (εeff ) and for
detection efficiencies determined for 222Rn (εRn) and Po isotopes (εPo).

MDA [µBq]/
Measurement System Parameters Efficiency Cm [mBq/m3]/∆t [d]

Big emanation Ak = (160± 53) µBq εeff 62.0 / 1.03 / 23.2
chamber 80/60 L, ∆t2 = 4 h εRn, εP o 60.0 / 1.00 / 24.9

222Rn Small emanation Ak = (139± 49) µBq εeff 57.4 / 3.8 / 22.7
emanation chamber 20/15 L, ∆t2 = 4 h εRn, εP o 54.1 / 3.6 / 24.3

Glass vial Ak = (43± 19) µBq εeff 37 / 124 / 19.3
#1 0.5/0.4 L, ∆t2 = 4 h εRn, εP o 28 / 94 / 20.6

222Rn STRAW Ak = (0.1± 0.01) µBq εeff 29 / 0.08 / 16.5
in water 0.48/0.35 m3, ∆t2 = 4 h εRn, εP o 20 / 0.06 / 17.2

226Ra STRAW Ak = (1.0± 0.1) mBq εeff 159 / 0.46 / 31
in water 0.48/0.35 m3, ∆t2 = 4 h εRn, εP o 227 / 0.65 / 33

222Rn MOREX Ak = (0.11± 0.05) mBq εeff 57 / 0.0004 / 21.5
in gases 150 m3, ∆t2 = 20 h εRn, εP o 51 / 0.0003 / 23
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Very high sensitivity (low MDA) in the order of 0.3 µBq/m3 is reached for the 222Rn concen-
trations in gases (nitrogen, argon). This is mainly due to the large volume of the gas from
which radon is pre-concentrated (for the MDA calculations it is assumed 150 m3, which is a
typical value reachable in a 1 d measurement but volumes up to 500 m3 can be processed).
One should point out again that the calculated MDA’s are not upper limits for the activity
measurements. These are values which can be obtained with an assumed accuracy (δ),
which is in our case 30%. It means that e.g. the lowest measurable concentration of 222Rn in
nitrogen is (0.3±0.1) µBq/m3. Assuming 60% accuracy one gets (0.16±0.10) µBq/m3. From
this value one could find an upper limit of 0.29 µBq/m3 at 95% C.L. One can also investigate
how the MDA depends on the different parameters, e.g. uncertainty of the background of
the big emanation chamber (see Fig. 2.13) or on the assumed accuracy level (δ value – see
Fig. 2.12).

2.2 Cryogenic radon detection

In this section development of cryogenic radon detectors is described. The working principle
of these devices is based on the low temperature collection of radon on a stainless steel
plate and subsequent counting of emitted alpha particles. The cryogenic detector may be
coupled to a system of stainless steel chambers for high-sensitivity (down to single atoms)
radon emanation measurements. A big advantage of such a combination is the possibility
of simultaneous detection of two radon isotopes, namely 222Rn and 220Rn. The latter one
cannot be measured with the proportional counters due to its short half-life (56 s).

2.2.1 Development of the cryogenic radon detector prototype

The cross section of the prototype of the cryogenic radon detector is shown in Fig. 2.14 [150].
It consists of three main parts: a special dewar for cryogenic liquid (cryo-reservoir) with
an integrated electropolished stainless steel plate (cold plate, Rn collector), a detector
chamber, and the large ORTEC silicon detector for alpha spectroscopy. The system is made
of stainless steel with all inner surfaces electropolished and carefully cleaned in order to
minimize background originating from 222Rn emanation. The cryogenic liquid reservoir is
a double-wall vacuum-insulated container. It is equipped with a flange to mount it in the
detector chamber, a valve for a vacuum pump connection, and a BNC signal feed-through.
The flange is sealed with two O-rings: polyurethane (outer gasket) and indium (inner
gasket). This combination assures tightness of the system and minimizes 222Rn diffusion
from outside into the active volume. The diameter of the area directly cooled with LN2 is d
= 40 mm and its thickness is 0.5 mm. Thanks to this design the temperature of the collector
on the detector-chamber side is very close to that of the boiling point of the liquid used for
cooling. The diameter of the active surface of the used ORTEC diode is D = 50 mm. It is
centered on, and facing the cold plate. The semiconductor detector is a standard ORTEC
alpha spectroscopy design. The distance H between the collector and the diode surface can
be changed between 1 and 30 mm. All the tests and measurements described below were
carried out for H = 12 mm. It was chosen as an optimum, taking into account the counting
efficiency and the desirable working conditions of the semiconductor (its cooling).
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Fig. 2.14: Scheme of the prototype of the cryogenic detector for radon.
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Background. The background of the prototype detector has two independent components.
The first one is generated by a combination of alpha emitting impurities contained in the
semiconductor diode (especially in the active surface layer), and cosmic ray events. Its
measurement was carried out for the evacuated chamber and without cooling (to avoid
adsorbtion of alpha emitters on the cold plate). The background signal in the 222Rn region
of interest was AB0 = (0.93 ± 0.31) cpd. The second component is related to the perma-
nent production of 222Rn inside the chamber (emanation from the welds, valves or other
components). This background contribution becomes apparent after filling the evacuated
cryo-reservoir with liquid nitrogen, when residual radon present in the 65 l chamber is
continuously collected on the cold plate. The total background was measured according to
the procedure foreseen for sample investigations, and it is as follows:
- flushing the chamber several times with nitrogen gas,
- pumping the chamber down to about 10−2 mbar prior to filling it up with a 222Rn sample,
- cooling down one hour later. This time delay corresponds to the period needed to introduce
a sample into the detector. During that hour 222Rn extracted from the source accumulates
inside the chamber and is collected on the plate,
- start the measurement 30 minutes after filling the cryo-reservoir (at low pressure this time
is sufficient to freeze almost all 222Rn on the collector). Record the count rates of alpha
decays in the energy windows of 222Rn, 218Po and 214Po. The background measurement
was performed three times and the obtained average is AB = (24.5 ± 3.5) cpd. It is clear
that the signal from 222Rn emanated inside the detector chamber is very strong (23.6 cpd)
compared to the ORTEC diode background (0.9 cpd).

Detection efficiency. The absolute detection efficiency ε for the low gas (nitrogen or
helium) pressure in the detector (∼2 mbar) was determined by using a HCl solution with
well known 226Ra activity (a calibration standard, 0.604 Bq) contained in a dedicated
bubbler (20 cm3 volume). The standard was "cleaned" from 222Rn by flushing it with gaseous
nitrogen (class 5.0) two weeks before the planned measurement. This purging allowed for
precise calculation of the accumulated 222Rn activity at any later time. For the tests the
bubbler was connected to the detector through a humidity trap (cooled down to -70 ◦C)
and the connection together with the detector chamber were pumped down. 222Rn was
introduced into the detector by flushing the bubbler with nitrogen or helium until 10 times
the volume of the bubbler was exchanged. This corresponded to the pressure in the detector
of about 2 mbar. The absolute efficiency measured for He was εHe = (29.0 ± 0.8)% and for
nitrogen εN = (28.5 ± 0.8)%, thus both numbers are practically identical. Fig. 2.15 shows
the energy spectrum registered 3 h after 222Rn collection on the cold plate from nitrogen
at low pressure (∼2 mbar). The energy resolution (FWHM) for alpha particles emitted by
222Rn was 105 keV. Broadening of the alpha peaks was caused mostly by the noise – the
preamplifier was located quite far from the detector, as shown in Fig. 2.14.

Sensitivity. The sensitivity of the detector can be discussed in terms of the Minimum
Detectable Activity A0(0), calculated for the time t = 0 when the 222Rn sample is introduced
into the detector. A0(0) can be evaluated starting from the formula expressing the final
relative uncertainty of the measurement given by Eq. 2.6, where σA0 is the standard deviation
of A0(0) and δ is the relative uncertainty assumed a priori. A0(0) and σA0(0) can be found
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Fig. 2.15: Energy spectrum of 222Rn and its daughters registered by the cryogenic detector
for a low (∼2 mbar) nitrogen pressure in the detector chamber.

from the equation describing the total number of counts N registered for the isotope of
interest (222Rn) in the counting time interval ∆t:

N = ε

∫ ts+∆t

ts

A0(t)dt+AB∆t (2.16)

where A0(t) describes the 222Rn activity for the time t, and ts denotes the time between
the 222Rn introduction into the detector and the measurement start. Calculation of σA0(0)

takes into account the uncertainties of the detector background σAB and uncertainty of the
efficiency σε. One gets: [

σA0(0)

A0(0)

]2
= δ2

ε +
N + ∆t2σ2

AB

(N −AB∆t)2 (2.17)

where δε = σε/ε is the relative error of the absolute detection efficiency. Using Eq. 2.6 and
Eq. 2.16 one gets a second order equation where N −AB∆t is expressed by A0(0). It has
only one solution with physical meaning and describes the minimum detectable activity:

A0(0)min =
λRne

λRnts(1 +
√

1 + 4(∆t2σ2
AB

+AB∆t)(δ2 − δ2
ε))

2ε(1− e−λRn∆t)(δ2 − δ2
ε) (2.18)

where λRn is the 222Rn decay constant. Fig. 2.16 shows A0(0)min as a function of the
measurement time ∆t for δ = 0.3. An absolute minimum of 0.9 mBq is reached for ∆t ≈ 3.5
d. For a typical measurement time of 1000 min one gets 1.4 mBq, respectively (vertical line
on the plot shown in Fig. 2.16). The sensitivity of the prototype can be improved by reducing
the background and increasing the overall detection efficiency. Hypothetically reducing the
background by half (together with its error) down to (12.8 ± 1.7) cpd one could get = 0.57
mBq for a measurement time of 4.5 d. By decreasing the distance between the ORTEC diode
and the collector to 3 mm, the total detection efficiency should be increased up to 34%. As a
result one could further improve the MDA to the level of 0.45 mBq. Simultaneous increase
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Fig. 2.16: Dependence of the 222Rn minimum detectable activity on the measurement
time ∆t for the obtained detector parameters (AB, εHe, ts = 1.5 h) and for the
relative measurement accuracy of 30%. A typical measurement time of 1000 min
is marked by the vertical line.

of the detector volume up to 1 m3 would allow to measure 222Rn concentrations below 1
mBq/m3.

Influence of the carrier gas type and pressure on the speed of the 222Rn collection
on the cold plate. The aim of the following measurements was to determine the time
needed to quantitatively collect radon from the gas present in the detector volume (at
different pressures) on the cold plate. The 222Rn collection on the plate cooled by LN2 was
investigated for the following nitrogen pressures: ∼0 mbar, 15 mbar, 50 mbar, 100 mbar, 210
mbar, and for helium pressures of ∼0 mbar, 130 mbar and 400 mbar. For each case during
the measurement the relative detection efficiency εRel was determined until the equilibrium
between adsorption and desorption of 222Rn was reached. The highest value of εRel was
reached for the lowest pressure (p ∼ 0 mbar for N2 and He) and was taken as εRel = 100%.
Fig. 2.17 shows the dependence of the 222Rn collection speed on time for different nitrogen
pressure values. In Fig. 2.18 a similar dependence is shown for He.

Background is one of the most important parameters of the detector which determines its
sensitivity. The prototype presented here used a standard (not an ultra-low background)
ORTEC semiconductor diode that registers less than 1 cpd for the energy window corre-
sponding to 222Rn alpha decays. This rate does not significantly influence the minimum
detectable activity of the cryogenic detector. Its main source of background comes from
the radon emanation from internal welds, gaskets and valves. Investigations carried out in
the frame of the BOREXINO experiment [67] show that the emanation from a clean steel
surface is very low (∼5 µBq/m2) and in many cases welds are the main source of 222Rn –
see Tab. 2.1, especially when using rods containing thorium and uranium/radium.

Another important parameter of a low-background detector is its absolute detection efficiency
for a given type of radiation. In the discussed case, from simple geometrical considerations
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Fig. 2.17: Dependence of the 222Rn relative detection efficiency (222Rn collection speed)
on the time and nitrogen pressure in the detector volume.

Fig. 2.18: Dependence of the 222Rn relative detection efficiency on the He pressure in
the detector chamber. For the pressure of 400 mbar after the collection time of
189 min the detector chamber was pumped down. As a result the counting rate
dropped down by about 50%.
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one would expect the overall detection efficiency of about 34% (assuming that all alphas
emitted from the cold plate towards the detector are registered) instead of the measured
29%. The difference may come from the fact that 222Rn can be collected on the surface with
the area larger than the nominal area of the cold plate. Liquid nitrogen cools directly the
area with 40 mm diameter but due to the steel heat conductivity radon can also be frozen a
few mm outside of that region. Also the radon collection efficiency may be slightly lower
than 1 and dependent on the type and on the pressure of the gas 222Rn is collected from.
Detection efficiency of alphas emitted towards the detector may also be affected due to
condensation of the carrier gas on the cold plate (e.g. when measuring 222Rn in nitrogen
and cooling the detector with LN2). This effect may be also responsible for the change of
positions and the width of the alpha peaks. For higher gas pressures they broaden and move
towards lower energies. For the discussed geometry (H = 12 mm) and nitrogen pressure of
210 mbar the 222Rn peak is so broad that further pressure increase results in its overlap with
the Po peaks. On the other hand collecting radon from He at 400 mbar takes about 150 min
(after that time equilibrium between 222Rn adsorption and desorption is established) and
the peaks are still narrow enough to avoid any overlap. This result supports our assumption
about gas condensation on the collector; it appears that thin layer of nitrogen may be formed
on the steel surface. This degrades both the 222Rn collection and detection of alphas. This
problem can be solved by using liquid argon for cooling. Performed tests show that the
collection efficiency of 222Rn from large volumes depends strongly on the carrier gas and on
the pressure. For example the equilibrium between 222Rn adsorption and desorption from
nitrogen at 100 mbar is reached after 120 min, but when using helium it takes only 45 min.
In both cases LN2 was used for cooling. In general, for higher pressures the 222Rn collection
time on the cold plate is longer and the overall detection efficiency is lower – see Fig. 2.17
and Fig. 2.18.

2.2.2 Small-volume cryogenic radon detector

Basing on the experience gained with the prototype, a small-volume (∼1 l) version of the
cryogenic detector has been constructed. The body of the detector was machined from
one piece of stainless steel without any welds. It is equipped with only fully metal sealed
UHV flanges (4×CF-40 and 2×CF-100) and valves, what should significantly reduce its
background. The cold plate (radon collector) is an integral part of the cooling dewar. The
latter has 15 l capacity, which is enough for about 24 h detector operation without refilling.
The bottom section of the dewar with the built-in cold plate, is made from one material
piece such that after connection to the main body (using the CF-100 flange) there are no
welds inside the detector volume.

The schematic view of the small-volume detector is shown in Fig. 2.19 with the close-up of
the interconnection between the dewar and the main body. The alpha detector mounted
in a dedicated holder in the main body is placed only ∼2 mm away from the collector,
thus the detection efficiency of the alpha decays is maximized. The diameter of the cold
plate is 30 mm, while the active surface diameter of the alpha detector is 40 mm (ultra-low
background ORTEC Ultra-AS ion implanted Si diode). It is connected to a preamplifier
through a CF-40 feed-through. One of the CF-40 flanges is used to connect a hot SAES getter
pump for removal of reactive gasses, in case they are released from investigated samples. If
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present, they could affect the radon collection/detection efficiency by condensation on the
collector. The getter is connected to the detector through a valve, thus it may be separated
from it at any time. Pictures of the components and fully assembled cryogenic detector can
be seen in Fig. 2.20.

The small-volume cryogenic detector can be operated as a stand-alone unit (radon mea-
surements, emanation tests from small samples), can be connected to e.g. vacuum vessels
for their emanation tests or can be coupled to a system of dedicated emanation chambers
for assay of bigger samples. Taking the advantage of the fact that at low pressures (or in
vacuum) the radon is collected very fast on the cold plate, the presented detector gives the
possibility to investigate emanation of the short-lived 220Rn isotope, which is not possible
with other techniques. For this reason the detector is operated mostly under vacuum (10−4 –
10−3 mbar).

The calibration of the detector was performed in the same way as for the prototype by
using a certified HCl 226Ra solution. In order to increase the volume of the detector (to
about 10 l) for the calibration purposes only, the main body was extended by a CF-100
nipple connected to the bottom flange of the detector body. The measured overall detection
efficiency for 222Rn was εRn = (24.4 ± 0.9)% and the energy resolution for the radon peak
was 56 keV. The calibration spectrum look like the one in Fig. 2.15. A long background
measurement yielded the rate of 0.8 cpd for the 222Rn peak, thus it is practically consistent
with the background of the alpha detector itself (see the background count rates measured
for the prototype). This confirms the approach of avoiding welds in the detector volume.
The extremely low background allows for measurements of 222Rn actvities in the order of 20
µBq, thus decays of 10 atoms can be observed. The obtained detection efficiency (24.4%)
is slightly worse compared to the value measured for the prototype (29.0%) although the
collector-detector geometry favors the small-volume detector. The reason may be related to
the construction of the cold plate – the effective diameter of the disc where radon is collected
may be bigger (due to heat conductivity of stainless steel) for the small-volume detector.

Measurement of the 222Rn emanation from the DarkSide-50 cryostat. One of the
most important measurements performed with the small-volume cryogenic radon detector
was the room temperature emanation tests of the DARKSIDE-50 cryostat. It was performed
at LNGS in the radon-free clean room CRH. The DARKSIDE-50 cryostat is a stainless steel
vessel, electropolished inside and outside with the capacity of 150 l. It hosts the LAr TPC
assembly.

The first measurement was performed under vacuum for the empty cryostat prepared for the
TPC installation. The detector was connected to the cryostat using fully metal sealed flexible
tube with 40 mm diameter – see Fig. 2.21. The measured saturation activity was ADS500

= (0.14 ± 0.04) mBq. Compared to other cryogenic tanks (see Tab. 2.1) and taking into
account the volume of 150 l, the DARKSIDE-50 cryostat along with the 3 m3 LN2 storage
tank dedicated to 7.0 gas quality, is a vessel with the lowest specific emanation rate (0.9
mBq/m3) ever measured.
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Fig. 2.19: Schematic view of the small-volume cryogenic detector with the zoom of the
interconnection between the cooling dewar (with the integrated cold plate) and
the main body, where the alpha detector is mounted. The distance between the
plate and the detector is about 2 mm.
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Fig. 2.20: Pictures of the components of the small-volume cryogenic radon detector. a)
The main body with the alpha detector holder; b) The main body with the alpha
detector installed, the cooling dewar will be connected to the CF-100 flange; c)
The vacuum insulated cooling dewaar with the electropolished cold plate visible
in the center; d) The assembled detector.
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Fig. 2.21: Small-volume cryogenic radon detector coupled to the DARKSIDE-50 cryostat
in the Clean Room Hanoi at LNGS (stainless steel lining of the walls may be
noticed). Picture was taken during a 222Rn emanation test of the empty cryostat.

For the cryostat with the fully assembled TPC inside (see Fig. 1.14) the emanation mea-
surement was performed in a different way: the system after thorough flushing with high
purity nitrogen (222Rn-free nitrogen – see Sec. 4.1) was closed under nitrogen atmosphere
at slight overpressure. After 5 days of 222Rn accumulation (Fig. 2.1) a half of the gas was
extracted from the cryostat through a small transport trap filled with CarboAct®. The trap
was cooled in a LAr bath and all the 222Rn present in the nitrogen steam was adsorbed on
the carbon. Next the radon from the trap, after heating it up to 150 ◦C, was released into
the cryogenic detector for counting. Scaling the measured activity to the total amount of the
nitrogen gas filled into the cryostat, and calculating the saturation value, one gets ADS501 =
(13.5 ± 4.0) mBq. This activity is a factor ∼100 higher compared to the emanation from the
empty cryostat. It was somehow expected, taking into account the amounts and variety of
materials used to assembly the TPC (a lot of Teflon, other plastics, cables, electronic parts,
large area coatings etc.). The expected 222Rn specific activity in LAr would be then (assuming
homogeneous 222Rn distribution in the entire volume) at an unacceptable level of 88 µBq/kg.
Therefore the DARKSIDE-50 (and also DARKSIDE-20k) design foresaw a 222Rn trap in the gas
circulation/purification loop4 [158]. One should also mention that the emanation test was
performed at room temperature and taking into consideration that the main radon source
was the TPC and its plastic parts (most probably) the emanation (driven by diffusion) at LAr
temperature will be strongly suppressed. A combination of the 222Rn emanation suppression
at cryogenic temperatures and purification of argon in the radon trap resulted in a strong
reduction of the 222Rn content in LAr compared to the expectations. In the DARKSIDE-50
detector only an upper limit of 2 µBq/kg could be obtained.

4LAr in the TPC is being continuously purified in the gas phase by a hot getter in order to maintain
the ppb purity necessary for drifting of the electrons.
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2.2.3 Development of novel radon emanation chambers

The cryogenic radon detector provides unique possibility to investigate simultaneously
emanation of two radon isotopes: 222Rn and the short-lived 220Rn (T1/2 = 56 s). In order
to assay bigger samples a new system of emanation chambers has been designed and
constructed. An artistic view of the system is shown in Fig. 2.22. It consists of four main
parts: two emanation chambers, a small-volume cryogenic radon detector, a pumping system
and a heating system.

Emanation chambers and the cryogenic detector. The volume of the smaller chamber
is 50 l and of the bigger one 250 l. The diameter of the openings are 300 mm and 600
mm, respectively. These dimensions define the size of samples that the chambers can
accommodate. The big chamber has an additional 300 mm diameter port on the top flange
(for insertion of thin but tall samples). In order to reduce their self-emanation, some
special solution have been implemented in the construction of the vessels. They were made
within ultra-high vacuum (UHV) standards and equipped with only full-metal valves, flanges
and connectors. The length of the welds (TIG welds) was minimized. All inner surfaces
were electropolished. The chambers are installed on a dedicated platform equipped with
a crane for lifting the lids. The chambers are coupled to the small-volume cryogenic detector
described in Sec. 2.2.2 using flexible full-metal sealed tubes (40 mm and 63 mm diameter
for the small and the big chamber, respectively). An automatic LN2 refilling system based on
a 250 l transportable dewar has been constructed for long term measurements. Extremely
low background rates achieved allow for registration of single atoms released from samples
placed inside the vessels under vacuum.

Pumping system. The pumping system integrated with the chambers and the radon
detector allows to reach vacuum down to ∼10−7 mbar in the vessels. It is fully automatic
and consists of a turbo pump, a pre-vacuum pump, a system of vacuum sensors and a
controller. The detector and both vessels can be pumped independently, moreover during
a measurement involving one of the chambers the second one can be pumped down. The
small chamber is connected to the pump by a flexible metal sealed hose of 40 mm diameter
and the big chamber by a hose of 63 mm diameter. Some details of the pumping unit are
shown in Fig. 2.23.

Heating system. In order to investigate the radon emanation as a function of temperature,
each chamber (independently) may be kept at a temperature up to 150 ◦C with 1 ◦C precision.
The heating system consists of electrical heaters located under each chamber (as shown in
Fig. 2.22), thermal-insulating tents, which may be erected over the chambers, a system of
temperature sensors and a dedicated controller. The latter one is communicating with the
controllers of the vacuum gauges and allows heating to be turned on only if good vacuum in
the vessels has been reached (set-points are adjustable).

Background and sensitivity. The background of the emanation chambers was measured
under static vacuum (10−4 mbar). The saturation values are given in Tab. 2.3. As it can
be noticed for 222Rn, the activities are significantly better (taking into account capacities
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Fig. 2.22: Artistic view of the developed system for ultra-sensitive radon emanation studies.
Both chambers (50 l and 250 l) are equipped with independent heating system
(thermally insulated tents and heaters installed below the vessels). The tempera-
ture can be set up to 150 ◦C with 1 ◦C precision. Each chamber is equipped with
two CF-40/CF-63 (small/big chamber) ports for pumping and radon collection in
the cryogenic detector. A fully automatic UHV pumping system allows to reach
vacuum down to about 10−7 mbar in each chamber. A proper piping scheme
makes it possible to pump one vessel while analyzing a sample from the other
one. The entire system is installed on a platform equipped with a crane for lifting
the top heavy flanges of the chambers. In order to avoid contamination during
e.g. insertion of samples, the system is operated in a class 10 000 clean room.
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Fig. 2.23: Details of the pumping system and the cryogenic radon detector. Red arrows
show the CF-63 ports used to connect the big emanation chamber. The lower
port is mounted on a CF 6-way piece connected directly to the turbo-molecular
pump, the other one is used to lead radon from the chamber into the detector.
The pump and the radon detector are connected by a full-metal CF-63 angle valve
(chambers may also be evacuated through the detector).
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Tab. 2.3: Blanks of the small-volume cryogenic detector (can also be used as an emanation
chamber for small samples) and of the emanation chambers measured under
vacuum.

Chamber 222Rn blank [µBq] 220Rn blank [µBq]
Small-volume detector (∼1 l) ∼10 not measured

Small chamber (50 l) 174 ± 39 860 ± 116
Big chamber (250 l) 357 ± 75 1220 ± 146

of both chambers) compared to the system described in Sec. 2.1 (139 µBq for 20 l vessel
and 150 µBq for 80 l chamber) or to the tanks mentioned in Tab. 2.1. Unfortunately, for
220Rn the blanks are rather high, up to 1.2 mBq for the big chamber. The reason for that
is not yet understood, but most probably welds are the most significant source, since the
220Rn activity scales accordingly to the length of the welds. One of the possible solutions to
that problem is to electroplate copper on the welds in order to block radon emission. Another
approach, being actually implemented, is to construct a vessel (ca. 30 l volume) with no
welds. Assuming that in the analysis the counts from the 222Rn , 218Po and 214Po peaks are
taken into account and using the efficiency measured for the cryogenic detector, one can
estimate the minimum detectable activity for 222Rn for the developed system. Applying the
formalism described in Sec. 2.1.2 (δ = 0.3) one gets 90 µBq and 120 µBq for the small and
big emanation chambers, respectively. Counting only 222Rn decays it is possible to use the
simplified formula presented in Sec. 2.2.1.

Various aspects of the performance of the system are still under investigation. Other possible
measurement procedures are under consideration, as well as different methods to improve
the sensitivity of the system are discussed. Therefore the blank values given in Tab. 2.3
should still be treated as preliminary.

Selected results. Some samples have been investigated with respect to the 222Rn and
220Rn emanation for the NEXT experiment. NEXT with 100 kg of Xe enriched in 136Xe
(NEXT-100) is an electroluminescent high-pressure xenon gas time projection chamber that
will search for the neutrinoless double beta decay of 136Xe. The detector possesses two
features of great value for 0νββ searches: energy resolution better than 1% FWHM at the
Qββ value of 136Xe and track reconstruction for the discrimination of signal and background
events. This combination should result in a very good background discrimination thus in
high sensitivity. Material screening and detailed Monte Carlo detector simulations predict
a background rate for NEXT-100 of at most 4×10−4 cts/(keV×kg×yr). Accordingly, the
detector will reach the sensitivity to the 0νββ decay half-life of 2.8×1025 yr (90% CL) for
the exposure of 100 kg×yr, or 6.0×1025 yr after 3 yr of effective data taking [107].

Since the NEXT detector will be operated at room temperature the emanation from the
TPC components will not be suppressed as it is for the DARKSIDE-50 TPC (see Sec. 2.2.2).
Also potential purification effect of the charcoal trap installed in the gas circulation loop is
expected to be significantly lower compared to e.g. radon removal from argon or nitrogen.
This is due to the fact that Rn and Xe atoms behave similarly from the adsorption point of
view – see Sec. 8. Another purification methods like distillation are difficult to implement
in order to be effective in the loop purification mode required for continuous operation of
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Tab. 2.4: 222Rn ąnd 220Rn emanation rates for selected samples investigated in the frame
of the NEXT experiment.

Sample 222Rn emanation rate 220Rn emanation rate
PMT copper window ≤ 90 µBq/piece ≤ 90 µBq/piece

PMT Cu window TPB coated 140 ± 70 µBq/piece ≤ 90 µBq/piece
PMT R11410-10 ≤ 90 µBq/piece 330 ± 140 µBq/piece

Kapton-Cu cable (10 m) 37 ± 13 µBq/m 38 ± 16 µBq/m

the detector (real-time purification with hot getter to sustain electron drifting capabilities).
Certainly, the emanation rate measured for the DARKSIDE-50 cryostat with the complete
TPC installed inside (13.5 mBq) would not be acceptable for NEXT. Therefore, all the
NEXT-100 components have to be very carefully screened and selected with respect to
222Rn and 220Rn emanation.

Tab. 2.4 summarizes results obtained for some selected samples, namely: 3" copper window
with quartz glass, 3" copper window with quartz glass covered with the TPB wavelength
shifter, kapton-Cu cable and a PMT R11410-10. The same type of PMTs were also used in
the DARKSIDE-50 detector. For all samples the measured 222Rn and 220Rn rates were at most
at the level of 100 µBq/piece thus could be used in the experiment.

2.3 Summary

High-sensitivity (down to single atoms) 222Rn emanation studies performed in the frame
of the BOREXINO and GERDA experiments (more than 1000 measurements) were crucial
for the success of these projects. This is due to the fact that in both cases 222Rn and its
daughters present in the detectors could cause a serious background problems and sensitivity
degradation, making impossible to reach the assumed goals.

Within BOREXINO, several parts and detector subsystems have been identified as those
with too high emanation rate, what would result in accumulation of 210Pb/210Bi in the
liquid scintillator and in sensitivity loss due to 210Bi β decays. The affected components
were exchanged or re-processed in order to meet their specifications. One of the discussed
examples was the case of the scintillator storage tanks, which could not be used at all.

Within GERDA, among others, higher than expected (assumed in the background model)
222Rn emanation rate form the cryostat has been compensated by a modification of the detec-
tor design and by implementation of the so-called radon shroud. It prevents 222Rn transport
in the vicinity of the detectors and allows to keep the background component induced by
the 222Rn chain sufficiently low.

The very recently designed and constructed system of ultra-low background emanation
chambers (most sensitive system world-wide) with cryogenic radon detection is a break-
through in radon investigations. The cryogenic detectors give unique possibilities to study
the short-lived 220Rn, moreover emanation of both isotopes (222Rn, 220Rn) can be observed
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in real time and as a function of temperature. An emanation rate from the DARKSIDE-50
cryostat with fully assembled TPC has been measured using the new detector type. Some
samples have also been investigated using the emanation chambers in the frame of the
NEXT experiment.

Survey of 222Rn emanation from various cryogenic storage tanks allowed to identify contain-
ers with the lowest radon production. They are used to store the radio-pure cryogenic gases
used in the BOREXINO (LAK nitrogen) and GERDA (LAr used to refill the cryostat after some
gas losses due to e.g. operations with the detectors) experiments.

A formalism, which allows to quantify the sensitivities of the 222Rn detection systems has also
been developed. It was necessary in the case of 222Rn detection with ultra-low background
proportional counters, where alpha decays of 222Rn and its daughters are indistinguishable,
and since they are not independent it is not easy to calculate the variation of the observed
number of counts. For the counters the detection efficiencies for 222Rn and for Po isotopes
were measured.
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3Studies of radon diffusion through
polymer membranes

Investigations of the radon permeation through a nylon film at various humidities are
presented in this section. A similar foil was used to fabricate the BOREXINO Inner Vessel
therefore the obtained results could be applied to that material too. According to the previous
studies [153] the 222Rn diffusion coefficient increases by almost three orders of magnitude if
the relative humidity (RH) in the nylon vicinity increases from 0 to 100%. The 222Rn emana-
tion from wet nylon (of maximum water content) with the lowest 226Ra content (Sniamid)
was expected to be quite high and under heavy scintillator mixing it could significantly affect
the background of the BOREXINO detector [72]. Therefore, the IV film could not be dry or
saturated with water in view of its high brittleness in the first case, and low mechanical
strength combined with high 222Rn permeability in the latter. The water content in the Inner
Vessel material needed to be adjusted appropriately (and maintained at a constant level over
many years of the experiment life time) so that the film maintains elasticity and the lowest
possible radon diffusion coefficient. This was the object of the presented investigation of
the dependence of the 222Rn diffusion coefficient and its permeability in nylon on relative
ambient humidity in the range from 0 to 100%. Subsequently, basing on the mathematical
model of radioactive gas diffusion, the effective radon permeability through membranes with
specific water content and of known thickness was calculated. Knowledge of the mechanical
parameters [12] and the 222Rn permeability for nylon as a function of its humidity made
it possible to define optimal conditions for the IV film. In addition, basing on the known
226Ra concentration in Sniamid, the expected 222Rn background (for chosen configuration of
the nylon parameters) of the detector was determined [152].

3.1 Mathematical model of radon diffusion through a
membrane

The diffusion model takes into account decays of 222Rn inside the tested membrane, as well as
the 222Rn decays and production of its short-lived radioactive progenies in the active volume
of the detector. The model is tailored for applying the scintillation-type detectors, which are
sensitive to α particles emitted by 222Rn, 218Po and 214Po [153][152]. The concentration of
222Rn (and its daughters) is monitored on both sides of the sample membrane with ZnS(Ag)
scintillation chambers of the same volume Vd and the same counting efficiencies. On one
side of the membrane the 222Rn concentration is kept constant, while on the other side it
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Fig. 3.1: Radon diffusion through a membrane of the thickness H. On its right side (x > H)
the 222Rn concentration is C

′

1 and for given solubility S the concentration in the
foil at x = H is given by S · C ′1. Radon diffuses to the other side of the slab
(towards x = 0), where its concentration is very small.

changes according to the diffusion process. The time-dependent ratio of the count rates for
both detectors is given as:

n2

n1
(t) = λ0y0(t) + λ1y1(t) + λ4y4(t)

3λ0VdC
′
1

(3.1)

where n1 is the count rate of the detector measuring the constant 222Rn concentration, n2

is the count rate corresponding to the amount of 222Rn diffused through the membrane,
λ0, λ1, λ4 are the decay constants, and y0(t), y1(t), y4(t) are the numbers of atoms (in the
active volume of the detector) of 222Rn, 218Po and 214Po, respectively. The values of y0(t),
y1(t) and y4(t) are calculated according to the model described in details in [153].

In the case of very slow diffusion, when the measurement lasts much longer as compared
to the time when 222Rn reaches equilibrium with its progenies (about 3 h), Eq. 3.1 can be
simplified and rewritten in the following form:

n2

n1
(t) = y0(t)

VdC
′
1

(3.2)

where

y0(t) = ADSC
′

1
Hλ0

[
1− e−λ0t + 2

∞∑
i=1

(−1)nλ0

β
(1− e−βt)

]
(3.3)

and

β = Dn2π2

H2 + λ0 (3.4)

where D and S are the 222Rn diffusion and solubility coefficients for the membrane under
consideration, A is the membrane surface area (through which 222Rn diffuses), and H is its
thickness – see Fig. 3.1. D and S are extracted form the fit of the theoretical diffusion curve
described by Eq. 3.1 to the experimental data.
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Fig. 3.2: Schematic view of the apparatus used to measure 222Rn diffusion and solubility
coefficients in polymer membranes. 222Rn (with nitrogen) from the source is
pumped through a glass flask (humidity standard) to the detectors’ chamber, and
back into the source container.

3.2 Experimental setup

The apparatus and the measurement method presented here enable the study 222Rn diffusion
and solubility in membranes exposed to nitrogen at various humidities, thus yielding the
values of the relevant fundamental constants. The measurement setup, shown in Fig. 3.2,
consists of two similar scintillation alpha detectors, a 222Rn chamber and a 222Rn source.
Compared to the previous work [153], the apparatus used here is supplemented with a
relative humidity standard.

Glass flasks, partly filled with saturated aqueous solutions of various salts, were used as
generators of gas with known, constant RH (humidity standards). By using selected chemical
compounds it was possible to obtain various humidity values in the gas phase above the salt
(in equilibrium with the solution) over the whole range of RH (0 – 100%). The 222Rn source
supplies the system with the activity of about 18.5 kBq, constant in time. With the help of the
pump, radon is circulated together with nitrogen between the source, the humidity standard
and the alpha detectors. The light generated in the scintillator (ZnS(Ag)) by alpha particles
emitted by 222Rn and its daughters is detected by photomultipliers. ZnS(Ag) forms a thin
layer on the quartz windows placed between the photomultipliers and the active volumes of
the detectors (Vd = 28 cm3). The first detector monitors the radon concentration (meant
to be constant) in its active volume (and in the 222Rn chamber). This volume is separated
from the chamber by a membrane filter, which is very permeable for 222Rn but it stops alpha
particles emitted by 222Rn and Po isotopes decaying in the chamber. The count rate of the
first detector (n61) increases over the first 3 h from the start of the radon circulation through
the chamber (V = 255 cm3) due to the increase in the 222Rn concentration and the growing
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activity of the daughters. The active volume of the second detector is separated from the
chamber by another filter, and the membrane to be investigated. The latter is carefully sealed
by a special indium gasket. As a metal, indium is practically impermeable to 222Rn, being
at the same time soft enough to seal the critical combination of the delicate nylon film and
the chamber. The surface area of the membrane through which 222Rn diffuses is A = 22.9
cm2. The count rate (n2) of the second detector (background-corrected) is proportional to
the total amount of radon diffused through the membrane, and it starts to increase after a
certain time-period directly related to the film thickness and its 222Rn diffusion coefficient
(or nylon water content, since both parameters are correlated).

3.3 Measurement procedure

Throughout all tests the same nylon (C38F) foil, 0.018 mm thick, was used (without
removing it from the apparatus). Its physical and chemical parameters are very close to
those of Sniamid [72], the film used to construct the BOREXINO IV. The measurements were
performed using the following RH standards: magnesium perchlorate – Mg(ClO4)2 (used as
a drying medium, resulting in a very low RH, ∼0%, of the gas in the system), phosphoric
acid – H3PO4 · 1

2H2O, lithium chloride – LiCl2·H2O, calcium chloride – CaCl2·6H2O, sodium
dichromate – Na2Cr2O7·2H2O, sodium thiosulphate – Na2S2O3·5H2O, potassium chromate –
K2CrO4, and sodium sulphate – Na2SO4·10H2O. The flask partially filled with distilled water
served as a generator of gas with RH ∼100%. In Tab. 3.1 the relative gas humidities (column
2) in the thermodynamic equilibrium with the individual solutions (column 1) are listed.

The measurements were performed according to the following procedure: once the mem-
brane to be investigated was assembled in the apparatus and carefully sealed, the circulation
of the 222Rn-free gas was initiated. Its humidity was maintained with an appropriate stan-
dard. After about two weeks, humidity equilibrium was established between the circulating
gas, the nylon membrane, and the gas enclosed in the active volume of the detector monitor-
ing the concentration of radon diffusing through the film. Subsequently, the 222Rn source
was included in the gas circulation loop. Following some time (very short when compared
to the time of the radon diffusion through the foil), a constant 222Rn concentration in the
circulating gas was achieved. Depending on the value of the 222Rn diffusion coefficient (or
on the nylon water content) the count rates n1 and n2 of the detectors were recorded over
a 20 h period for the saturated (wet) film up to several days for the dry membrane. Each
measurement was conducted as long as the count rate of the detector monitoring the radon
diffusion (n2) remained below a fraction of (n1). Under such conditions, the 222Rn con-
centration gradient in the investigated membrane was sustained (an important assumption
for the diffusion model used in the calculations). Once the measurement was completed,
the 222Rn chamber was purged with pure nitrogen until radon was completely removed
and its short-lived daughters adsorbed or dissolved in the chamber materials decayed, with
the count rates for both detectors returning to the values known from the previous runs
(i.e. background measurements). The apparatus was then ready for subsequent tests. The
measurement procedure was repeated twice for each of the nine humidity standards. All
tests were performed at a constant ambient temperature of 21 ◦C.
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Fig. 3.3: Time dependence of the relative count rate obtained for the dry nylon membrane.
Solid line represents the least-square fit to the experimental data. Count rate n1 is
shown in as an inset the upper-left corner.

As an example, in Fig. 3.3 the relative count rate (n2
n1

(t)) as a function of time is shown
for the dry nylon. D and S were extracted from the fit of the theoretical curve (solid line,
Eq. 3.1) to the experimental data.

A separate series of measurements was performed to determine the water contents in the
nylon film exposed to various relative humidities of the surrounding gas. A nylon sample,
similar to that measured for the diffusion coefficient, was dried by placing it in a container
filled with magnesium perchlorate (RH ∼ 0%), then weighed using high-precision laboratory
scales. Once weighed, the foil was exposed to the atmosphere of a given RH level, than
weighed again after a few weeks of exposure (when thermodynamic equilibrium between
the gas and foil was reached). The results are collected in Tab. 3.1 (column 3). A change of
the foil mass was calculated as a percentage of the dry film mass according to the following
formula:

M = 100Mw −Md

Md
(3.5)

where Md and Mw represent the dry and wet foil mass, respectively.

3.4 Results and discussion

It can be easily seen that the mass of the nylon sample increases up to 10% with the relative
humidity of the gas growing from 0 to 100%. In addition, in the RH range of 0 – 50%, the
observed increase seems to be slower than that in the region from 50 to 100%. The errors
of the sample mass increases are of the order of a few percent. The calculations are based
on the measurement errors for the dry and wet film masses, determined as the maximum
deviations of a single measurement from the obtained average value.
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Fig. 3.4: 222Rn diffusion coefficient in nylon film as a function of its environment relative
humidity.

Fig. 3.4 shows the dependence of the measured 222Rn diffusion coefficient (its values
averaged over two measurements) in nylon on the relative humidity of the circulated gas.
For RH lower than 20%, D is small and within the measurement uncertainty remains in the
range of ∼2×10−12 cm2/s (typical for dry nylon). Above RH = 30%, the diffusion coefficient
begins to grow along with the ambient humidity. Above RH = 80%, it increases rapidly
with RH. For RH = 100%, the diffusion coefficient is roughly three orders of magnitude
larger than that for the dry membrane. The uncertainties of the RH values (of the order of
percentage points) are given as the maximum deviations from the tabulated values for a
given solution. The stability of RH in the setup was tested using a sensitive RH-meter.

The 222Rn solubility coefficient in nylon decreases as the relative humidity increases from
the value of S = 4.5 for RH ∼ 0% up to that of S = 0.7 for RH = 100% – see Fig. 3.5. A
possible explanation of this phenomenon could be the fact that water absorbed by nylon
enlarges and fills in the spaces between polymer molecules. Since the radon solubility in
water is relatively low (Swater = 0.25), this can lead to the observed dependence.

Fig. 3.6 shows the dependence of the 222Rn permeability (P ) and the effective permeability
(Peff ) through the membrane (0.018 mm thick) on the relative humidity. Permeability is
defined as a product of the diffusion and solubility coefficients, while effective permeability
is the permeability corrected for the 222Rn radioactive decay in nylon during the diffusion.
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Fig. 3.5: 222Rn solubility in nylon film as a function of its environment relative humidity.

Therefore, the effective permeability depends also on the thickness of the foil, and can be
expressed by the following equation:

Peff = DS
dlH

sinh(dlH) = P
dlH

sinh(dlH) (3.6)

where dl =
√

λ0
D is the inverse of the diffusion length. Within the measurement errors, the

permeability remains constant in the range of relative humidity from 0 up to about 30%. For
RH = 50% it is a few times bigger than the dry nylon value. Finally, for RH = 100% it grows
by two orders of magnitude. For the dry film and for the film of moderate humidity (RH
< 50%), a difference between the permeability and effective permeability can be observed.
This effect is also shown in Fig. 3.7 (and in Tab. 3.2) for a membrane of 0.125 mm thickness
(corresponding to the thickness of the BOREXINO Inner Vessel film). The observed differences
between P and Peff are related to the small 222Rn diffusion coefficient, thus to the long
time (on the order of several days) of the radon transport through nylon, when (significant)
part of the gas decays.

Tab. 3.1 gathers all parameters measured for the nine applied relative humidity standards.
Moreover, the 222Rn permeability as well as its effective values calculated for the tested film
(0.018 mm) are given. Tab. 3.2 contains the same data but re-scaled to the thickness of the
BOREXINO Inner Vessel film (0.125 mm). The last column of that table shows the number
of the 222Rn decays anticipated within the Fiducial Volume of the BOREXINO detector for
various humidity values of the Inner Vessel environment.
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Tab. 3.1: 222Rn diffusion (D), solubility S, permeability P and effective permeability Peff coefficients for various relative humidities and water content values
for the investigated C38F 0.018 mm thick nylon film.

RH standard RH in gas Water amount D P Peff

salt phase [%] in nylon M [%] [cm2/s] S [cm2/s] [cm2/s]
Mg(ClO4)2 ∼0 ∼0 (2.1 ± 0.4)×10−12 4.5 ± 0.7 (9.5 ± 2.3)×10−12 (5.8 ± 1.4)×10−12

H3PO4 · 1
2H2O 9 ± 1 0.72 ± 0.04 (2.3 ± 0.3)×10−12 2.5 ± 0.3 (5.8 ± 1.1)×10−12 (3.7 ± 0.7)×10−12

LiCl2·H2O 12 ± 1 0.87 ± 0.04 (2.2 ± 0.3)×10−12 2.2 ± 0.3 (4.8 ± 0.9)×10−12 (3.0 ± 0.6)×10−12

CaCl2·6H2O 32 ± 2 2.09 ± 0.04 (4.3 ± 0.5)×10−12 1.8 ± 0.2 (7.7 ± 1.2)×10−12 (6.0 ± 1.1)×10−12

Na2Cr2O7·2H2O 52 ± 2 3.74 ± 0.05 (1.9 ± 0.3)×10−11 1.4 ± 0.2 (2.7 ± 1.2)×10−11 (2.5 ± 0.6)×10−11

Na2S2O3·5H2O 76 ± 2 6.35 ± 0.05 (6.5 ± 0.9)×10−11 1.5 ± 0.2 (9.8 ± 1.9)×10−11 (9.6 ± 1.9)×10−11

K2CrO4 88 ± 3 7.60 ± 0.05 (1.3 ± 0.2)×10−10 1.5 ± 0.2 (2.0 ± 0.4)×10−10 (1.9 ± 0.4)×10−10

Na2SO4·10H2O 93 ± 3 9.12 ± 0.07 (3.3 ± 0.4)×10−10 1.0 ± 0.1 (3.3 ± 0.6)×10−10 (3.3 ± 0.6)×10−10

H2O vapors 100 ± 3 10.14 ± 0.09 (1.3 ± 0.2)×10−9 0.7 ± 0.1 (9.1 ± 2.0)×10−10 (9.1 ± 2.0)×10−10
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Tab. 3.2: 222Rn effective permeability coefficients for various relative humidity values. Cal-
culations were performed for a 0.125 mm thick nylon foil used for the fabrication
of the BOREXINO Inner Vessel. The last column shows the 222Rn background ex-
pected in the Fiducial Volume assuming a strong mixing of the scintillator (caused
by convection) resulting in homogeneous distribution of 222Rn emanated from
the Inner Vessel material.

RH in gas Peff
222Rn signal expected in

phase [%] [cm2/s] the FV [cpd]
∼0 (8.8 ± 2.3)×10−16 1.2

9 ± 1 (8.9 ± 1.6)×10−16 1.2
12 ± 1 (5.9 ± 1.2)×10−16 1.2
32 ± 2 (2.2 ± 0.4)×10−14 1.7
52 ± 2 (3.5 ± 0.8)×10−12 3.6
76 ± 2 (4.7 ± 1.0)×10−11 6.6
88 ± 3 (1.3 ± 0.3)×10−10 7.4
93 ± 3 (2.8 ± 0.5)×10−10 7.4
100 ± 3 (8.7 ± 1.9)×10−10 7.4

The calculations were performed assuming the worst case, namely a strong scintillator
mixing (homogeneous 222Rn distribution in the liquid), and 226Ra contained in the nylon
balloon as the source of radon. Its concentration for Sniamid is 0.016 µBq/kg [72]. In
addition, this impurity was assumed to be internal (bulk), while the nylon surface is not
contaminated. Of course in reality, the surface is not 226Ra-free, but one can always translate
the surface and bulk contamination into a corresponding bulk impurity so that for simplicity
we can operate with only one parameter (importance of the bulk and surface contamination
of the Inner Vessel is discussed in Ref. [72]). Fig. 3.8 show the resulting dependence of
the expected 222Rn background in the BOREXINO Fiducial Volume on the humidity of the IV
environment. For low humidity values (RH < 30%) it remains at the level of 1 cpd. Next,
in the RH range of 30 – 80% the expected signal raises approximately linearly, becoming
constant above RH = 80% and equal to roughly 7 cpd. This comes from the fact that for
humidity values larger than 80%, the 222Rn diffusion length is larger than a half of the foil
thickness, thus its further increase does no longer affect the amount of radon emanated into
the liquid scintillator (222Rn is released from both foil surfaces, as long as the conditions on
both sides remain similar).

The measurements of the mechanical parameters for the nylon foil used in the BOREXINO de-
tector show that the transition from the glassy state to the rubbery state is completed at
RH = 40% [12]. Therefore, the IV nylon film can crease and crack easily after having been
exposed to the dry atmosphere or dry scintillator. For the surrounding RH in the range of 55
– 60%, nylon remains in its rubbery state, even at temperatures between 10 ◦C and 15 ◦C,
typical for the Gran Sasso underground laboratory. From Fig. 3.8 it follows that for these RH
values, the level of radon background (originating from the IV) in the BOREXINO detector
would amount (in the worst case) to about 4 cpd, still an acceptable level. Thus, this is
the optimum humidity for the nylon scintillator container environment while running the
experiment.
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Fig. 3.6: 222Rn permeability and effective permeability for the 0.018 mm thick nylon film
as a function of its environment relative humidity.
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Fig. 3.7: 222Rn permeability and effective permeability calculated for the 0.125 mm thick
nylon film used to construct the BOREXINO Inner Vessel.
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Fig. 3.8: Radon background expected in the FV of the BOREXINO detector as a function of
the relative humidity of the Inner Vessel film environment.

3.5 Summary

By modifying the apparatus used previously [153] in such a way that the relative humidity of
the circulating nitrogen was kept constant and known for each measurement, the dependence
of the 222Rn diffusion and solubility coefficients in nylon on RH over the range of 0 – 100%
was investigated. A significant increase of the diffusion, accompanied by a decrease of
the solubility coefficients in the investigated membrane, was found for increasing relative
humidity. This resulted in an increase of the 222Rn permeability through the nylon by over
two orders of magnitude for RH increasing from 0 to 100%. The 222Rn permeability does
not change significantly with relative humidity increasing from 0 to 60%. This is also the
range of the BOREXINO Inner Vessel humidity environment optimal from the point of view
of the mechanical properties of nylon (50% < RH < 60%). It has been also found that the
foil absorbs water when exposed to humid environment, and in saturation increases its mass
by about 10%.

As a result of this research the working conditions for the BOREXINO detector with respect
to the water content in the liquid scintillator have been established and implemented. For
RH kept between 50% and 60% the Inner Vessel nylon is still elastic enough to avoid
cracks. On the other hand for these conditions the radon permeability is still low enough to
keep the 222Rn background at an acceptable level: single cpd in the FV for the worst-case
scenario of strong mixing of the scintillator (due to e.g. convection). If one considers only
radon diffusion in the scintillator, then the expected signal in the Fiducial Volume would be
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negligible. This is due to the relatively short 222Rn diffusion length in PC (in the range of
cm) – 222Rn decays before it reaches the active volume of the detector.
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4Development of gas purification
techniques

In the BOREXINO experiment large amounts of radiopure nitrogen were (and still are)
required for purging, blanketing, 222Rn emanation studies (nitrogen is used as a carrier gas)
and for the liquid scintillator purification. Three different qualities are available: Regular
Purity Nitrogen (RPN2), High Purity Nitrogen (HPN2) and Low Argon and Krypton Nitrogen
(LAKN2). In this section development of techniques to produce these gas qualities are
described.

In the frame of the GERDA experiment for the first time the argon purity in terms of the
content of the radioactive noble gas 222Rn was investigated. Also for the first time the argon
purification from radon was studied and performed. Thanks to this research pure liquid
argon for the GERDA experiment could be obtained by combining its storage in a clean
container with additional purification in a small column filled with CarboAct®.

4.1 High purity nitrogen

RPN2 is obtained as boil-off gas from standard liquid nitrogen quality (4.0 – technical grade).
Among its impurities 222Rn is present with concentrations between 27 µBq/m3 and 78
µBq/m3 [63] which is not acceptable for most applications in the BOREXINO experiment
and it was used mostly for initial purging, cleaning or drying purposes. Radon can be
removed from nitrogen by cryo-adsorption on activated carbon [75]. However, at extremely
low concentration levels re-contamination due to 222Rn emanation from the carbon itself
is an issue. Therefore, a dedicated search for the most radiopure carbon material by the
gamma ray spectroscopy and by the 222Rn emanation technique was performed. By far,
the cleanest carbon came from the Dutch company CarboAct. Having tested several kinds
of activated carbons it has been found that CarboAct® emanates the smallest amount of
222Rn, about 0.3 mBq/kg [63][67], the value is almost two orders of magnitude lower than
for any other carbon-based adsorber (except CarbosieveTM SIII with the emanation rate
of 0.6 mBq/kg [73]). This carbon was filled in almost all traps used for purification of
gases or measurements of 222Rn. It was also applied in the BOREXINO nitrogen plant to
produce HPN2 [63]. Two Low Temperature Adsorber (LTA) columns are filled (each) with
about 2 kg of activated carbon from CarboAct, and are kept at LN2 temperature (-196 ◦C).
Liquid nitrogen is pushed through the columns at a flow rate corresponding to ∼100 m3/h
gas (after purification LN2 is evaporated in an electrical heater). After a few weeks the
production is switched to the second LTA column and the first one can be regenerated by
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Fig. 4.1: Scheme of MOREX designed and constructed for ultra-sensitive 222Rn measure-
ments in nitrogen and argon gas [20][63]. The trap 1 (AC1) and the trap 2 (AC2)
are filled with 150 g of CarboAct®. 222Rn concentrated from large amounts of
nitrogen/argon gas (up to 500 m3) in one of the big traps is moved to the trans-
port trap, which can be disconnected and hooked-up to the counter filling line,
where the 222Rn sample is purified and filled into one of the ultra-low background
proportional counters.

heating it up to ∼200 ◦C and purging with gaseous nitrogen. In this way an uninterrupted
production of HPN2 is possible [63].

To calculate the purity requirements for HPN2 one has to take into account the efficiency
of the BOREXINO detector to tag and eliminate events from the 222Rn decay chain and
the measured radon solubility in pseudocumene (S = 10.3) [69]. Then, the tolerable
222Rn concentration turns out to be ∼7 µBq/m3. MOREX [63] was built to prove that this
specification is met by the HPN2. With this instrument is possible to collect all 222Rn from up
to 500 m3 of nitrogen in a carbon column and to transfer it subsequently to miniaturized
proportional counters (see Sec. 2.1). A simplified sketch of MOREX is shown in Fig. 4.1. The
main components are the two big columns named AC1 and AC2 (each filled with about 150
g of CarboAct®) and one of the transport traps (eventually their smaller version containing
only about 1 g of the adsorber). Gas samples trapped in AC1 or AC2 are too large to be
handled directly (purification, separation of traces) therefore they must be first transferred to
a smaller transport trap. With the help of this two-stage process it is possible to concentrate
radon from several 100 m3 down to a volume of a few cm3. For trapping radon directly
form the liquid phase a unit called MOREXINO (a small version of MOREX) can be used.
Comparing to MOREX it has only one big trap containing 60 g of CarboAct®. After passing
the trap liquid nitrogen (argon) can be sent to a dewar (and used for other purposes) or
evaporated in an electrical heater for further investigations in the gas phase (e.g. by using
MOREX). Radon collected on the charcoal is moved to the transport trap using purified He
as a carrier gas.

As discussed before, from gaseous or liquid nitrogen samples radon can be extracted by
collecting it at low temperature in charcoal traps. The traps are used thus as purification
columns. For measurements of very low concentrations (sub µBq/m3 range) it is important
that the used adsorber does not contribute significantly to the signal. In other words, its
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radon emanation rate must be minimal and therefore CarboAct® is commonly used (one has
to remember that the typical charcoal has a surface of ∼1000 m2/g therefore using e.g. 100
g we have to deal with ∼100 000 m2). Investigating relatively small samples (volume up
to 5 m3) one can use the so-called transport traps (RTs), which contain only about 10 g of
CarboAct®. Consequently, their contribution to the overall background is negligible. RTs are
usually used when the expected radon concentration is high.

Using MOREX and MOREXINO it was demonstrated that HPN2 contains always less than
1 µBq/m3 of 222Rn [63] (less than 1 222Rn atom in 2 m3 of nitrogen) even if the nitrogen
plant runs with its maximum gas production rate of 100 m3/h. HPN2 is used for sparging
water in the water purification plant in order to remove 222Rn [84], for blanketing or as
a carrier gas for 222Rn emanation measurements. It was also used as a component of the
synthetic air (see Sec. 4.3).

4.2 Development of nitrogen gas generator

As already mentioned, 222Rn and its short-lived daughters form an important background
component in low-level1 radioactivity measurements. After the detector setup and its shield
against external radiation had been completed (usually taking into account intrinsic radioac-
tivity of the materials and their radiation stopping power) the 222Rn and its progenies often
dominate the residual background. Highly sensitive detectors equipped with an anticoinci-
dence shield or located deep in underground laboratories generally need 222Rn suppression
systems [64]. Typically it is realized by purging the detector chamber with nitrogen stored
in commercial gas cylinders or with boil-off nitrogen.

In nitrogen expanding from the gas cylinders the 222Rn specific activity varies between 0.1
and 0.5 mBq/m3 [20], depending mainly on the 222Rn emanation rate from the inner surface
of the container (see Sec. 4.3). The 222Rn concentration in the boil-off nitrogen is at the level
of 0.5 mBq/m3, so it is very similar to the above (liquid and gaseous nitrogen of the purity
class of 4.0 and 4.6 was tested, respectively). In this section development of a generator
producing gaseous nitrogen with a very low 222Rn concentration is described [151]. The
device could be used for flushing low-level detector chambers, which should result in a sig-
nificant reduction of the 222Rn-induced background [62]. It is especially important for HPGe
spectrometers operated deep underground [82], where the ambient 222Rn concentration is
typically high. In the spectra of these detectors there are still clearly visible gamma lines
originating from 222Rn daughters even if nitrogen from commercial gas cylinders is used
for purging of the chambers. In addition, for experiments designed for the detection of
solar neutrinos, double beta decay, dark matter particles, research in environmental sciences
medicine as well as in industrial applications, 222Rn suppression is a prerequisite.

The gas generator is composed of three parts: a 222Rn trap, a dewar with liquid nitrogen
and an electrical heater. The latter immersed in LN2 allows production of gaseous N2 with
the variable flow rate up to a maximum value of 2.5 m3/h. The evaporation rate can be

1Low-level ≡ Low-background
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Fig. 4.2: Schematic view of the setup used to test the nitrogen purification efficiency of the
nitrogen gas generator.

changed by adjusting the power output of the heater controller. For a constant flow of 0.2 –
0.3 m3/h (sufficient even for large detector chambers) the device coupled to a 100 l dewar
should assure continuous gas production over at least 1 week (about 40 m3 of nitrogen gas
can be produced). The concept of the system is based on the cryo-adsorption of 222Rn from
liquid/gaseous nitrogen on activated carbon. A trap filled with the adsorber is immersed
in LN2 to be purified. After evaporation it runs over the purification column where radon
is adsorbed on the carbon surface. The trap with equipment mounted on a proper flange
and inserted in a dewar can be operated as a stand-alone unit. The construction of the
gas generator is based on the DN 50 ISO-KF flange, which can be mounted on almost all
dewars used for liquid nitrogen storage/transportation. The 388 cm3 trap contains 50 g of
Silicarbon K48 charcoal [151]. In addition, the system is equipped with a manometer to
monitor the pressure inside the dewar. For safety reasons a burst disc with burst pressure
of 1 bar was mounted. A BNC feed-through is used to connect the electrical heater (max.
160 W) to the power supply. Three purification tests were performed using the system
shown schematically in Fig. 4.2. After filling the dewar with LN2 the purification column
was installed. Two transport traps RTI and RTIII (each containing ∼10 g of CarboAct®)
were connected to the generator and after heating them up to 200 ◦C and flushing with
nitrogen gas (taken from a gas cylinder), they were cooled down in a liquid nitrogen bath.
Next the generation of the boil-off nitrogen (not purified gas) started at 1 m3/h. It run over
RTIII, where radon was collected until 3 m3 passed through the trap. The same procedure
(for the same LN2 fill of the 100 l dewar) was repeated for the nitrogen purified in the
column, where 222Rn from 15 m3 was collected on RTI. In the next step 222Rn from both traps
was transferred into miniaturized proportional counters and its activities were determined
(see Sec. 2.1). The two sequential 222Rn concentration measurements were carried out
under exactly the same conditions, without opening the dewar or disconnecting any other
component, therefore they allowed to evaluate the performance of the system in terms of
nitrogen purification from 222Rn. Results of the performed measurement are presented in
Tab. 4.1. For each test the average flux of generated nitrogen gas was ∼1 m3/h (varying
slightly between 0.8 and 1.2 m3/h). Grade 4.0 liquid nitrogen delivered by Air Liquide was
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Tab. 4.1: Results of the nitrogen purification from 222Rn using the developed gas generator.
The gas flow was always set to 1 m3/h.

Measurement 222Rn content 222Rn content Reduction
number in boil-off in purified factor

nitrogen [mBq/m3] nitrogen [mBq/m3]
1 1.3 ± 0.2 0.042 ± 0.009 31
2 0.52 ± 0.06 0.014 ± 0.004 37
3 0.46 ± 0.06 0.012 ± 0.003 38

used. In the first run the 222Rn concentration in the unpurified and purified nitrogen was
1.3 mBq/m3 and 0.042 mBq/m3, respectively. The calculated 222Rn concentration reduction
factor is thus about 31. In the second and the third tests the specific 222Rn activities in the
unpurified gas were a little bit lower, and corresponded to about 0.5 mBq/m3. Similarly,
the radon concentrations in the purified N2 were equal to 0.014 and to 0.012 mBq/m3,
for the second and third test, respectively. Air-born 222Rn may have remained enclosed in
the dewar due to insufficient flushing of the dewar after sealing before the first test. This
could have caused the differences between the first and the subsequent tests, resulting in a
higher 222Rn concentration before and after purification and in a slightly lower purification
factor. In general, 222Rn content in the purified nitrogen was at least one order of magnitude
lower than the lowest measured concentration for the boil-off gas. The last two tests gave
consistent results of low radon content in purified nitrogen and a high purification factor,
in the range of 40. 222Rn concentrations in nitrogen produced by the generator can be
compared with the results presented in Sec. 4.1. Typical 222Rn concentration of 0.5 µBq/m3

and 50 µBq/m3 was measured there for high- and regular purity nitrogen, respectively.
Taking into account 222Rn content in the purified and boil-off gas it is clear that in both cases
we have at least one order of magnitude higher activities. This could be a consequence of the
contamination of LN2 with atmospheric radon during the dewar filling. The 222Rn adsorber
can also have an influence on the quality of the purified gas. The Silicarbon K48 used in
this work has rather high content of 226Ra and thus high 222Rn emanation rate of (0.28 ±
0.05) Bq/kg comparing to CarboAct® with the emanation rate of (0.0003 ± 0.0001) Bq/kg
used in the LTA. 222Rn emanated from the carbon surface could significantly re-contaminate
the nitrogen, even at low temperature. Detailed description of the presented system can be
found in [151].

4.3 Synthetic air

One of the most critical items in BOREXINO concerning radiopurity are the nylon vessels. To
avoid 222Rn daughter plated out on their surfaces (especially on the inner surface of the
Inner Vessel) they had to be handled permanently in an environment with strongly reduced
222Rn concentration. This holds in particular for the installation (inflation) of the vessels in
the Stainless Steel Sphere of BOREXINO. HPN2 would be ideal to do that as it is basically
222Rn-free (see above), but for safety reasons a breathable atmosphere was required during
the installation of the balloons. 222Rn-reduced air may be produced by filtering air with
activated carbon at reduced temperature – see Sec. 7.1, but the purity is typically limited to
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Tab. 4.2: 222Rn emanation results relevant for the production of synthetic air.

Sample Description 222Rn activity
Single cylinder 50 l, carbon steel (2.32 ± 0.43) mBq

Cylinder package No.1 16 cylinders (35.1 ± 6.9) mBq
Cylinder package No.2 16 cylinders (12.9 ± 0.7) mBq

Gas mixer N2 – O2 mixer (1.61 ± 0.68) mBq

a few mBq/m3. Moreover, it would require installation of a dedicated plant (very costly)
which was not justified for the short-term usage.

Therefore synthetic air with a low 222Rn-concentration was produced by mixing HPN2 with
oxygen extracted from standard gas cylinders. As mentioned earlier, HPN2 is basically free
of 222Rn, so its final concentration in the synthetic air was dominated by the emanation of
the oxygen gas cylinders and of the mixer, which was used to provide the nitrogen/oxygen
ratio of ambient air. 222Rn emanation measurement performed on a single 50 l carbon
steel gas cylinder yielded (2.32± 0.43) mBq, corresponding to an activity concentration of
∼0.23 mBq/m3 if one considers that the 50 l cylinder is initially filled up to 200 bar. For the
production of the synthetic air two packages of 16 connected carbon steel gas cylinders were
used. They were first investigated with respect to their total 222Rn emanation rate (they were
filled with nitrogen for the tests). The results of all relevant measurements are summarized
in Tab. 4.2. After the tests the bottle packages were filled with oxygen. Since the oxygen
itself does not contain any 226Ra, the measured emanation rates are good proxies for the
222Rn concentrations in oxygen – there was a relatively big difference in the emanation rates
of the two packages. The mixer emanated only (1.61± 0.68) mBq, therefore its contribution
was negligible due to the dilution at the relatively high synthetic air production rate of up to
40 m3/h. From all the emanation measurements a 222Rn concentration in the synthetic air
of less than 100 µBq/m3 could be estimated. This was confirmed by a null measurement
with the radon monitor described in [85]. Produced synthetic air had the lowest 222Rn level
ever obtained in breathable air.

4.4 Low Argon and Krypton Nitrogen

In BOREXINO, in the last purification step the liquid scintillator was stripped with nitrogen
gas in order to remove all residual gaseous radioimpurities. For this purpose, nitrogen must
be very pure with respect to isotopes which may contribute to the background, namely 222Rn,
39Ar and 85Kr. The latter two are β emitters, whose spectra overlap the expected spectrum
of the recoil electrons (from the ν-e – scattering) in the detector. Decays of 222Rn and its
short- and long-lived daughters produce alphas, betas and gammas in a wide energy range.
The goal was therefore to find appropriately pure nitrogen on the market or to develop a
suitable purification method (see Sec. 8).

The long-lived 39Ar (T1/2 = 269 y, Eβmax = 565 keV) is produced in the atmosphere through
spallation reactions on 40Ar mainly by secondary cosmic ray neutrons. Its concentration
in the atmosphere is ∼1.4 Bq/m3 [90][186], which converts to 13 mBq/m3 in air, or 10.2
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mBq/m3 in nitrogen. 85Kr (T1/2 = 10.76 y, Eβmax = 687 keV, weak gamma) is mainly
of anthropogenic origin (release in nuclear fuel reprocessing plants). The concentration
in the air is slowly growing with a present value slightly above 1 Bq/m3 [24]. The low
atmospheric Kr abundance results in a rather high 85Kr specific activity in Kr of about
1 MBq/m3. 222Rn (T1/2 = 3.82 days), as already discussed, together with its short- and
long-lived daughters form an important background source in all low-level experiments.
Its decays are followed by a chain of daughters until stable 206Pb is reached. Since the
half-life of 210Pb (22.3 y) is significantly longer than that of 222Rn, it breaks very often the
equilibrium in the chain.

The main contamination path of 39Ar, 85Kr and 222Rn into the liquid scintillator is as trace
concentration in nitrogen, which is used in the stripping purification step. In equilibrium
the Ar and Kr concentrations in the scintillator correspond to that in nitrogen scaled by
their respective partition coefficients (solubility ratios in pseudocumene) – the scintillator
solvent – and in N2. Thus the required purity level for both gases in nitrogen follows from
the tolerable count rate in the Fiducial Volume of the detector and the solubility ratios. If
one allows an event rate of 1 cpd for 39Ar and 85Kr in the 7Be neutrino window and in
100 ton of the liquid scintillator (corresponding to an activity concentration of about 0.12
µBq/m3), this translates with the relative solubility of Ar and Kr in PC and in nitrogen into
the specifications for the activity concentration of 39Ar in nitrogen of 0.5 µBq/m3 and for
85Kr in nitrogen of 0.2 µBq/m3, corresponding to volume concentrations of noble gases
in N2 of 0.4×10−6 m3/m3 (0.4 ppm) for Ar and 0.2×10−12 m3/m3 (0.14 ppt) for Kr. The
gas/liquid (N2/PC) volume ratios have been taken from the literature [122] to be 4.1 for Ar
and 1.3 for Kr (no uncertainties reported). Derived limits are given without uncertainties –
the main reason is that the specific activities of 39Ar and 85Kr in the air (and in Ar and Kr
of atmospheric origin) are not known precisely and can vary e.g. in the case of 85Kr by a
factor of 4 – 5 in short time-scale periods. Concerning 222Rn, as discussed already for HPN2,
one has to take into account the efficiency for identification of its decay chain (Bi-Po) in the
detector and the measured solubility in PC (S = 10.3) [69]. The tolerable 222Rn content in
nitrogen turns to be about 7 µBq/m3.

There are only very limited possibilities to measure such low 39Ar, 85Kr and 222Rn concen-
trations in nitrogen. For direct activity measurement only 85Kr and 222Rn is accessible at
this level by a combination of pre-concentration and subsequent internal proportional gas
counting [63]. A more indirect but much easier applicable possibility to measure 39Ar and
85Kr is offered by specially tuned noble gas mass spectrometry (MS) [70]. The used in-
strument was the VG3600 mass spectrometer (magnetic deflection, constant voltage, ion
current and channeltron collectors) devoted to investigate rare gases at low concentrations
in terrestrial and extraterrestrial samples [102]. Besides the mass spectrometer, the system
consists of a sample preparation and a sample purification section. In the first one the
volume of the investigated sample can be determined (or if necessary divided into smaller
fractions), in the second one the sample is purified from reactive gases before it is introduced
into the spectrometer. For purification Al-Ti getter pumps were used. The spectrometer can
be calibrated with air or Ar/Kr standards. 39Ar and 85Kr concentrations are determined via
measured Ar and Kr contents in nitrogen, taking into account the fairly known abundances
of 39Ar and 85Kr in the atmosphere, from which the nitrogen is produced. Taking into
consideration the intrinsic background of the whole MS system and measuring 1 cm3 of
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Tab. 4.3: Ar and Kr content in nitrogen of different qualities from different European
suppliers. In the first column the gas production place is also given.

Supplier Gas quality CAr [ppm] CKr [ppt]
Messer Griesheim,

Oberhausen 4.0 200 ± 30 1680 ± 240
Air Liquide, Terni 4.0 11.0 ± 1.3 40 ± 5

4.0 (after
Air Liquide, Terni 222Rn removal [63]) 10.4 ± 1.2 33 ± 4
Linde AG, Worms 7.0 (LIPUR) 0.060 ± 0.002 0.06 ± 0.01

SOL, Mantova 6.0 0.063 ± 0.006 0.04 ± 0.01
Westfalen AG, Hörstel 6.0 (5.0 ± 0.8)×10−4 0.06 ± 0.02

Goal ≤ 0.4 ≤ 0.14

nitrogen, it was possible to achieve the following detection limits: 1×10−9 m3/m3 (1 ppb)
for Ar in N2 (∼1.4 nBq/m3 for 39Ar in N2) and 1×10−13 m3/m3 (0.1 ppt) for Kr in N2 (∼0.1
µBq/m3 for 85Kr in N2). Both limits are derived by assuming that the signal to background
ratio is 1.

Survey of commercially available nitrogen. The survey of commercially available gases
from different companies was primary oriented only to find a gas with sufficiently low argon
and krypton concentrations. If 222Rn specific activity was too high it could be removed by
applying low-temperature adsorption on charcoal [63]. For the measurements in most cases
liquid samples of about 200 l volume were collected directly at the production plant. They
were carefully (e.g. avoiding usage of cryogenic pumps) filled into a special 240 l transport
dewar with no pressure build-up system. The dewar was always earlier thoroughly flushed
with hot (∼60 oC) nitrogen in order to clean it. Sampling of liquid gas minimized the
influence of involved surfaces and procedures on the gas purity. The liquid sample container
was next transported to the laboratory and connected to the sample preparation section of
the spectrometer. For the measurements procedures described above and in details in [70]
were applied.

Results obtained for gases coming from different European suppliers and of different qualities
are collected in Tab. 4.3. In most cases the samples meet the requirement for Ar, partly they
are even better by several orders of magnitude. Samples from SOL (Italy), Westfalen AG
(Germany) and from Linde (Germany) fulfill the specification for Kr. Differently to other
batches, the LIPUR gas was delivered in a 6 m3 mobile tank (half full), which was connected
directly to the mass spectrometer and to the MOREX system [63] for radon analysis. Ar, Kr
and 222Rn concentrations were measured for different amounts of liquid nitrogen in the tank
(2.5 m3, 1.4 m3 and 0.4 m3) and they were consistent within the uncertainties. The values
quoted in Tab. 4.3 for Ar and Kr are therefore averages. The average 222Rn specific activity
was (10.0 ± 1.0) µBq/m3, slightly above the BOREXINO specification. It increased up to (32
± 2) µBq/m3 after the liquid had evaporated completely.

Test of the LAK nitrogen delivery chain. Basing on the results collected in Tab. 4.3 and
offered delivery conditions, as a LAK nitrogen supplier for BOREXINO, the SOL company
(Italy) has been selected. Within the signed contract it has been agreed that SOL will
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Tab. 4.4: Ar, Kr and 222Rn content in the SOL LAK nitrogen as a function of the filling level
of the storage tank.

LAr amount [m3] CAr [ppb] CKr [ppt] CRn [µBq/m3]
14.5 12.3 ± 1.7 0.030 ± 0.006 7.0 ± 1.0
14.2 11.1 ± 1.5 0.016 ± 0.004 5.5 ± 0.6
13.5 11.7 ± 1.6 0.011 ± 0.004 7.6 ± 0.7
6.0 7.4 ± 1.1 0.006 ± 0.004 10.0 ± 1.0
3.0 12.3 ± 1.8 0.024 ± 0.006 11.0 ± 1.0
0.8 16.0 ± 2.0 0.031 ± 0.008 38.0 ± 5.0

0.0 (Tank empty) 19.0 ± 3.0 0.030 ± 0.010 237 ± 15
Goal ≤ 400 ≤ 0.14 ≤ 7

construct a dedicated storage tank (16 m3 volume) with necessary equipment (evaporator,
safety systems, all mounted together on a special transportable platform). It shall be next
shipped to the Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics in Heidelberg for the 222Rn emanation
measurements and for tests of the complete gas delivery chain. The tank was filled from
a road tanker according to the worked out procedure and next it was connected directly
to the mass spectrometer and MOREX for Ar/Kr and 222Rn assay, respectively. In this way
it was possible to check the influence of all the critical operations performed on the gas
(filling of the tanker at the nitrogen production plant, filling of the storage tank at the
experimental site) on its final purity. In the case of positive results the tank would be moved
to Gran Sasso and hooked up to the BOREXINO nitrogen distribution line without any further
modifications.

The total emanation rate (in saturation) from the warm tank was found to be (60 ± 4) mBq,
which could be translated into the expected specific activity in the gas of about 5 µBq/m3,
assuming homogeneous distribution of radon in the 16 m3 of LN2. The measured rate was
therefore acceptable. After filling the tank with about 15 m3 of liquid nitrogen, first the
radon specific activity (in the gas evaporated from the liquid phase) was measured as a
function of time, which elapsed since the production of the gas (filling of the rod tanker at
the company site – the gas of the highest purity was distilled directly into a dedicated tanker
without any intermediate storage). The obtained results are shown in Fig. 4.3, where a clear
decay of 222Rn can be noticed. The extrapolated plateau value (dashed line) corresponds
to 6.8 µBq/m3 and it is in a good agreement with the concentration expected from the
emanation test (5 µBq/m3).

Next the Ar, Kr and 222Rn concentrations as a function of the filling level of the tank were
investigated. The obtained results are collected in Tab. 4.4. As long as there was more than
0.8 m3 of liquid nitrogen in the vessel practically all the specifications were met. For lower
amounts the radon content in the gas evaporated from the liquid phase increases sharply.
Therefore, taking into account some safety margins it was decided that during the normal
operations the tank should always be at least 20% full (min. 3 m3 of LN2 inside). After the
successful tests in Heidelberg, the platform with the tank and its equipment was sent to
LNGS, where only one tube (delivering the gas to Hall C) was welded to the system.
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Fig. 4.3: 222Rn specific activity in the SOL LAK nitrogen as a function of time elapsed since
the gas production. The curve fitted to the experimental data reproduces the
half-life of 222Rn.

Monitoring of the LAK nitrogen at LNGS. The quality of the LAK nitrogen (in terms of
Ar and Kr content) being delivered to LNGS is regularly monitored (every few months) by
sampling the gas into small pipettes (a dedicated procedure has been successfully established)
directly at the storage tank and at the end of the gas distribution line. Some selected results
are collected in Tab. 4.5. The main conclusion is that the Ar and Kr specifications were so far
always fulfilled. Samples 3a and 3b (4a/4b) were taken simultaneously at the storage tank
and at the end of the distribution line (in Hall C close to the BOREXINO detector). Since the
measured Ar and Kr concentrations are in a very good agreement, it was concluded that the
very long (100 m) distribution line (1.5 inch stainless steel tube) does not influence the gas
quality. For the lowest allowed filling level of the tank (samples 4a/4b, 3 m3 of LN2 inside)
Ar and Kr were still within the specification.

Tab. 4.5: Ar and Kr content in the SOL LAK nitrogen sampled at LNGS.

Sample No Conditions Sampling port CAr [ppb] CKr [ppt]
1 Tank half-full Storage tank 13 ± 2 0.22 ± 0.03
2 Tank full Storage tank 30 ± 5 0.03 ± 0.01
3a Tank full Storage tank 8.6 ± 0.9 0.04 ± 0.01

End of
3b Tank full distrib. line 8.7 ± 0.9 0.05 ± 0.01

Lowest allowed
4a filling level Storage tank 12.8 ± 1.4 0.15 ± 0.02

Lowest allowed End of
4b filling level distrib. line 12.5 ± 1.4 0.14 ± 0.02
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In conclusion one can state that sources (suppliers) of the nitrogen gas fulfilling very strong
purity requirements of BOREXINO were identified. A procedure for delivering the highest
quality of nitrogen to the experimental site was also established. An appropriate monitoring
technique was developed as well. As a results the LAK nitrogen is the radiopurest gas ever
delivered to an experimental site and it was crucial to the success of BOREXINO.

4.5 Purity and purification of argon

In this section the radiopurity of argon in terms of 222Rn is discussed [86]. Radon is
a radioactive noble gas, which together with the daughters (heavy metals) is one of the
most important source of background in the experiments looking for rare decays. This is
due to its high mobility/permeability and wide energy range of the α, β and γ radiation
generated in its decay chain. According to the Monte Carlo simulations a radon content
in the GERDA liquid argon corresponding to 0.5 µBq/m3 in the gas2 would generate the
background in the germanium crystals at the level of about 10−4 cts/(keV×kg×yr) [119].
As shown in the previous sections, that concentration was achieved for high purity and LAK
nitrogen. The argon purity and purification in terms of 222Rn was never investigated before
therefore in the course of this study two questions, crucial for the design of a cryogenic
infrastructure of LARGE (see Sec. 10) and GERDA, will be addressed:

• What is the radon concentration in available argon?
• Can the argon be purified and what is the achievable purity?

The first one can be answered by investigating a gas of different commercial qualities. Argon
class 4.6, 5.0 and 6.0 delivered by the German company Westfalen A.G. was tested. From the
nitrogen survey done in the frame of the BOREXINO experiment [87] one can conclude that
the corresponding products of other suppliers should be of similar purity. The same argon
as for the purity tests was used to investigate the purification potential in its gas and liquid
phases. The chosen approach was the low temperature adsorption of radon on charcoal. For
the tests columns containing 60 g and 150 g of activated carbon CarboAct® were used.

Besides active purification another possibility to get rid of radon is just to let it decay. The
half-live of 222Rn is 3.8 d and therefore a waiting time of about 20 d would reduce its activity
(concentration) by a factor of about 150. However in this case one has to take into account
internal radon emanation from the storage tank, which will limit the final purity (radon
initially present in argon will decay, but simultaneously the emanated activity will build-up
until it reaches the saturation value). It is therefore important to identify containers with
sufficiently low emanation rates3. This has been successfully achieved – see Tab. 2.1 and
Sec. 4.4.

2The expansion coefficients for argon and nitrogen result in the following relations: 1 m3 of Ar =
0.86 l LAr, 1 m3 of N2 = 0.66 l LN2

3One can assume that the emanated radon will be distributed homogeneously in the whole vol-
ume of the stored gas. Obtained in this way saturation concentration should not exceed the
assumed/required levels.
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4.5.1 Argon survey

As for nitrogen, for argon purity tests with respect to 222Rn MOREX (222Rn extraction from
the gas phase) and MOREXINO (222Rn extraction from the liquid phase) can be used. One
day before the planned measurement the system (MOREX and/or MOREXINO) is started to
be thoroughly baked out and pumped in order to remove radon accumulated in the charcoal
and in the vacuum lines (due to emanation). Just before the extraction start the columns
are cooled down in a liquid argon bath. After a few minutes, when the temperature reaches
the LAr boiling point, the argon in the gas (MOREX) or in the liquid phase (MOREXINO)
is conducted through the charcoal columns, where radon from the gas stream is adsorbed.
Typically the gas/liquid inlet pressure is 2 – 4 bar and the flow rate reaches 20 m3/h. The
total amount of processed gas is usually in the order of 100 – 150 m3. At the end of the
extraction the column contains not only adsorbed 222Rn, but also other impurities like CO2,
O2, etc. and it is partly filled with (liquid) argon which has to be removed. This is done in
two steps: first the trap is pumped while it is still immersed in LAr (this removes the major
fraction of argon), then it is warmed up to –100 ◦C (the trap is immersed in cold ethanol)
and pumping is continued. –100 ◦C is still low enough to keep the radon on the charcoal,
but on the other hand this temperature is sufficiently high to remove very effectively the rest
of the argon together with other traces. Practically during the pumping one has to avoid
that the temperature inside the trap drops below the melting point of solid argon (only 3
degrees below the boiling point of LAr). Creation of argon ice would slow down the whole
process and make the sample transfer to the transport trap impossible. For this reason the
pumping was very often supported by flushing the trap with purified helium (in order to
deliver some heat). It was continued even when the trap was already at –100 ◦C. After the
argon was removed (typically ∼3 h) the carbon trap was warmed up (up to ∼200 ◦C). At the
same time one of the transport traps, which was also thoroughly baked and pumped before,
is immersed in LAr. The radon is then transferred from the big column to the transport
trap using purified helium as a carrier gas. The flushing is continued until the volume of
the MOREX trap is exchanged ∼10 times. The described procedure can only be used to
determine the radon concentration in argon if one can be sure that all the radon (or its
precisely know fraction) from the gas steam is stopped inside the carbon trap. This can be
proven with the second carbon trap of MOREX. The argon coming out from AC1 is directed
to AC2 which is also kept at liquid argon temperature. The content of both traps is then
subsequently transferred to two transport traps and measured independently. If one does
not see 222Rn in the sample extracted from AC2, it proves that all the 222Rn is stopped in the
trap number 1. This is the case for the 150 g traps of MOREX and it was tested many times
also for the nitrogen gas.

Measurements of 222Rn in argon. As it was already mentioned before the argon which
has been analyzed came from the German company Westfalen A.G. Several samples of
different commercial qualities have been investigated. The first measurement was performed
on the gas class 4.6 delivered in a 300 l transport tank. The time of its filling was not
known therefore the found concentration (see Tab. 4.6) is given only for the time of the
measurement. This value can differ significantly from the initial (at the production/filling
time) 222Rn concentration because of the radon decay. It was however the first radon
concentration measurement in argon ever made therefore we focused more on establishing
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the right extraction procedure. The test was performed short after the delivery (∼3 d) when
in the tank there was still about 200 l of LAr. Argon taken from the container in the liquid
phase was evaporated in the MOREXINO electrical heater and led to AC1 of MOREX for
analysis.

The second test was done on the same quality, however much later (∼3 weeks) with respect
to the delivery time (filling time of the transport tank was again unknown). As before the
liquid was evaporated in the heater and the gas was sent to MOREX. This time it was passing
through AC1 and AC2 what allowed to test also the purification ability of these traps.

The third measurement was performed on the argon class 5.0 taken from a standard storage
tank installed at the Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics in Heidelberg. Prior the test the
tank was emptied and warmed up in order to release all the "old" 222Rn accumulated there.
Two days before the test the container was filled up completely from the truck (∼3 m3 of
LAr), which was also filled at the company site at the same day. All the times were precisely
known here, what allowed to reconstruct the original radon concentration in argon just after
its production. LAr taken from the storage tank was passed through the MOREXINO trap,
next evaporated and sent to AC1 of MOREX. Thanks to this we could simultaneously measure
the 222Rn activity in the gas and test the purification of LAr in a 60 g column. A similar test
with the MOREXINO and MOREX traps was performed on the argon class 6.0 delivered in a
600 l transport tank.

Another test on the 5.0 argon quality was performed 6 weeks after the storage tank at MPI-K
was filled (in contradiction to the first test done short after the gas delivery). At the time of
measurement in the container there was still ∼1 m3 of LAr. During the storage time radon
originally contained in argon has decayed and if there was no additional strong 222Rn source
inside (emanation) the measured concentration should be significantly lower than that
obtained for the first test (assuming that during transportation and refilling the possible
contamination level was always the same). Only gas phase was tested using MOREX. This
test should show what is the final purity of a gas stored in that specific container without
purification (just waiting and letting the 222Rn decay).

The last measurement was done on the argon 5.0 stored in a 6 m3 tank in the underground
laboratory at LNGS. This gas was used by the WArP collaboration [8]. Because the expected
concentration was rather high (see previous tests) only 4 m3 of gas was processed (after
evaporation) passing it through two transport traps. By extracting radon from both of them
we could get again information about the total 222Rn activity (concentration) and about gas
phase purification in a 10 g column.

Results and discussion. As it can be seen in Tab. 4.6 the first two measurements done on
the 4.6 argon quality gave results which differ by one order of magnitude. These are however
concentrations given at the time of the measurement and such an effect was expected. This
is because the second test (in contradiction to the first one) was done long time after the gas
was delivered (and produced). During that period most of the 222Rn present initially in the
gas had decayed. The residual concentration of 0.2 mBq/m3 could be interpreted as a result
of the radon emanation from the transport tank. Assuming homogeneous 222Rn distribution
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Tab. 4.6: Results of the 222Rn concentration measurements in argon of different qualities.

Quality Sample 222Rn activity [mBq/m3]
size when measured after production

Ar 4.6 117 m3 2.9 ± 0.2 > 8
Ar 4.6 141 m3 0.20 ± 0.02 –
Ar 5.0 200 m3 6.0 ± 0.1 8.4 ± 0.2
Ar 5.0 85 m3 0.048 ± 0.004 –

Ar 5.0 (WArP, GS) 4 m3 < 0.02 –
Ar 6.0 104 m3 0.11 ± 0.01 0.38 ± 0.02

in the 200 l of LAr4 (amount of LAr in the tank at the beginning of the test) the emanation
can be estimated to be ∼33 mBq, what is in principle comparable with the value obtained
for other containers (see Tab. 2.1). Unfortunately due to the lack of the information about
the filling (production) time it was not possible to calculate for the argon class 4.6 its initial
222Rn concentration. From the result of the first test one could get however its lower limit
assuming that the time window between the filling and the measurement was about 1 week
(like for the argon class 6.0 assayed later). This would result in a concentration of ∼8
mBq/m3. Such an estimation cannot be done for the result of the second test because due to
long gas storage the measured specific activity came most likely from the tank emanation.

Argon class 5.0 was taken from the storage tank installed at the MPI-K and dedicated to that
quality. Here the information about the filling of the transport truck was available, therefore
according to the measured activity it was possible to reconstruct the initial 222Rn concen-
tration. In order to do it in a proper way, the tank was completely emptied so the "old"
radon adsorbed on the cold surfaces could be released, and later on removed by flushing the
container with argon gas just before filling. The measured concentration extrapolated to
the time of the truck filling was found to be 8.4 mBq/m3 (Tab. 4.6). This specific activity is
almost the same as the lower limit obtained for the class 4.6. Another measurement on the
same quality (and for the same tank, however different filling) was performed after a long
storage of the gas in the tank. The time difference between the filling and the measurement
was about 6 weeks. During that period most of the radon filled in with argon has decayed.
Due to the evaporation and some consumption (very limited) the amount of LAr decreased
from initial 3 m3 down to 1 m3. The measured radon concentration was 0.048 mBq/m3

(one order of magnitude lower concentration than that for the first test). Assuming that this
residual 222Rn was homogeneously distributed in the remaining 1 m3 of LAr, one should
expect a total activity in the tank of about 38 mBq. It would be the result of the inner
emanation, which finally limits the end-purity of the product (without purification) stored in
that container.

The argon class 6.0 was delivered in a 600 l transport tank dedicated only to the highest argon
quality. The preparations for the measurement were started immediately after the delivery,
what resulted in a 7 d time difference between the container filling and the extraction. The

4This assumption is not correct (what will be shown latter on), but in the case of lack of a direct test
that approximation can give a feeling (order of magnitude) about the emanation rates and allows
to compare different containers.
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obtained concentration was about 0.1 mBq/m3 and resulted in an initial (after production)
value of 0.38 mBq/m3.

The last test was performed again on the argon class 5.0, however it was delivered by the
company Air Liquide to the underground laboratory at Gran Sasso. This gas was stored in
a 5 m3 tank and used by the WArP collaboration. At the time of measurement about 1 m3 of
LAr was still available (tank filled in 20%). The filling time was not known, but taking into
account relatively small consumption rate it happened definitely a month before the test.
The measured concentration was therefore mostly a result of the radon emanation from the
inner surfaces/components of the container. Even though the argon storage time was long,
we expected that the emanation will be comparable or higher (bigger tank) than for the
3 m3 tank installed at MPI-K. Expecting similar (or higher) concentrations than ∼50 µBq/m3

we used directly two transport traps (to check also the purification effects) processing only
4 m3 of evaporated gas. Unexpectedly the 222Rn concentration in the investigated argon was
so low, that it was possible to give only its upper limit of 20 µBq/m3. This would indicate
that the total internal emanation of the storage tank is below 16 mBq (again under the
assumption about homogeneous radon distribution – compare with other results listed in
Tab. 2.1).

Obtained 222Rn concentrations in argon of different qualities can be compared with those
measured for nitrogen. For nitrogen of technical quality (4.0) we obtained values between
0.05 and 0.2 mBq/m3 while for the class 6.0 or better we got concentrations at the level
of 1 µBq/m3 – see Sec. 4.1. From this comparison it is clear that nitrogen is much purer in
terms of the radon content. This effect can be explained by the differences in the production:
nitrogen passes through more distillation stages than argon, which is taken from the main
separation column (together with oxygen) much earlier (in the middle of the distillation
column).

4.5.2 Argon purification

The first purification test was done for gaseous argon 4.6. As it was already described the
gas passed through two MOREX traps, where 222Rn was collected. After the extraction
radon was separately transferred to the small transport traps and filled into two proportional
counters. The main reason for this test was to check if for the gas volume in the order of
100 m3 all 222Rn will be stopped in the first trap as it is for nitrogen. This is of course the
major question for any future concentration measurements. As it can be seen in Tab. 4.7 for
the activity collected in the second column we could give only an upper limit resulting in
the concentration limit of 0.5 µBq/m3. One can also conclude that the 222Rn concentration
reduction factor obtained for the argon gas in a 150 g trap is higher than 400.

The next two tests with argon class 5.0 and 6.0 were performed for the liquid phase. LAr
taken from a tank passed through the 60 g MOREXINO trap, next it was evaporated and sent
through the AC1/AC2 column of MOREX. According to the results collected in Tab. 4.7 the
purification factors obtained here were 10 and 18 for the argon 5.0 and 6.0, respectively.
These values are significantly lower than those obtained for the gas phase, however one has
to remember about the differences in the trap sizes. The fifth column of Tab. 4.7 shows the
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Tab. 4.7: The results of the argon purification tests.

Argon Sample 222Rn activity [mBq/m3] Red. factor
quality size [m3] before purif. after purif. [1/kg] Remarks

4.6 141 0.20 ± 0.02 ≤0.0005 ≥ 2700 gas phase
5.0 200 6.0 ± 0.1 0.60 ± 0.02 167 liquid phase
6.0 104 0.11 ± 0.01 0.006 ± 0.001 305 liquid phase

normalized (to the charcoal mass) radon reduction factors. Taking the average from the last
two tests (liquid phase adsorption, ∼240 1/kg) one can conclude that the purification in the
gas phase is one order of magnitude more efficient. A similar effect was observed in the case
of nitrogen purification.

The differences in the obtained reduction factors for the liquid phase adsorption could be
explained by the differences in the volumes of the processed gas and in geometries of the
traps. It could be that the amount of LAr corresponding to 200 m3 of Ar gas was too much
for the 60 g MOREXINO column and radon started to break through, what resulted in a
reduced purification factor. According to the obtained results a need of a purification factor
of the liquid argon in the order of 100 (like for the BOREXINO nitrogen purification plant)
would require a column containing about 400 g of CarboAct®.

Conclusions. The 222Rn concentration in argon depends on the commercial quality of the
gas and varies between a few mBq/m3 for the class 4.6/5.0 and 0.4 mBq/m3 for the class
6.0. In comparison with nitrogen of corresponding qualities these concentrations are two
orders of magnitude higher.

According to the simulations in GERDA a concentration of 222Rn in the argon gas at the level
of 0.5 µBq/m3 would generate the background index of 10−4 cts/(keV×kg×yr). Assuming
that we use the best available quality (argon 6.0) a reduction factor of 1000 is still required.
There are two ways to reach that goal: storage of argon until 222Rn decays, and argon
purification. The first solution requires however very clean storage tanks (low emanation
rates). As it can be seen in Tab. 2.1 in practice this method allows to reduce the concentration
down to a few µBq/m3. The storage time must be however quite long (in the order of weeks)
and all the operations on the gas must be done in a very careful way in order to avoid any
contamination.

Reducing the radon concentration in argon by three orders of magnitude by purification
(adsorption) would require a column containing about a kilogram of activated carbon (see
Tab. 4.7). This means a system comparable with the BOREXINO nitrogen purification plant
(LTA) would be needed, which is rather complicated, expensive and space-consuming.

It seems that the best solution would be to build a purification system based on a small
column e.g. containing ∼200 g of CarboAct®, which reduces the concentration by a factor
∼50 and combine it with a "clean storage". Such a combination could also allow to use
5.0 argon. For example the end-concentration in the gas used by the WArP collaboration
could be then reduced further well below 1 µBq/m3, which is the goal. Also the operational
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conditions of the cryogenic system would be more relaxed. There is however one problem:
the storage tank should never be emptied completely (or drained below 20 % of its nominal
filling level) because this would release radon adsorbed on the cold surfaces and result in a
strong radon spike [87][75].

4.6 Summary

Ultra-radiopure gases have several applications in searches for rare nuclear processes at low
energies. In the frame of the BOREXINO experiment a measurement technique allowing for
detection of 222Rn in nitrogen down to 0.5 µBq/m3 (1 222Rn atom in 4 m3 gas) has been
developed. An extended research program has been devoted to search for the low argon
and krypton nitrogen, which was used in the last purification step of the BOREXINO liquid
scintillator. A combination of a dedicated production process, transportation and storage
in a custom-made system (tank with evaporator and auxiliaries) resulted in unprecedented
radiopurity of the gas available to BOREXINO – the LAK nitrogen is the radiopurest gas
ever used at an experimental site. Also within BOREXINO production of the synthetic air
with 222Rn content of about 100 µBq/m3 (lowest 222Rn level ever obtained in breathable
air) has been worked out. This gas was used to inflate the nylon vessels, which after the
liquid scintillator, are the most important elements of the BOREXINO detector, with respect
to radiopurity.

First measurements of the 222Rn content in LAr of different qualities were performed in the
frame of the GERDA experiment, showing concentrations two orders of magnitude higher
compared to the corresponding values obtained for nitrogen of the same qualities (purity
grades). This can be understood considering the nitrogen/argon production process by
separation from the air.

Since practically 222Rn-free LAr is needed for the GERDA experiment, for the first time the
purification of argon from 222Rn in the liquid and in the gas phase was studied. Obtained
results showed much better performance of the gas purification, however processing of LAr
has an advantage of simplicity (no additional infrastructure for re-condensation of the gas
is needed). A proposed combination of storage in a vessel with low emanation rate and
purification in the liquid phase satisfies the GERDA requirements.

A small portable generator of nitrogen with very low 222Rn content has been designed and
constructed. It can be used to flush sensitive detection systems or areas, where reduced
radioactivity atmosphere is needed.
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5Low-background alpha
spectroscopy

Results of alpha spectrometric measurements, performed with semiconductor detectors deep
underground and above ground with- and without an active veto, show that the underground
assay of thick samples is the most sensitive method due to the significant reduction of the
muon-induced background. In addition, it turned out that the polonium diffusion observed
for some samples requires an appropriate selection of an energy region in the registered
spectrum. The best counting conditions were defined in order to optimize the detection limit
for 210Po determination in thick samples [146].

First measurements of natural surface and bulk 210Po specific activities for metals are also
reported in this section. If specially produced, cleaned and covered with protective foils,
the surfaces did not show indications of 210Po and the obtained upper limits for surface
concentrations are in the range of a few mBq/m2. Weak bulk activities, in the range of 50
– 280 mBq/kg, were registered for stainless steel and copper, while significant amounts of
210Po, ∼1.5 Bq/kg were detected in titanium and aluminum. One special Teflon sample was
also investigated with respect to its bulk 210Po content [74].

5.1 Underground alpha spectroscopy

Surface contamination with naturally occurring alpha emitters (mostly short- and long-lived
daughters of 222Rn) is of great interest for many low-background applications. One of
them is construction of ultra-sensitive radiation detectors, which requires careful material
selection. In the 238U decay chain the short-lived isotopes up to 210Pb can be linked to
226Ra – see Fig. 5.1. Surface activity of the latter one is measurable with high precision
down to µBq/m2 level through a high-sensitivity 222Rn emanation technique [73] (see
also Sec. 2, Tab. 2.1). 210Pb and its long-lived daughters may be plated-out on surfaces
or implanted into a sub-surface layer of the material in question and can remain as main
residual contamination after surface treatment. Their activities in most cases are determined
with commercially available spectrometers or custom made systems (see Sec. 5.2) based
on semiconductors like the ULTRA/ULTRA AS ion implanted silicon detectors or Passivated
Implanted Planar Silicon (PIPS) detectors (Canberra). Although they have relatively low
background (in the range of a few cpd in the energy window of 1.5 – 10 MeV), their sensitive
area is rather small (typically up to 0.002 m2 – 50 mm diameter) and therefore the overall
sensitivity to specific activities (or specific emission given as a number of alpha particles
coming from a certain surface area in a time unit) is rather low. For a bulk contaminant
homogeneously distributed in the investigated material, the appearing alpha particles can
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Fig. 5.1: 238U chain starting with 226Ra. Only the main decay channels are shown.

have energies between zero and the nominal decay energy of a considered isotope. This is
because emission from different depths gives rise to a continuous spectrum. In such a case
the registration efficiency depends mainly on the measurement geometry and on the energy
threshold applied to the used alpha spectrometer. By lowering the latter one the counting
efficiency increases, and in consequence, the sensitivity of the considered system is improved.
There are however some limitations because e.g. at lower energies the background becomes
more and more dominant.

In this section different configurations of an alpha spectrometer based on a semiconductor
detector is discussed. The main goal is to significantly reduce the background and, what
follows, to improve the sensitivity. A special case of direct activity determination (without
radiochemical separation) of the long-lived 210Po isotope in lead samples is also discussed.
As it has been shown [149][9], polonium tends to migrate from the bulk material towards
the surface and in such a case the assumption about its homogeneous distribution in the so-
called "thick source" does not hold any longer. Furthermore, it may be a source of significant
systematic error in the analysis. A solution to overcome this problem is proposed.

Background and sensitivity studies. A silicon semiconductor alpha detector works also
as a dE/dx detector for cosmic muons. Their energy spectrum has a maximum near zero
and decreases exponentially with energy. The thinner the depletion layer of the diode is,
the lower the energy threshold could be applied while investigating a thick alpha source.
A lower threshold leads to the higher detection efficiency but the background generated
by muons needs to be reduced, either by placing the detecting system in an underground
lab, or by applying an outer veto detector. For the tests of the muon-induced background,
a commercially available Canberra low-background alpha spectrometry system was used. It
is based on a compact vacuum chamber (Model 7401 VR) equipped with a 40 mm diameter
PIPS detector.

Three series of background measurements were performed: on the surface (S), on the
surface with an active veto guard (SA), and deep underground in the Gran Sasso laboratory
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Tab. 5.1: The count rates (in counts per hour – cph) of the Canberra spectrometer in differ-
ent energy regions for the background measurements performed on the surface
(S), on the surface with the veto detector (SA) and in the LNGS underground
laboratory (LNGS).

Energy Range S [cph] SA [cph] LNGS [cph]
region [MeV]

I 1 – 1.5 3.486±0.082 2.225±0.092 0.995±0.030
II 1.5 – 2.5 0.666±0.036 0.404±0.039 0.095±0.009
III 2.5 – 4.0 0.219±0.020 0.145±0.023 0.090±0.010
IV 4.0 – 5.5 0.478±0.030 0.383±0.038 0.477±0.021
V 5.5 – 7.0 0.319±0.030 0.419±0.040 0.207±0.014

(LNGS), where the muon flux is reduced by six orders of magnitude comparing to the
surface (10−6 muons/h/m2). As an active guard detector for surface measurements a
multi-wire proportional chamber (1 m × 1 m) filled with the P10 gas mixture was used.
The normalized background spectra obtained for the (LNGS) and (S) runs are shown in
Fig. 5.2. By comparing both cases, the contribution from the cosmic muons in the registered
spectrum (S) can be clearly seen, even up to 3.5 MeV. At higher energies peaks coming from
222Rn and its daughters are also more significant for the surface measurement, but they
can be explained by residual air-born 222Rn present in the detector chamber (insufficient
pumping frequency). The spectra have been divided into 5 energy regions and for each of
them the corresponding count rate is given in Tab. 5.1. Basing on the obtained data one
can compare the background in the energy region I, where muons are dominant, for the
three cases. The ratio is 1.00 : 0.64 : 0.27 for (S) : (SA) : (LNGS) runs, respectively. Doing
the same for the region II and III we obtained 1.00 : 0.61 : 0.14 and 1.00 : 0.66 : 0.44,
respectively. It is therefore clear that ultra-low background alpha spectroscopy applied to
measurements of bulk activities should be performed in an underground location where at
low energies the blank count rate is significantly reduced (up to five times in the discussed
case). On the surface, if possible, one should apply an active guard, providing background
reduction between 1.5 and 4 MeV by a factor of about 2.

The sensitivity of the spectrometer can be discussed in terms of the minimum specific alpha
activity (CMSAA), which can be measured for a given (assumed a priori) precision e.g. for
an isotope contained in the bulk material of a thick sample. Minimum measurable activities
for isotopes present only on the surface of the sample (deposited 210Po) can be found exactly
in the same way as it has been done for the 222Rn cryogenic detector (see Sec. 2.2.1). For
MSAA it is necessary to introduce only small modifications of that formalism, namely the
detection efficiency is related to the specific bulk activity and given as εb[cph/(Bq/kg)] and
one can assume that the measurement time is short with respect to 210Po half-life (138 d).
One gets thus:

CMSAA =
1 +

√
1 + 4δ2(∆t2σ2

AB
+AB∆t)

2∆εbδ2 (5.1)

Taking into account the parameters determined for different background measurements
(S, SA, LNGS) in the corresponding energy regions, requiring δ = 0.3 and assuming ∆t =
72 h, one can find the values of CMSAA for the considered isotope present in a thick sample.
The shape and material of the sample is assumed to be the same as for the calibration
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Fig. 5.2: Background spectra of the Canberra alpha spectrometer obtained on the surface
(dotted line) and in the underground laboratory of LNGS (solid line). An excess of
the events at low energies caused by cosmic muons is clearly visible. The result of
the measurement performed on the earth surface with a veto detector (SA) is not
shown just for clarity of the plot.

Tab. 5.2: Calculated CMSAA values for different background measurements, assuming δ =
0.3 and ∆t = 72 h.

Background. Range εb AB CMSAA

run [MeV] [cph/(Bq/kg)] [cph] [Bq/kg]
A 2.2 – 5.4 0.12 0.715±0.037 3.73

SA 2.2 – 5.4 0.12 0.494±0.043 3.37
LNGS 1.5 – 5.4 0.14 0.566±0.023 2.83

standard used to find the detection efficiency εb. In the discussed case it was a lead disc 50
mm in diameter and 5 mm thick, containing 210Pb of the specific activity of (826± 33) Bq/kg.
For the purpose of this study, it has been assumed that the observed 210Po is homogeneously
distributed in the source volume and it is in radioactive equilibrium with 210Pb (the source
is old enough). The obtained values of CMSAA are collected in Tab. 5.2 together with
corresponding parameters determined according to the performed measurements. Fig. 5.3
shows CMSAA calculated as a function of the measurement time for the LNGS background.
A rather flat part of the function is reached after ∆t = 15 d, with the value of about 1.3
Bq/kg. Longer measurement times will not bring any significant improvement.

In the case of determination of the specific activity of polonium isotopes one should consider
their diffusion from the bulk material towards the surface, which has been observed for lead
samples. A spectrum registered on the surface with anticoincidence for a thick source made
out of natural lead containing 210Po of the activity of As = (826 ± 33) Bq/kg is shown in
Fig. 5.4 (points with error bars). A clear peak at 5.3 MeV is visible indicating enhanced
surface activity caused most probably due to 210Po diffusion. For a comparison, on the same
plot a simulated spectrum (GEANT4) coming from 210Po homogeneously distributed over
the same lead source (the same specific activity As) is shown. As expected the obtained
distribution of events registered by the detector monotonically increases over the energy
region of 0 – 5.4 MeV. In order to reproduce the height of the peak at 5.3 MeV, decays of
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Fig. 5.3: Minimum specific alpha activity, which can be measured with 30% accuracy by
using the investigated alpha spectrometer (LNGS background) as a function of the
measurement time.

210Po uniformly distributed in a 200 nm thick sub-surface layer were simulated. Its specific
activity had to be about 5.4 kBq/kg. The obtained spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.4 by the
dashed line. The ratio of the peak area between 4.0 MeV and 5.4 MeV for the measured
spectrum to the surface area below the monotonic part (or simulated assuming uniform
210Po distribution) in the energy range of 1.5 – 5.4 MeV is about 0.25. It means that the
diffusion-driven enhancement of the count rate in the peak area is at the level of 25% for this
particular thick source. A systematic error at this level would be made in the specific activity
determination of a sample, in which 210Po would have homogeneous distribution and for
calibration the described standard had been used (or vice versa). One possible solution to
overcome the possible surface activity enhancement is to analyze only a part of the spectrum
below the 210Po peak. For example one can consider a region between 4.0 MeV (this value
was determined using the dashed spectrum shown in Fig. 5.4 – the surface activity does not
contribute to the count rates registered below 4.0 MeV) and 1.5 MeV (for the underground
location of the spectrometer, see vertical lines in Fig. 5.4), where the background is still
low enough. The detection efficiency for such a ROI will be clearly lower compared to the
full energy window (typically 1.5 – 5.4 MeV) but the background should improve since one
cuts off the contribution from 210Po present in the detector material or accumulated on its
surface. Calculated minimum measurable specific alpha activity values for such a case are
collected in Tab. 5.3. They can be compared with those from Tab. 5.2. As it can be seen
the difference is not very significant. For the LNGS background it is only about 15% (3.25
Bq/kg vs. 2.83 Bq/kg) but one excludes the possibility to make a large (25%) systematic
error due to possible non-uniform distribution of polonium in the calibration source or in
the sample. To verify that in the energy range of 1.5 – 4.0 MeV the measured spectrum
reflects homogeneous 210Po distribution in the sample, the expected distribution of counts in
the proposed analysis window leaving the bulk 210Po specific activity as a free parameter
was calculated. The fit provided a value of Asim = (858 ± 7) Bq/kg for χ2/ndof = 50.2/49.
This agrees within one standard deviation with As = (826 ± 33) Bq/kg, what confirms
correctness of the proposed analysis procedure.
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Fig. 5.4: 210Po spectrum registered for the calibrated thick lead source by using the investi-
gated alpha spectrometer. A peak with a tail at 5.3 MeV is indicating 210Po diffusion.
The solid line shows the spectrum simulated assuming homogeneous distribution
of polonium in lead. Vertical lines indicate the energy region of 1.5 – 4.0 MeV
selected for analysis in order to overcome the problem of enhanced surface activity.
The dashed line represents the spectrum obtained by simulating homogeneous
distribution of 210Po with the specific activity of 5.4 kBq/kg in a 200 nm thick
sub-surface layer (it reproduces the height of the peak, deeper layers had zero
activity).

Tab. 5.3: Calculated CMSAA values for different background measurements and for δ =
0.3; ∆t = 72 h.

Bacg. Range εb AB ] CMSAA

run [MeV] [cph/(Bq/kg)] [cph] [Bq/kg]
A 2.2 – 4.0 0.07 0.323±0.025 5.15

SA 2.2 – 4.0 0.07 0.190±0.027 4.49
LNGS 1.5 – 4.0 0.09 0.194±0.014 3.25

An attempt was also made to reproduce the real 210Po distribution in the investigated
calibration source, by fitting the results of appropriate Monte Carlo simulations to the
measured spectrum shape. The sample was divided into thin slabs, for which homogeneous
210Po distribution was assumed and their specific activities were left as free parameters in the
global fit. The first four slabs below the surface were 200 nm thick and the others (located
deeper) were 2.5 µm thick. This choice was compromising the importance of the sub-surface
layers and the generated statistics for each slab. Fig. 5.5 shows the obtained spectral fit and
individual contributions from the first four sub-surface slabs. They are the most important to
reproduce the shape of the peak. Just for the clarity of the picture contributions from deeper
layers (less significant) are not shown. The reproduced specific activities of 210Po for the
subsequent slabs are shown in Fig. 5.6. One can note that they start to agree with As at the
depth of about 3 µm. This would be therefore the range affected by the polonium diffusion
(a range of a 5.3 MeV alpha particle in lead is about 15 µm).
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Fig. 5.5: In order to reproduce the overall bulk 210Po distribution in the investigated sample
the lead disc was divided into thin slabs with their specific activities treated as
free parameters in the global fit (solid line). Obtained individual spectra from
the first four 200 nm thick sub-surface layers are also displayed. The dashed line
shows the contribution from the first slab (0 – 200 nm), dotted line from the
second layer (200 – 400 nm), dot-dashed from the third (400 – 600 nm) and
long-dashed from the fourth slab (600 – 800 nm). Contributions of deeper layers
to the sum spectrum are less significant therefore for the clarity of the plot they
are not shown.

Fig. 5.6: Specific activities of individual slabs reproduced from the global fit shown in
Fig. 5.5. The values start to agree with nominal specific activity of the source (As
= (826 ± 33) Bq/kg indicated by the horizontal line) for the depth of about 3 µm
below the surface, which indicates the range of the polonium diffusion.
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5.2 Ultra-low background surface and bulk 210Po assay

In this section the first measurements of natural surface and bulk concentrations of 210Po in
metals and in one Teflon sample are reported. Natural surface activity of 210Po is usually so
low that it is impossible to access it with commonly used low-background semiconductor
detectors, due to their small active surface area (typically ∼20 cm2). A solution to that
problem was the application of an ultra-low background large-surface spectrometer able to
accommodate samples with the surface area of almost 0.2 m2.

5.2.1 The apparatus

Natural 210Po bulk and surface concentrations were determined by using a large-surface
low-background alpha spectrometer XIA UltraLo-1800. It is essentially an ionization counter
comprising an active volume continuously flushed with argon gas (at the rate of 3.5 l/min),
a lower grounded electrode holding the sample and an upper pair of positively biased
electrodes. Of these two electrodes, the anode is located directly above the sample, while
the guard electrode surrounds and encloses the anode. The electrodes are connected to the
charge integrating pre-amplifiers whose output signals are digitized and then processed by a
digital pulse shape analyzer. The guard electrode and the applied pulse shape analysis allow
to distinguish alpha particles emitted from the sample (signal) and backgrounds: alphas
coming from the walls and from the anode, alphas produced in the gas volume (e.g. decays
of 222Rn) and events induced by cosmic rays. The arrangement/geometry of the electrodes is
shown in Fig. 5.7. The most internal (electrode No. 2) corresponds to the geometry of silicon
wafers of 300 mm in diameter. If the option "wafer" is selected in the DAQ software, the
other two electrodes (No. 1 and No. 3) work together as a guard (each electrode has its own
pre-amplifier). The maximum size of the sample one can accommodate in the instrument is
43×43 cm2 (0.18 m2), which corresponds to the outer dimensions of the electrode No. 1.
If the configuration "full" is selected electrodes No. 2 and No. 1 work together measuring
the sample activity and the electrode No. 3 is used as a guard. Typically the thickness of
the sample is 1 mm, but since the sample tray is adjustable, 5 mm thick objects can still be
placed inside.

Energy calibration. The spectrometer is factory-calibrated, taking into account inefficien-
cies in detection of alphas originating from the borders of the sample (alphas may trigger
the guard electrode). The efficiency is determined by direct measurements with point-like
sources moved across the sample area and supported by Monte Carlo simulations. It turns
out that the efficiency is slightly energy dependent (for 6.0 MeV alphas is about 90% for
particles emitted in the 2π solid angle) and the tabulated values are implemented in the
detector software.

The energy resolution of the spectrometer was determined by us using a copper sheet
exposed for long time to atmospheric 222Rn for accumulation of 210Po. The size of the
sample corresponded to the full geometry configuration (43×43 cm2). The obtained energy
spectrum (22.3 h measurement time) is shown in Fig. 5.8. A fit to the observed 210Po peak
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Fig. 5.7: Arrangements of the electrodes in the large-surface alpha spectrometer. If the
sample size corresponds to electrode 1 (wafer geometry), electrodes 2 and 3 work
together as a veto. For samples of maximal size (43 × 43 cm2) electrodes 1 and 2
work together and electrode 3 serves as a guard.

(E0 = 5.3 MeV) yielded the resolution of 0.6 MeV (FWHM, 11%). Thus for the analysis of
surface 210Po the region of interest (ROI) between 4.5 MeV and 6.0 MeV has been selected.
Assuming a Gaussian distribution, where FWHM = 2.355σ, the range of E0 ± 2.8σ covers
99.5% of the peak area.

Background. For construction of the spectrometer, special materials with low content of
radioisotopes were used what resulted in ultra-low background. Taking into account that
the instrument can accommodate large samples the ultra-low count rates can be registered
for the energy range of 1.5 MeV (spectrometer threshold) to 10 MeV. A typical on-surface1

background spectrum obtained with the standard stainless steel insert of the sample tray
is shown in Fig. 5.9 in blue (measurement time of 120 h). The spectrum is dominated by
210Po present on the steel surface (sharp peak at 5.3 MeV), which probably is of atmospheric
origin (exposure to 222Rn). Some peaks can also be noticed around 6.8 MeV, 8.8 MeV and 7.7
MeV. The first two come most probably from 216Po and 212Po, which belong to the 228Th decay
chain, shown partly in Fig. 5.10. For the 7.7 MeV peak 214Po is responsible (238U chain –
see Fig. 5.1). All the observed Po isotopes, supported by residual emanation of 220Rn and
222Rn from the internal detector components, were deposited on the sample tray during the
measurement. The count rate in the 210Po ROI was (330 ± 19) cts/(d×m2). In order to
minimize the 210Po peak, the steel tray was covered with a conductive carbon filled PTFE foil
WD-105 from DeWAL Industries. The obtained background spectrum (measurement time
of 225 h) is shown in Fig. 5.11 in red. For comparison, the spectrum is overlaid with the
one registered for the stainless steel insert. Clearly the 210Po count rate has been effectively
shielded (reduction by a factor of about 7) down to (45 ± 4) cts/(d×m2). Short-lived Po
isotopes from the 228Th chain are still present showing similar count rates, what confirms
their origin. 214Po (7.7 MeV) is slightly reduced, as well as the count rate at lower energies,

1The spectrometer is operated in a clean room located on the ground floor.
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Fig. 5.8: Energy spectrum obtained for a 43×43 cm2 copper sheet contaminated with air-
born 210Po. The energy resolution of the spectrometer was found to be 0.6 MeV
(FWHM) and the defined region of interest for surface 210Po analysis extends from
4.5 MeV to 6.0 MeV (E0 ± 2.8σ). Solid line shows the Gaussian fit to the observed
peak.
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Fig. 5.9: Background spectrum measured with the standard stainless steel insert of the
sample tray. Peaks from various Po isotopes coming from the 238U and 228Th chains
are visible. Dominating is the 210Po peak. A line from 228Th can also be noticed.
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Fig. 5.10: 228Th decay chain starting from 224Ra with the most important decay channels.

between 1.5 MeV and 4.5 MeV, where the bulk alpha activity is expected to show up2. A very
similar spectrum (and overall count rate) to that obtained with the PTFE foil, was registered
by using a tray insert made from oxygen-free copper. The background count rate of the XIA
UtraLo spectrometer can be compared with that of the low-background semiconductor alpha
spectrometer located deep underground – see Sec. 5.1. Both spectra after normalization are
shown in Fig. 5.12. A factor 300 difference in the count rates in the 210Po ROI was noticed
(9270 vs 45 cts/(d×m2)). A similar reduction is observed for the energy part, where the
contribution from the bulk alpha activity is expected (1.5 MeV to 4.5 MeV).

Sensitivity. The sensitivity is estimated in the same way as for the semiconductor al-
pha spectrometer – see Sec. 5.1. Assuming that during the measurement time (∆t) the
210Po activity is constant (∆t � T1/2(210Po)) after a slight modification of Eq. 5.1 one
gets:

C0min =
1 +

√
1 + 4δ(∆t2σAB + ∆tAB)

2∆tεδ2S
(5.2)

where S is the active surface area (or the mass) of the sample and ε is the absolute detection
efficiency. Since it is known that the sample tray is the main source of background and the
sample placed on the tray obscures its activity, a serious issue is related to determination of
the real background level during a measurement. The most natural solution would be to
assume zero-background but this is not fully correct because some alphas coming from the
side walls, from the anode or from the argon gas, can still be registered due to inefficiencies
of the guard electrode/PSA procedures. One can conservatively assume that the background
events miss-identification is 10%, thus taking into account the background count rate in
the energy window of 4.5 – 6.0 MeV, which is (45 ± 4) cts/(d×m2), the expected residual
rate will be (4.5 ± 1.4) cts/(d×m2). The detection efficiency for 6 MeV alphas of 44%, the
requested a priori relative precision of the measured activity of 30% and the measurement
time of ∆t = 10 d, give the minimum detectable specific activity of C0min= 0.4 mBq/m2.

2The energy range of 1.5 – 4.5 MeV is considered for bulk activity in the presence of the 210Po peak.
In the case without surface contamination, the bulk energy range should be extended from 4.5 MeV
to 6 MeV in order to increase the detection efficiency.
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Fig. 5.11: Comparison of background spectra of the XIA large-surface spectrometer obtained
for the standard stainless steel tray insert and for the tray insert covered with the
conductive PTFE film. A strong reduction of 210Po count rate can be noticed.
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Fig. 5.12: Comparison of background spectra obtained for the XIA spectrometer located on
the surface (solid red, stainless steel insert covered with the conductive PTFE film)
and the low-background semiconductor spectrometer located deep underground
(solid black).
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For the bulk alpha activity determination one can use a specially treated copper sheet as the
investigated material with minimized surface activity. The background count rate registered
for the oxygen-free copper tray insert in the energy range of 1.5 – 6.0 MeV was AB = (23.5
± 1.5) cts/(d×m2). Taking into account the range of 5.3 MeV alpha particles in Cu (∼11
µm) the "visible" copper mass is thus m = 0.02 g. Assuming again δ = 0.3, ∆t = 10 d and ε
≈ 0.25 (an estimate, this value still needs to be confirmed e.g. on the basis of Monte Carlo
simulations) one gets C0min = 18 mBq/kg.

From the discussion above one can conclude that the operated large-surface spectrometer is
presently one of the most sensitive instruments for the surface and bulk assay of 210Po. Its
performance could be probably still improved by installing it in an underground location,
applying a tray insert made out of high-purity electroformed copper and by additional
purification of the counting gas (from 220Rn and 222Rn – see Sec. 4.5).

5.2.2 210Po assay in metals and in Teflon

Several samples like commercial Electrolytic Tough Pitch (ETP) copper, Oxygen-Free Copper
(OFC), stainless steel and titanium were investigated. One special Teflon sample was
screened as well. Each sample had maximal applicable dimensions corresponding to the
full geometry: 43×43 cm2 and 1 mm thick sheets. In most of the acquired spectra only
210Po was observed. For the calculations of the surface activities zero-background, and for
the bulk 210Po determination the detection efficiency of 0.25 had been assumed. Taking
into account these limitations, it is recommended that the quoted specific activities are
treated as approximate upper limits. Consequently they are given without uncertainties.
However, for signals significantly stronger than the background (see e.g. titanium) the
derived concentrations can be taken as values with the overall uncertainties of about 25%
and 20% for the bulk and surface 210Po, respectively. Their main components are coming
from the counting statistics (about 15%) and from the systematic uncertainty of the detection
efficiency, which are conservatively assumed to be about 20% for the bulk and about 10%
for the surface activity.

Teflon. The investigated Teflon was produced by the Applied Plastic Technology (APT,
USA) company as high-purity material and it was used as an insulator in the DARKSIDE-50
detector [158]. For the measurement 3 strips, each 43 cm long and 15 cm wide, were cut
in a clean room and placed next to each other in the spectrometer sample tray covering
the area of 43×45 cm2. In the registered spectrum surface alpha-contamination was not
observed. Taking into account the count rate in the 1.5 – 6 MeV region of interest and
assigning it to the bulk polonium activity, the detection efficiency and the range of the 5.3
MeV alpha particles in Teflon (∼26 µm) one gets an upper limit for the bulk 210Po specific
activity in this material of 46 mBq/kg. This is the strongest limitation on 210Po in Teflon
obtained up to date.

ETP and OF copper. Another investigated sample was ETP copper (z4, half-hard). Its
surface after production (milling) was covered with a protective foil. After its removal, the
residuals of the glue were wiped out with high-purity isopropanol. Again, no indication of
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Fig. 5.13: Energy spectra obtained for the stainless steel sample. The blue histogram
represents the unprotected side of the sheet, while the red one was obtained for
the side covered with a PVC protective foil.

the surface contamination was registered and the obtained spectrum was typical for bulk
210Po with the specific activity (upper limit) of ∼75 mBq/kg. A similar measurement was
performed for oxygen-free (OF) copper (z4, half-hard), which is chemically purer than the
ETP (≥99.95% Cu vs. ≥99.90% Cu, respectively). The upper limit obtained for the bulk
210Po was slightly lower: 54 mBq/kg. Another investigated copper sample was an ETP
copper sheet cut out from a bigger piece stored for long time (about 20 yr) in a workshop
warehouse ("old" ETP Cu, half-hard, origin not known). During the storage time the copper
was exposed to the normal atmosphere. A strong peak at 5.3 MeV in the spectrum indicates
significant surface 210Po contamination with the estimated specific activity of about 170
mBq/m2. An estimate for the bulk 210Po gives about 280 mBq/kg. This sample was used to
perform the energy calibration – see Fig. 5.8.

Stainless steel. The stainless steel sample (SS 1.4301) was counted twice: the first
measurement was performed for the side covered with the protective foil, the second one for
the uncovered side – see Fig. 5.13. For the latter one a small peak coming most probably
from the air-born 210Po was visible. The bulk count rates were rather equal and corresponded
to the specific activity (upper limit) of about 80 mBq/kg, very similar to that obtained for
the ETP copper sample. The surface specific activity of 210Po on the unprotected side was
about 4.5 mBq/m2, the upper limit for the protected side was 3 mBq/m2.

Titanium. A commercially pure (CP, ≥99.10% Ti) titanium grade 2 (excellent formability
and moderate strength with superior corrosion resistance) sample was counted for 162.5 h.
The obtained spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.14. The surface of the sample was not protected
and before the tests it was carefully wiped with isopropanol. In general, the registered alpha
count rate was very high compared to the copper or steel samples. It seems that the sheet
was contaminated not only with bulk and surface 210Po but also with Ra isotopes producing
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Fig. 5.14: Energy spectra obtained for the commercially pure grade 2 titanium. Several
peaks above 5.3 MeV can be noticed, as well as a peak from 232Th at 4.0 MeV.

short-lived Po isotopes (peaks at 8.8 MeV, 7.7 MeV, 6.8 MeV, 6.0 MeV). Ra could be brought
to the surface as dust and pressed in during the milling/rolling process. Assuming that below
6 MeV the spectrum is dominated by 210Po the estimated bulk and surface specific activities
are 1.5 Bq/kg and 68 mBq/m2, respectively. The peak at 4.0 MeV indicates also surface
activity of 232Th (alphas with energies 4.01 MeV and 3.91 MeV).

Aluminum. The investigated material was aluminum AW 1050A. AW 1050A is a popular
grade of aluminum for general sheet metal work. As commercially pure aluminum (≥99.50%
Al) it is known for high corrosion resistance, high ductility and highly reflective finish. The
surface of the obtained sample was protected with an adhesive PVC foil. It was removed
before the measurement and the glue residuals were removed with high-purity isopropanol.
The obtained energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.15. As expected, the surface does not show
contamination with 210Po. Very high count rates were registered for the energies up to about
4 MeV. This may indicate relatively high content of 238U or/and 232Th with characteristic
alpha energies of 4.19 MeV (79%) and 4.15 MeV (21%) for 238U, and 4.01 MeV (78%) and
3.91 MeV (22%) for 232Th. A decreasing count rate for energies above 4 MeV indicates also
that 238U/228Th are in dis-equilibrium with the rest of the chains (alphas with energies above
4.6 MeV and 5.2 MeV for 238U and 232Th, respectively). Since 238U/232Th seems to be the
dominant contaminants, the 210Po activities were not determined for this sample. Estimating
238U/232Th content in the same way as it was done for 210Po one gets about 25 Bq/kg. The
determined surface and bulk 210Po specific activities (upper limits) for various materials are
collected in Tab. 5.4.
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Fig. 5.15: Energy spectra obtained for the EN AW 1050A aluminum sample. Very high
count rated below 4 MeV may indicate high 238U or/and 232Th content.

Tab. 5.4: Surface and bulk 210Po specific activities determined for various metals and one
Teflon sample. As discussed in the text, they should be treated as upper limits.

Material Bulk 210Po Surface 210Po Remarks
[mBq/kg] [mBq/m2]

OF copper 54 3 z4 (half-hard)
ETP copper 75 3 z4 (half-hard)

"Old" ETP copper 280 170 Probably z4
Stainless steel 80 4.5 SS 1.4301

Titanium 1500 68 Grade 2
Aluminum 2500 (238U/232Th) 3 1050A

Teflon 46 3 high purity, APT
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5.3 Summary

It is clearly an advantage of the low-background alpha spectroscopy of thick samples (deter-
mination of the bulk specific activity) carried out in the underground laboratories, where the
muon flux is significantly reduced with respect to the surface. For small semiconductor detec-
tors the background at lower energies is reduced up to 5 times resulting in an increase of the
sensitivity of the spectrometer by about 30% (see Tab. 5.2). In the case the measurements are
carried out on the surface and an active veto against muons is available, it is recommended
to use it since this improves the minimum measurable specific activity by about 20%. In the
case of the bulk 210Po specific activity determination, it is also recommended to take into
account an energy region below 5.4 MeV, as it allows to overcome a problem of enhanced
surface activity. For the investigated samples the energy range of 1.5 – 4.0 MeV instead of
(typical) 1.5 – 5.4 MeV was analyzed. This did not reduce significantly the sensitivity of the
spectrometer (see Tab. 5.3) but eliminated the risk of making a systematic error (caused by
polonium diffusion towards the surface) in determination of the bulk specific activity.

For the first time measurements of natural bulk and surface 210Po content in metals and
Teflon were performed. Metal surfaces are free of 210Po (210Po peak is not visible) when
protected against atmospheric 222Rn during the production and storage. A standard PVC
coating mills add for protective purposes is sufficient to avoid deposition of 210Po. The
level of observed surface activities seems to be dependent on the time to exposure to air,
and varied in our tests from about 5 mBq/m2 (steel sample, a few weeks exposure) to 170
mBq/m2 ("old" ETP Cu, exposure of several years). All investigated steel and copper samples
showed 210Po bulk activities, which seem to be related to the chemical purity of the material.
The 210Po content varied from about 50 mBq/kg (OF copper) through 75 mBq/kg (ETP
copper) to about 280 Bq/kg ("old" ETP copper, origin not exactly known). Significantly
higher bulk 210Po content (1.5 Bq/kg) was observed for titanium. Investigated aluminum
showed high 238U/232Th specific activity (25 mBq/kg in total).
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6Studies of long-lived
222Rn daughetrs removal from
metal surfaces

The problem of surface contamination with long-lived 222Rn daughters (right panel in
Fig. 5.1) is of great interest for most of the low-background counting systems and large
detectors searching for dark matter or neutrinoless double beta decay. In order to effectively
remove 210Pb, 210Bi and 210Po from critical elements (detectors, support structures, housings),
highly efficient cleaning techniques are required. Since the chemistry of polonium, bismuth
and lead is different and in addition for 210Po not well known, if possible, their removal
techniques must be investigated separately for each specific surface.

6.1 High-activity case

Because natural surface contamination with the long-lived 222Rn daughters is usually not
measurable (except for 210Po, see Sec. 5.2) when using standard approaches (small surface
semiconductor detectors), the tested samples were artificially contaminated by exposing
them to a strong radon source. Each isotope deposited on copper, stainless steel and
germanium (investigated surfaces) was then detected before and after cleaning. An alpha,
a beta and a gamma spectrometers were used to register 210Po, 210Bi and 210Pb decays,
respectively [77][71]. As cleaning techniques, etching and electropolishing were investigated
because they were (are) used in some specific applications (etching of copper shields of
low-background counting systems, etching of the GERDA stainless steel cryostat) or are
commonly recommended in the literature (electropolishing of copper and steel).

Preparation of samples. Copper and steel samples were prepared as discs 50 mm in
diameter and 1 mm thick. The shape and the size were chosen in order to easily fit them
into the chambers of the alpha and beta spectrometers. The fabrication material was low-
radioactivity oxygen-free copper and low-radioactivity stainless steel, that were used to
construct the GERDA cryostat [187]. Several discs were cut from copper and steel blocks and
initially cleaned, according to etching procedures foreseen as those to be tested for radon
daughters removal. Two types of germanium samples were also tested: optical grade, normal
purity (NPGe) discs and detector grade HPGe discs. The first ones were used mainly to test
the logistic chain and its influence on the results, namely how long the etching of the samples
and the subsequent shipment for radiation measurements would take. Because Ge samples
were processed by Canberra (Canberra-France in Lingolsheim) critical here is 210Bi with
a relatively short half-life of 5.0 d. It needs to be measured within this time after etching,
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otherwise the left-over traces decay. In this case either no signal will be observed or the
registered activity might originate from 210Bi generated already by decays of 210Pb present
on the disc (the latter can be corrected for). Seven discs were cut out from a bigger block of
NPGe using a special saw dedicated to semiconductor materials. After cutting, their surface
was only mechanically polished. The samples were 40 mm in diameter and 3 mm thick. Two
discs made out of n-type HPGe (50 mm in diameter and 2.2 mm thick) were procured from
UMICORE Optics, Olen, Belgium. Their surface was finished by Canberra according to the
standard lapping procedure applied for production of n-type HPGe detectors.

After preparation, the discs were mounted vertically in a special holder (maximizing the
surface available for radon daughters plate-out) and put into an exsiccator connected to a
222Rn source, containing uranium salt of the activity of about 1.4 MBq. Radon produced
therein was circulated between the source container and the exsiccator by means of a small
gas pump. The total exposure time was 4, 6 and 7 months for copper, stainless steel and
germanium samples, respectively. During that period short- and long-lived radon daughters
were accumulating on both sides of the discs. Due to the samples being investigated from
at least several days up to some weeks after being removed from the source, 210Pb and
210Bi were in radioactive equilibrium (due to the short half-life of bismuth).

One of the two HPGe discs was exposed in a similar setup but an additional 3 l container
with high-purity water (2.5 l, 18 MΩ×cm) was connected to the gas circulation loop. The
contaminated water was used later to prepare the etchant for processing of the unexposed
HPGe disc. A column filled with silica-gel was also installed in order to dehumidify the
circulated gas before it entered the exsiccator. The effective exposure for the water to the
222Rn contaminated air was about 7 months.

Detection systems. To record decays of 210Pb, 210Bi and 210Po a gamma, a beta and an
alpha spectrometers were used, respectively. 210Pb was identified by observing the 46.6 keV
gamma line with an n-type high-purity germanium detector (HPGe, 25% relative detection
efficiency, aluminum window), which was equipped with an active and a passive shield.
The active guard is formed by three multi-wire gas chambers placed on the sides and on
the top of the passive shield. The latter consists of a 5 cm thick paraffin layer (neutron
moderator), low radioactivity lead (∼3 Bq/kg of 210Pb) in the form of a barrel with a double
wall thickness of 15 cm (including the top cover) and cadmium plates placed between lead
walls. The detector chamber can host a standard Marinelli beaker and is permanently flushed
with boil-off nitrogen coming from the crystal cooling dewar. Taking into account the 46.6
keV gamma line background of (0.020 ± 0.001) cpm1, its detection efficiency (depending on
the sample geometry, but in the range of 10%) and a possible sample size, the sensitivity of
the spectrometer for 210Pb contained in high-density samples is estimated to be ∼20 Bq/kg.
Estimating the absolute detection efficiency for 210Pb on the used 50 mm disc samples one
gets ∼1%.

To detect 210Bi a beta spectrometer was used. It has been constructed out of two 50 mm
diameter Si(Li) detectors placed in a low-activity lead shield (∼6 Bq/kg of 210Pb). The
diodes can work either in 2π or in 4π geometry. Applying an energy threshold at about 300

1counts per minute.
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keV the background count rate is (0.18 ± 0.02) cpm and (0.40 ± 0.02) cpm, respectively.
For absolute activity measurements the spectrometer is calibrated using a certified thick
210Bi source (the same source was used to study 210Po diffusion in lead described in Sec. 5).
With the detection efficiencies of 0.012 cpm/(Bq/kg)(2π geometry) and 0.023 cpm/(Bq/kg)
(4π) it is possible to measure 210Bi bulk specific activities down to ∼10 Bq/kg. Samples in
the form of discs with a maximum diameter of 50 mm and up to 5 mm thick can be analyzed.
Measurements described in this section were always performed in 2π geometry adopting the
background value measured in the presence of an unexposed and cleaned copper/steel disc
((0.20 ± 0.02) cpm as explained later). Surface 210Bi activity is measured with the efficiency
of about 15%.

For 210Po determination an alpha spectrometer was applied. It is based on a 50 mm diameter
Si detector with the background signal of about 5 cpd in the energy window of 1.5 – 10 MeV.
The diode has been installed in a vacuum chamber, which also hosts samples being inserted
through a special air lock. A small distance between the detector and the sample (7 mm) and
low operating pressure of ∼3 mbar allow for alpha spectroscopy with good energy resolution
(in the case of surface activity) and high efficiency. For absolute activity measurements, the
last one is determined using a certified surface alpha activity source in a form of a 50 mm
diameter disc. In this case the detection efficiency of about 35% is obtained. Blank value of
the system in presence of a clean disc was determined to be (0.0042 ± 0.0005) cpm.

For the 210Pb, 210Bi and 210Po removal efficiency measurements only in the relative count
rates (before/after etching or electropolishing) are interesting. Therefore none of the
detectors had to be calibrated. However, the same detector-sample geometry had to be
assured (what concerns mainly the HPGe spectrometer). Blank values were established
in the presence of an unexposed and cleaned disc. There was essentially no difference
while measuring stainless steel or copper, therefore the quoted numbers are averaged over
both materials and both sides of the discs. Count rates of different isotopes were always
background corrected. All tests were performed at room temperature (∼20 ◦C). Amounts of
removed material have been determined by weighting the discs before and after cleaning
using a precision balance. The quoted results’ uncertainties take into account only statistics
(systematic uncertainties are however discussed) and are given always as one standard
deviation. Upper limits are calculated for 90% confidence level.

6.1.1 Etching

Etching of copper. The copper etching procedure was the following: 5 min bath in a
mixture of H2SO4 (1%) and H2O2 (3%), 5 min passivation in 1% citric acid and finally
rinsing with distilled water.

The tested copper etching procedure on various samples showed very minor, practically
negligible, effect of 210Po removal from the surface. One of the discs (No. 2) was etched
subsequently seven times, each time using a fresh solution. After 7 etching runs (35 min
all together) about 21 mg/cm2 (corresponding to ∼23 µm thick layer) of Cu have been
removed. However, the 210Po activity was reduced in total only by a factor of 2. The
cumulative reduction factor Rc as a function of the cumulative amount of the removed
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material Mc is plotted in Fig. 6.1 showing almost linear and slow progression. Averaging the
reduction factor R over 7 performed runs, one gets Rav = 1.1 and doing the same for M one
gets 3.0 mg/cm2 as mean values for a single 5 min etching procedure. One of the possible
explanations for this poor effect of 210Po removal from copper is that the isotope is re-
deposited on the processed surface. Spontaneous deposition of polonium on different noble
metals is rather well known [47] and silver, copper or nickel are commonly used to extract
in this way 210Po from diluted acid solutions and separate it from other radioisotopes [177].
As discussed for example in [47], the auto-deposition of Po on silver depends on the applied
acid solution, temperature, presence of impurities or reducing agents (hydrazine or SO2)
and HCN. Similar effects are expected for copper but here some more systematic studies
are needed (less data are available compared to silver). To test our polonium re-deposition
hypothesis, the 7th etching run was performed in the solution spiked with 209Po of known
activity equal to 1.42 Bq. It was clearly visible in the spectrum registered after cleaning (see
Fig. 6.2). The amount deposited on the disc could be estimated assuming 35% detection
efficiency (typical in the applied geometry) and its homogeneous distribution on the both
disc sides. Doing so, one gets about 15 mBq, which exemplifies about 1.1% of the initial
209Po activity added to the etchant. The fraction of plated-out 209Po is clearly much lower
compared to re-deposited 210Po (∼100%). This effect could be explained under assumption
of homogeneous 209Po distribution in the whole etchant volume, while 210Po is released
from the surface into its very local vicinity and thus can be re-adsorbed very effectively (even
in the short etching time period). An increase of the etching time (or strong mixing of the
etchant) would probably result in a higher fraction of accumulated 209Po. Therefore, the
effect observed for 209Po confirms the assumption of polonium re-deposition, which makes
the etching process very inefficient for this element. It shows also potential problems with
industrial scale surface treatment where the same etchant is used for several material batches
(risk of polonium re-contamination). For 210Pb and 210Bi the situation is much better. Their
activities were reduced by a factor of at least 68 (lower limit) and 41, respectively [77].

Etching of stainless steel. The steel samples were etched in a mixture of 20% HNO3 +
1.7% HF, passivated in a 15% HNO3 solution, and at the end rinsed with distilled water (see
the details in [77]).

Etching of stainless steel is as (in)efficient as etching of copper for 210Pb and 210Bi (activity
reduction by a factor of 40) and it works also for 210Po (R ∼10), however less effectively
(compared to 210Pb/210Bi). Multi-stage etching of stainless steel becomes less and less
effective in the following steps due to the surface passivation (also less material was removed
in subsequent steps). Processing a sample several times without passivation should give
better results. Stainless steel sample processed for 50 min lost 3.1 mg/cm2 of material
(3.9 µm), what is comparable to the amount of copper removed after corresponding 5 min
etching run.

Etching of germanium. Etching of two NPGe samples was performed by Canberra. Each
disc was processed for 1 min in a fresh CP4 solution2 taken from a bigger batch prepared
prior to cleaning. Rinsing with distilled water took 2 min. Material losses were not measured.
Immediately after completing the etching the germanium samples were sent back for analysis

245.45 HNO3, 27.27 HF, 27.27 CH3COOH, 0.5 ml Br for 100 ml solvent.
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Fig. 6.1: Results of the seven subsequent etching runs performed on the copper disc No.
2. Plot a) and b) show the amount of removed copper and the 210Po activity
reduction factors (R) obtained for the single runs, respectively. Plot c) displays the
cumulative reduction factor (Rc) as a function of the cumulative amount of the
removed copper.
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Fig. 6.2: Spectrum obtained after the last etching run of disc No. 2. Peaks coming from
attracted 209Po and re-deposited 210Po are visible. Their narrowness indicates that
both isotopes were sitting on the disc surface.

of the residual surface activities (received 6 d later). The contaminated HPGe disc (HPGe2)
was etched according to the same procedure as the normal quality germanium samples.
The unexposed HPGe disc (HPGe1) was, however, processed in a solution based on the
contaminated water. After cleaning, the mass of the HPGe2 disc was reduced by 0.5 g (from
23.1 g to 22.6 g, corresponding to 24 µm thick layers removed homogeneously from each
side). The mass of HPGe1 (initially clean) decreased by 0.3 g, from 23.0 g to 22.7 g (from
each side about 14 µm of material had been removed). The samples were sent for screening
right after completion of the cleaning procedures and were received 6 d later [71].

Etching of germanium removes very efficiently all three long-lived radon daughters. It
seems, however, that the initial surface and/or material properties have an impact on the
obtained activity reduction factors (or their limits). For the normal quality germanium with
mechanically polished surface very high removal efficiencies were obtained for 210Po (up
to 2000) while for 210Pb and 210Bi only lower limits of a few hundred were measured.
The HPGe disc with the standard Canberra surface finish showed a slightly different trend:
210Po was reduced by two orders of magnitude while e.g. 210Bi by almost three orders of
magnitude. For 210Pb again only a lower limit is available, however it is clearly higher than
the 210Po reduction factor [71].

Considerable amounts of 210Pb, 210Bi and 210Po were transferred from the artificially polluted
CP4 solution to the clean HPGe surface. This is an experimental fact shown by a direct
measurement – the registered count rates for all the isotopes increased by up to 100% (with
respect to the background rates) after etching the disc in the contaminated acid. Their
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absolute transfer efficiencies were roughly estimated to be at least in the range of 0.2 –
1.2% [71]. This finding is very important, since the daughters, especially 210Pb, are long-lived
and their presence on the HPGe crystals in the future ton-scale HPGe neutrinoless double
beta decay experiments cannot be tolerated. There is obviously some intrinsic limitation for
the cleanliness of HPGe, one could achieve with respect to 210Pb, 210Bi and 210Po due to the
deposition of these isotopes during the surface treatment. This clearly demonstrates that
the purity of the solution is crucial for low–background experiments and that for processing
of different detectors/diodes always fresh etchant needs to be used. This procedure was
followed by Canberra while processing the GERDA crystals.

Summary. Comparing the achieved approximate (averaged over several investigated
samples of the same metal) reduction factors (or their limits) for etching of different
materials, one can conclude that the best results were obtained for germanium using the
standard Canberra etching procedure. All isotopes were removed from its surface very
efficiently. Some differences were noticed between the HPGe (the same finish as the HPGe
diodes get during production) and the NPGe samples (mechanically polished). The lowest
removal efficiencies (especially for polonium) have been observed for copper. Stainless steel
is somehow inbetween. The amount of removed germanium (losses caused by etching) was
also significantly higher compared to copper and stainless steel.

6.1.2 Electropolishing

Electropolishing was tested only for copper and steel samples. The experimental setup
consisted of a current source, current/voltage meters and a 50 mm diameter cathode made
from copper or steel, depending on the tested material. The volume of the used electrolyte
was ∼250 cm3.

Electropolishing of copper. The effectiveness of 210Pb, 210Bi and 210Po removal from
copper surfaces by electropolishing was tested using the electrolyte, which was a mixture of
phosphoric acid (H3PO4, 85%) and 1-butanol (C4H10O, 5%). The composition was taken
from a handbook of electroplating [14] as one of the recipes recommended for copper
polishing. Tests were performed in different configurations (multi-step polishing with fresh
electrolyte each time, long runs with only one side of the disc facing the cathode, runs when
the copper sample was rotated in some time steps) and for different periods of time (from
35 min to 3 h for a single run) [77].

Electropolishing of stainless steel. Electropolishing of stainless steel discs was done in
a similar way as for copper. A cathode in the form of a 50 mm diameter disc was made
from stainless steel. The applied electrolyte was a mixture of H3PO4 (40%), H2SO4 (40%)
and CrO3 (3%) (recommended in [14] for polishing of stainless steel). Only one disc was
processed for 18 min, where each of its sides faced the cathode for 9 min. Rotating was
done without switching off the voltage.
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Summary. Electropolishing removed very effectively all three long-lived radon daughters
from the copper surface. The reduction factors obtained for 210Bi and 210Pb were in the
range of 250 and above 350, respectively (for 1 h run). 210Po was reduced in the best case
by a factor of ∼400 (polishing a disc two times for 35 min each time). 210Po removal from
copper by electropolishing in a multi-stage process using each time a new cathode and
electrolyte gives clearly better results than a single long run. For copper, a comparison of
the 35 min long runs of etching and electropolishing shows that in the first process about 3
times more material was removed (21 mg/cm2 and about 6 mg/cm2, respectively).

In the case of steel polishing the amount of removed material (16 mg/cm2, ∼20 µm) is
comparable with that of copper after 1.5 h polishing run. In most cases, only lower limits
for activity reduction factors for 210Pb, 210Bi and 210Po were obtained [77]. However, they
are very high for all three isotopes. As adopted reduction factors the numbers, or better
limits have been taken. They vary from 400 for 210Pb up to 800 for 210Bi with 210Po being
inbetween (R ∼700). Therefore, there is also no indication that for the polonium the
removal efficiency is somehow reduced compared to the other elements, as it was observed
for etching/electropolishing of copper and for etching of stainless steel.

6.1.3 Conclusions

Tests of copper, stainless steel and germanium cleaning using small samples artificially
loaded with the long-lived 222Rn daughters were performed. High activities of the collected
isotopes allowed to use standard spectrometers based on semiconductor detectors for alpha,
beta and gamma radiation detection from 210Po, 210Bi and 210Pb, respectively. According to
the obtained results one can state that the recommended cleaning method for copper would
be multi-stage electropolishing (effective removal of lead, bismuth and polonium, obtained
activity reduction factors between 200 and 400). A fresh electrolyte and a new cathode
should be applied in each step. For stainless steel electropolishing assures excellent efficiency
in 210Pb, 210Bi and 210Po removal, however multi-stage etching, which is usually easier to
perform, and with only one passivation step at the end could also be applied. Etching of
stainless steel is as efficient as etching of copper for 210Bi and 210Pb (activity reduction by
a factor of ∼50) and, however less effective, it works also for 210Po (reduction by a factor
of ∼20) – etching of copper on the other hand was completely ineffective with respect to
polonium removal. Etching of germanium removes very efficiently all three long-lived radon
daughters. Nevertheless, it seems that the initial surface and/or material properties have an
impact: cleaning of the optical grade Ge (only mechanically processed) was more efficient
compared to the high-purity material.

The approximate (averaged over several investigated samples of the same metal) reduction
factors (or their limits taken in the Table as numbers) for etching and electropolishing of
different materials are collected in Tab. 6.1.
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Tab. 6.1: Approximate activity reduction factors (or limits) after etching and electropolish-
ing for different isotopes and surfaces.

Activity reduction factors after etching/electropolishing
Isotope Germanium

Copper Stainless steel NPGe HPGe
210Pb 50 / 300 100 / 400 100 / – 700 / –
210Bi 50 / 300 100 / 800 400 / – 800 / –
210Po 1 / 400 20 / 700 1000 / – 100 / –

6.2 Low-activity case

The ultra-low background large surface spectrometer described in Sec. 5.2 makes it possible
to assay natural surface contamination. It is not clear if the results (activity reduction factors)
obtained for etching and electropolishing of surfaces with high specific activities can be
extrapolated to low-, or ultra-low decay rates. Therefore etching and electropolishing of
naturally 210Po contaminated copper and stainless steel were investigated.

210Po removal efficiencies from metal surfaces were established on the basis of the registered
count rates before and after treatment (no need for absolute calibration of the spectrometer)
in the energy range of 4.5 – 6.0 MeV. The size of the samples was always maximal (full
geometry): 43×43 cm2 and 1 mm thick sheets. Amounts of removed material were not
determined. Very similar procedures to those described in Sec. 6.1 were applied. All the
used chemicals were of high-purity, due to the large size of the samples the volume of the
bath was each time ∼10 l. The quoted uncertainties of the 210Po reduction factors take into
account only statistics and are given always as one standard deviation. Upper limits are
calculated for 90 % C.L.

6.2.1 Etching

Copper. After careful de-greasing (wiping with high-purity isopropanol) the ETP copper
sheet was etched for 5 min at room temperature (20 ◦C) in a mixture (by weight) of 1%
H2SO4 and 3% H2O2 and passivated in 1% citric acid. At the end it was rinsed with high-
purity deionized water (18 MΩ×cm). The spectrum obtained for the sample before (red
histogram) and after etching (blue histogram) is shown in Fig. 6.3. No effect was observed
with respect to surface 210Po removal, but also with respect to the potential contamination
of the surface during the process. The same sample was etched successively three times
changing slightly the conditions (etching time). The obtained results (210Po reduction
factors) are collected in Tab. 6.2. In the last row the overall reduction factor is quoted. No
effect on 210Po removal from copper surface by etching is consistent with what was observed
during processing of artificially contaminated samples (high 210Po activities). The presented
measurements confirm the effect but for very low specific activities (about two orders of
magnitude lower). One should mention here, that in both cases (high and low 210Po activity
on the copper surface) etching was performed by simple immersion of the sample in the
etchant.
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Fig. 6.3: ETP copper before (red histogram) and after etching (blue histogram). No indi-
cation of 210Po surface activity decrease or increase (statistically significant) has
been observed.

Tab. 6.2: Surface 210Po activity reduction factors R for ETP copper in three successive
etching steps. Rb and Ra denote the normalized count rates in the energy range
of 4.5 – 6.0 MeV before and after etching, respectively. In the last row the overall
reduction is given.

Run No. Rb Ra R = Rb/Ra

[cts/(d×m2)]
1 112 ± 12 122 ± 10 0.9 ± 0.2
2 122 ± 10 102 ± 7 1.2 ± 0.2
3 102 ± 7 101 ± 11 1.0 ± 0.2

1–3 1.1 ± 0.2
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Fig. 6.4: Old ETP copper sample before (gray histogram) and after dynamic etching (blue
histogram). The 210Po surface specific activity has been reduced by a factor of
(22.9 ± 1.2).

Another "old" ETP copper sheet (with air-born 210Po on the surface) was etched applying a
slightly different procedure: the sample was processed subsequently three times for 1.5 min
in the mixture of 1% H2SO4 and 3% H2O2. Each time a fresh solution was used (about 3
l) and it was actively mixed during etching such that it overflowed the surface all the time.
After the three steps had been completed the copper sample was passivated in citric acid
(1%) and rinsed with high-purity water. The spectra acquired before and after "dynamic"
etching are shown in Fig. 6.4 – a strong reduction of 210Po surface activity can be noticed.

After the first etching, when the 210Po surface activity measurement had been completed,
the sample was processed again in the same way (3 steps, 1.5 min each, always in a fresh,
strongly mixed etchant). The corresponding spectra are shown in Fig. 6.5. Again, the
polonium surface activity was strongly suppressed. The obtained reduction factors (R) are
collected in Tab. 6.3. As it can be noticed, they are high, and the overall (after 2 runs)
reduction of the counting rate caused by the surface 210Po was above 200. This is the first
time, when etching shows significant effect with respect to polonium removal from the
copper surface.

Stainless steel. The stainless steel 1.4301 sample, after careful de-greasing, was etched
for 40 min at room temperature in a mixture of 20% HNO3 and 1% HF. Next it was rinsed
with high-purity deionized water and dried before inserting it in the spectrometer. Fig. 6.6
shows a comparison of the count rates for the unprotected surface (see Sec. 5.2) before (blue
histogram) and after treatment (orange histogram). The corresponding 210Po reduction
factors for both samples sides (A – not covered with a protective PVC foil, side B – covered
with the foil) are shown in Tab. 6.4. In the third the row of the table the combined results for
both sides (A+B, summed surface count rates before and after etching) are given. A slight
increase in the surface 210Po activity after etching can be observed for both sample sides. It
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Fig. 6.5: Old ETP copper sample after first (blue histogram) and second dynamic etching
(red histogram). The 210Po surface specific activity has been reduced by a factor of
(9.0 ± 1.3).

Tab. 6.3: Surface 210Po activity reduction factors R for old ETP copper in two successive
"dynamic" etching steps. Rb and Ra denote the normalized count rates in the
energy range of 4.5 – 6.0 MeV before and after etching, respectively. In the last
row the overall reduction is given.

Run No. Rb Ra R = Rb/Ra

[cts/(d×m2)]
1 10466 ± 120 458 ± 20 22.9 ± 1.2
2 458 ± 20 51.1 ± 5.2 9.0 ± 1.3

1 – 2 10466 ± 120 51.1 ± 5.2 205 ± 41
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Fig. 6.6: 1.4301 stainless steel before (blue histogram) and after etching (orange histogram).
An increase of the surface 210Po activity may be noticed.

Tab. 6.4: 210Po surface activity reduction factor R for the 1.4301 stainless steel sample.

Sample Rb Ra R = Rb/Ra

side [cts/(d×m2)]
A 171 ± 12 248 ± 19 0.7 ± 0.1
B 74 ± 11 181 ± 16 0.4 ± 0.1

A+B 245 ± 16 429 ± 21 0.6 ± 0.1
A+B (1.5 - 6 MeV) 851 ± 51 946 ± 46 0.9 ± 0.1

could be explained by re-deposition of 210Po removed from the bulk material during etching.
This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the count rates on both sides (summed) in the
bulk energy range (1.5 – 6 MeV) practically did not change after etching – see the numbers
collected in the last row of Tab. 6.4.

Compared to the high 210Po surface activities, where reduction factor of about 10 was
achieved (see Sec. 6.1), etching of stainless steel (according to the described procedure) at
very low polonium concentrations is as ineffective as etching of copper.

Titanium. Hydrofluoric acid (HF) is the main chemical compound needed to etch titanium.
However, application of HF only has some disadvantages – it dissipates quite fast (fresh HF
needs to be continuously added) and the reaction with Ti produces hydrogen. In order to
avoid this, nitric acid is added to the HF solution. In general the HF to HNO3 proportions
may vary but in the discussed tests the mixture of 5% HF and 10% HNO3 was used. The
sample was etched for 4 min and according to the recipe given in [183], about 0.2 mm of Ti
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RROI = (2660 ± 160) cts /d m2

RROI = (1242 ± 110) cts /d m2
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Fig. 6.7: Grade 2 titanium before (gray histogram - see also Fig. 5.14) and after etching
(blue histogram). Clearly visible is the reduction of the count rate over the whole
energy range. For surface 210Po activity a decrease of about 2 was achieved – see
the corresponding count rates.

should have been removed. The etching process proceeded at elevated temperature of about
30 ◦C.

The spectra before and after etching of the Ti sample (commercially pure, grade 2) are
shown in Fig. 6.7. The 210Po peak was reduced by a factor of about 2. Also the count rate
below 4.5 MeV has slightly decreased (the 232Th peak at 4.0 MeV disappeared). Significant
reduction of activities above 6.0 MeV is noticeable. This is probably due to the removal of a
thick (about 0.2 mm) layer with milled-in dust containing Ra isotopes (and their short-lived
daughters). The remaining spectrum is typical for a thick alpha source confirming high bulk
210Po content. Rather sharp peak on the top of the continuous spectrum appearing at 5.3
MeV indicates that the surface activity is probably of external (atmospheric) origin and could
be probably reduced further in the subsequent etching steps.

6.2.2 Electropolishing

The effectiveness of 210Po removal from copper and stainless steel surfaces by electropolishing
was tested using the simple setup shown in Fig. 6.8. It consisted of a regulated current source,
current and voltage meters and a 43×43 cm2 cathode made from copper or stainless steel
(cathode was always made from the same material as the polished sample). The samples
were processed with a dedicated tray containing about 10 l of the polishing electrolyte. For
each run a fresh solution was always used. The polished sample and the cathode were
placed horizontally (the cathode under the sample) 2 cm from each other. Both electrodes
were connected to the power supply such that no other material, than the polished one was
immersed during the process in the electrolyte. For the cathode a 1 cm wide strip on its side
was cut and bent such that it was sticking over the liquid where the cable was connected.
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Fig. 6.8: Schematic view of the setup used for electropolishing of the copper and stainless
steel samples.

Tab. 6.5: 210Po activity reduction factors after electropolishing of the ETP copper sample.

Energy range Rb Ra R = Rb/Ra

[MeV] [cts/(d×m2)]
4.5 – 6.0 113 ± 13 155 ± 13 0.7 ± 0.1
1.5 – 6.0 300 ± 20 279 ± 18 1.1 ± 0.1

The sample on the other hand was hanging on the small taps (made from the same material
as the polished sample), tucked on the sheet corners and connected to four cables, which
coincided to one over the sample (see Fig. 6.8). The cables providing power held the sample
in position.

Copper. The first electropolished sample was the ETP copper etched before (Sec. 6.2.1),
thus without noticeable surface 210Po activity. The main reason for this run was to check
if the procedure itself may be a source of contamination of the surface with 210Po through
e.g. its residuals potentially present in the chemicals or in the water used for rinsing. The
applied electrolyte was the same as that used for electropolishing of artificially contaminated
copper samples: a mixture of phosphoric acid (H3PO4, 95%) and 1-butanol (C4H10O, 5%).
The process lasted for 20 min at room temperature. At 3 V the current density was 2.5
A/dm2 (total current of 46 A). After polishing the sample was rinsed with deionized water
(18 MΩ×cm). The spectra registered before (red) and after polishing (blue) are shown in
Fig. 6.9 and the count rates in the energy windows of 4.5 – 6.0 MeV (surface 210Po) and 1.5
– 6.0 MeV (bulk 210Po) are collected in Tab. 6.5. Clearly there is some surface contamination
showing up after electropolishing. It could be explained by residual 210Po originally coming
from the bulk material. The count rate in the energy range of 1.5 – 6.0 MeV did not change.

Another electropolished sample wast the "old" ETP copper with high surface activity (see
Tab. 5.4). The spectrum before and after polishing is shown in Fig. 6.10, where also the
corresponding count rates (in the surface 210Po ROI) are given. The obtained activity
reduction factor was 26 ± 8. The spectrum registered after electropolishing (Fig. 6.11)
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Fig. 6.9: Etched ETP copper before (red histogram) and after electropolishing (blue his-
togram).

indicates clearly that some 210Po is still present on the surface. It could be further reduced
during the next treatment.

Stainless steel. The stainless steel 1.4301 sample (No. 1), which was tested for etching
earlier (Sec. 6.2.1) was processed as first. The applied electrolyte was a mixture of H3PO4

(40%), H2SO4 (40%) and CrO3 (3%) (the same as that used for polishing of artificially
contaminated samples). As a cathode another 1.4301 stainless steel sheet, tested before
for surface 210Po (no indication of surface activity), was used. The recommended current
density for steel polishing is ∼50 A/dm2 [14] but the used DC power supply could provide
only 2.5 A/dm2 at 2 V and for this conditions the sample was processed for 15 min. The
comparison of the energy spectra measured before and after polishing is shown in Fig. 6.12.
Since the sample before cleaning showed no indication of surface 210Po this test showed
that the process did not introduce any contamination. The corresponding count rates and
the reduction factor for the surface 210Po ROI are given in Fig. 6.12. As the next, the steel
sheet used as a cathode for electropolishing of sample No. 1 was processed. It accumulated
some 210Po during polishing of No. 1 plate (bulk 210Po from sample No. 1 was transferred to
the surface of the cathode, named as No. 2 sample). Fig. 6.13 shows the spectra recorded
before and after polishing. According to the given count rates, the surface 210Po activity
reduction was 23.5 ± 1.5, which is very similar to that obtained for copper. Fig. 6.14 shows
a comparison of the energy spectra registered after polishing sample No. 1 (red histogram)
and No. 2 (blue histogram). There is no statistical difference between the two with respect
to the surface 210Po but also taking into account the overall (1.5 – 10 MeV) count rates with
their ratio of 1.1 ± 0.1. The comparison shows that the electropolishing of sample No. 2
removed all polonium (accumulated on its surface during the electropolishing of sample No.
1) and further treatment will not improve the surface cleanliness.
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Rtot = (3181 ± 44) cts / d m2

RROI = (119 ± 8) cts / d m2

R = (26.8 ± 2.3)
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Fig. 6.10: "Old" ETP copper before (blue histogram) and after electropolishing (red his-
togram). The count rates and the reduction factor for surface 210Po activity are
given.
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Fig. 6.11: "Old" ETP copper after electropolishing with the residual 210Po surface activity
clearly visible.
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RROI = (71 ± 7) cts / d m2

RROI = (98 ± 9) cts / d m2

R = (0.7 ± 0.1)
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Fig. 6.12: Stainless steel sample No. 1 before (gray histogram) and after electropolishing
(red histogram). The count rates in the surface 210Po ROI and the activity
reduction factor are given.
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R = (23.5 ± 1.5)
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Fig. 6.13: Stainless steel sample No. 1 before (gray histogram) and after electropolishing
(blue histogram). The count rates in the ROI of surface 210Po, and the activity
reduction factor are given.
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Rtot = (391 ± 18) cts / d m2

RROI = (424 ± 16) cts / d m2

R = (1.1 ± 0.1)
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Fig. 6.14: Stainless steel sample No. 1 (red histogram) and No. 2 (blue histogram) after
electropolishing. The count rates for the entire energy range of 1.5 – 10 MeV and
the overall activity reduction factor are given.

6.2.3 Conclusions

It has been shown that at very low specific activities ("natural", some tens of mBq/m2)
etching and electropolishing performed with high-purity chemicals (analytical grade) did
not introduce any measurable 210Po contamination. Static etching (simple bath) of copper
and stainless steel had very minor effect on their surface 210Po content (most probably Po is
returning to the processed surface). In the case of "dynamic" etching, when the acid mixtures
strongly overflows the surface, removed 210Po is being effectively transported away and it is
not re-deposited thus the process is as effective as electropolishing. Etching of commercially
pure titanium reduced its 210Po surface activity by a factor of about 2. Electropolishing
performed on copper and stainless steel is very effective reducing the 210Po surface specific
activity by a factor of ∼25.

6.3 Summary

Removal of long-lived 222Rn daughters from metal surfaces has been studied. Etching and
electropolishing for high specific activities (range of 100 Bq/m2 for 210Po) of 210Pb, 210Bi and
210Po was investigated. For the first time removal of 210Po was also studied for its low
(natural) concentrations (range of mBq/m2).

According to the performed measurements etching and electropolishing removes efficiently
210Pb and 210Bi from all tested surfaces, namely copper, stainless steel and germanium
(optical and high-purity grade). Static etching (simple bath) of copper is ineffective in
210Po removal despite of its initial activity, a minor effect has been noticed for stainless steel
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for highly contaminated samples, and a reduction factor of about two has been reached
for titanium. In contradiction, multi-step "dynamic" etching is very effective in polonium
removal from copper. Activity reduction factors up to 20 have been achieved for a 3-step
process followed by passivation. This is the first time when effective removal of 210Po from
copper surface has been shown.

Multi-stage electropolishing is the recommended method to effectively remove 210Po from
copper surface over a wide range of initial specific activities. This is very important finding
because copper due to its high radio-purity is commonly used in the construction of ultra-low
background systems and detectors of rare interactions (neutrinoless double beta decay,
dark matter particles interactions) and its surface radio-cleanliness may be critical in some
applications.

It has been also discovered that non-negligible amounts of 222Rn daughters were transferred
to the clean HPGe surfaces processed in a contaminated etchant. Thus recommended
procedure for processing of HPGe diodes for low-background experiments is to avoid
multiple etching in the same bath since the contaminants removed from the first processed
diode may be transferred to the next one. Th+is was followed by Canberra during production
of the GERDA enriched detectors.
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7Development of high-sensitivity
online 222Rn monitor

It is known that nuclear recoils from α decays occurring on the innermost surfaces of dark
matter detectors are a pernicious source of background for direct dark matter searches.
The DARKSIDE collaboration has built two radon-suppressed clean rooms in Hall C of the
underground Gran Sasso National Laboratory, the so-called Clean Room Hanoi (CRH) and
the Clean Room 1 (CR1). These rooms receive all their make-up air from a radon abatement
system and are almost completely lined with stainless steel panels to limit radon emanation
from its construction materials. The first 222Rn suppressed clean room (222Rn content below
1 Bq/m3) in the world was built at Princeton University in 1998 – 1999 for the construction
of the BOREXINO nylon vessels, achieving surface activities of ≤10 α’s/(m2×d) [100]. The
clean room CRH is located on top of the former BOREXINO Counting Test Facility (CTF) [50]
tank and gives direct access to the muon and neutron vetoes through their top flanges.
CR1 contains the equipment used for the cleaning and preparation of the DARKSIDE-50
LAr-TPC parts. Both clean rooms are sized to allow DARKSIDE-20k preparation, assembly,
and deployment (see also in Sec. 1.3.1).

For DARKSIDE (and other similar experiments) one of the most important sources of α activity
is 222Rn and its radioactive daughters, which as heavy metals can be easily plated-out
on various surfaces. In the long-term scale especially dangerous can be the long-lived
210Pb decaying into 214Bi and finally to 210Po (see Fig. 5.1). Alpha decays of 210Po occurring
on the inner surface of the detector in about half of the times produce the daughter nucleus
206Pb, which recoils (recoil energy of about 100 keV) into the active volume, mimicking
a WIMP recoil. In DARKSIDE-50 the probability of surface contamination was significantly
reduced by carrying out precision cleaning of the detector parts in the clean room CR1 and
then the final TPC assembly in CRH. The same procedure will be applied during construction
of DARKSIDE-20k. Both clean rooms are supplied with air purified from 222Rn (and probably
from 220Rn) by the dedicated abatement system described in the next section. According
to its design goal, it processes about 200 m3/h of Hall C air and reduces its radon content
down to ∼1 mBq/m3 level. Since the typical concentration of 222Rn in Hall C is at the level
of 50 Bq/m3, the reduction factor would be therefore 5×104.

A radon detector used to assay the purified air has to have appropriate detection limit (0.5 –
1 mBq/m3) and ability to monitor the concentration in real time. One of the methods for
222Rn detection in air is based on electrostatic collection of the daughters on an α detector
and subsequent counting of their decays. This method was used for air monitoring in the
BOREXINO [105] and Super-Kamiokande [191] experiments. Basing on this technology it
seems feasible to construct a detector with the sensitivity in the range of 0.1 mBq/m3 needed
for the DARKSIDE experiment.
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Tab. 7.1: 222Rn concentration in ambient air, LNGS hall C air and in gases used in the
BOREXINO and GERDA experiments.

Gas sample CRn [mBq/m3]
Hall C air ∼60 000

Ambient air ∼5 000
Ar gas (Sec. 4.5.1) ∼1

Synthetic air (Sec. 4.3) ∼0.1
RPN2 (Sec. 4.1) ∼0.05

LAK N2 (Sec. 4.4) ∼0.007
HPN2 (Sec. 4.1) ∼0.001

7.1 DarkSide 222Rn abatement system

The main requirement of the DARKSIDE radon abatement system is to deliver air with a
222Rn content at a level of 1 mBq/m3. This is a very low concentration, comparable to that
of freshly produced Ar gas (see Tab. 4.6). Typical specific activities of 222Rn in various gas
samples are collected in Tab. 7.1.

A scheme of the DARKSIDE 222Rn abatement system is shown in Fig. 7.1. The ambient air
taken from Hall C is drawn by the compressor (max. flow rate of 380 m3/h at 9.5 bar)
and pumped into the buffer tank (1 m3 volume) under high pressure (8 – 10 bar). From
the tank the air goes through an adsorption dryer consisting of two adsorption columns
(D1/D2 connected in parallel), a separator of oil vapours (filled with activated carbon) and
microfilters. In the dryer the air dew point is reduced to -70 ◦C and potential liquid or dust
particles are removed. Next the air is cooled by the chiller unit in the heat exchanger to a
temperature of about -60 ◦C (it varies between -58 ◦C and -63 ◦C). The cold air is fed to the
adsorption columns AC1/AC2 working usually in series. In this case the air enters AC1 from
the top, goes out at the bottom and it is again sent to the top of AC2. Both columns (1.5
m3 volume each) are thermally insulated and filled with activated carbon SILCARBON K48,
which works as radon adsorber. The columns can be also operated separately or in parallel.
222Rn-free air is fed to a recuperation heat exchanger (increasing the air temperature to
14 ◦C), electrical heater (increasing further the air temperature to 20 ◦C) and a HEPA filter.
The minimum flow rate at the outlet is 220 m3/h at 9.5 bar.

7.2 Design of the DarkSide 222Rn online monitor

As discussed above the main goal of this work was to construct a compact, low-background
and real-time 222Rn detector based on electrostatic collection of the charged radon daughters.
In order to reach the detection limit of sub-mBq/m3 the following requirements have been
fulfilled:

• detector vessel volume in the range of 400 l, the shape optimized for maximal
collection efficiency of the radon daughters,
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Fig. 7.1: Scheme of the DARKSIDE 222Rn abatement system installed in Hall C on the top
of the CTF tank.

• only stainless steel, copper and Teflon (as insulator) used as construction materials
(proven to have low 222Rn emanation rates),

• all internal metal surfaces electropolished,
• construction of the vessel (certified as a pressure tank) with minimal length of welds

(known source of radon),
• all–metal construction: connections/joints metal sealed (VCR fittings, CF-flanges),
• usage of a round (to prevent discharges) low-background alpha detector to register

decays of the 222Rn daughters (218Po and 214Po),
• positive bias voltage applied to the detector chamber should be optimized taking into

account the collection efficiency of ions and avoiding discharges (the goal to work
with voltages <10 kV, which is acceptable for different gases like air, nitrogen or
argon).

As the alpha detector the ORTEC ULTRA-AS diode was used. Its active surface is 40 mm in
diameter, depletion depth of about 100 µm (minimizes muon contribution to the background)
and the background count rate in the range of some tens cpd in the energy range 1.5 – 10
MeV. The diode is operated at +40 V (reverse bias models are also available), but due to
conductive entrance contact (500 Å thick) the detector does not produce “external” electric
field, which could disturb the collection of the positively charged radon daughters. The main
advantage of the applied detector is its shape (no sharp edges) and large active surface area
(1200 mm2).

The detector vessel with the diameter of 1 m and the height of 70 cm (volume of 450 l)
was made from stainless steel and electropolished inside. Its shape is shown in Fig. 7.3.
The alpha detector is installed on the top flange (DN CF-250) using a dedicated Teflon
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Fig. 7.2: Scheme of the DARKSIDE radon online monitor showing the vessel, counting
electronics and the gas panel.

holder such that its active surface is exactly at the level of the top curvature of the tank. In
addition, the connection of the flange neck to the tank is appropriately rounded (no sharp
edge facing the detector). In the top flange the detector signal feed-through and the gas
outlet were also welded. The gas inlet was connected to the bottom flange (DN CF-40).
Since high voltage is applied to the vessel in the inlet and in the outlet lines appropriate
insertions with electrical breaks (ceramics) were installed. The support legs were also
terminated with large Teflon pads. For the chosen geometry (taking into account detection
efficiency and some limitations in the construction) the electric field inside the detector
vessel for +8 kV applied to its housing was calculated numerically. The obtained electric
field lines are shown in Fig. 7.3 – practically most of them (>90%) close on the detector
active surface (only a fraction ends on the detector housing) thus high radon daughters
collection efficiency was expected. The detector was installed in a dedicated protection
box equipped with a control panel as shown in Fig. 7.2. The panel allows for selection of
a gas to be assayed and to perform calibrations with a dedicated 222Rn source. In the last
case the gas can be circulated by a small pump in a closed loop including the source and the
main tank. While measuring air its flow rate is controlled by a mass flow controller (MFC).
Before entering the detector the air is additionally filtered by a Swagelok sintered metal
filter. To control the pressure at the inlet and in the detector one analog and one digital
vacuum/pressure gauges were installed. In the configuration shown in Fig. 7.2 it is possible
to measure the air taken directly from the abatement plant (so-called “Ateko air”) or from
the clean rooms CRH and CR1. An additional line is connected to the BOREXINO high purity
nitrogen, which is practically radon-free (see Sec. 4.1). HPN2 is used to flush the detector
and measure the background. Ateko air and HPN2 are available from high pressure lines
(7 bar) and therefore additional pressure reducers were installed at their sampling ports.
Lines connected with CRH and CR1 are not pressurized therefore the air has to be sucked
through the detector by a dedicated vacuum pump installed at the detector outlet. A burst
disc (0.5 bar) prevents a sudden and uncontrolled pressure increase, which could damage
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Fig. 7.3: Field lines inside the radon detector – most of them (>90%) close on the ORTEC
diode assuring high collection efficiency of the charged radon daughters.

the system. As already mentioned, in the construction of the detector vessel and the control
panel only full-metal components (valves, tubes) and metal-sealed joints/flanges (VCR, CF)
were used in order to reduce the internal 222Rn emanation. The ORTEC diode is connected
to a charge sensitive preamplifier matched to the detector capacitance. The pulses coming
from the preamplifier are formed by a shaping amplifier and sent to a multichannel analyzer
(MCA) controlled by a computer configured as a server for remote access. The pulses are
additionally observed on the oscilloscope. High voltage applied to the detector vessel is
provided by a dedicated high-high voltage (HHV) unit able to deliver ±20 kV with very low
ripple (avoiding electronic noise).

7.3 Performance of the detector

Calibration. In order to check the detector performance it was first calibrated by using
known amount of 222Rn extracted from a 1 M HCl solution containing (273 ± 9) mBq of
226Ra. Presently a dry source is used. It has a form of 226Ra electro-plated on a stainless steel
disc. Its housing is permanently connected to the control panel (see Fig. 7.2). This allows for
easy calibration cross-checks by circulating the gas in the closed loop. The initial calibration
was done with the vessel filled with the Ateko air. This is important since the collection
efficiency depends on the neutralization processes of the Po ions by chemical agents (water,
hydrocarbons and other molecules present in the air sample) before they are collected on
the alpha detector [163]. Therefore the calibration should be done for the same conditions
as the further measurements or appropriate relations should be known. A ratio R of the
214Po to 218Po count rates can be used as an indicator of the gas purity [105] and to compare
the conditions of different measurements. R approaches 1 if neutralization of 218Po is rather
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small and almost all ions reach the alpha detector surface. Otherwise, the 214Po count rate is
higher since there is an additional collection channel of ions within the decay chain from
218Po to 214Bi. The calibration served several purposes:

• determination of the optimal high voltage applied to the detector vessel,
• determination of the collection efficiency for radon daughters,
• determination of the energy scale for the multichannel analyzer.

The obtained calibration spectrum, recorded after the equilibrium between 222Rn and the
daughters had been reached (∼3 h after radon injection) is shown in Fig. 7.4. The 218Po and
214Po peaks are of the same intensities indicating, as expected, the air being of high purity
(the abatement system removes water, CO2, CO and particulates from the air). The potential
applied to the detector vessel was +8 kV. For higher voltages, up to +20 kV, the count rate
under both Po peaks increased by about 12 – 15%, but above +9 kV a visible increase of
electronic noise has been noticed (populating the low-energy part of the spectrum). It could
be still easily cut-off by setting higher discrimination threshold for the MCA, but taking into
account relatively small gain in the count rates, it was decided to operate the detector at
HHV = +8 kV. The overall absolute detection efficiency (ε) for 218Po and 214Po was the same
and equal to (36 ± 3)%. In general ε includes the collection efficiency (εcol) of ions on the
active surface of the alpha detector, and the detection efficiency (εdet, probability to register
an alpha decay of an ion sitting on the detector surface). Since εdet ≈ 50% one gets that εcol
≈ 72% – some of the ions are probably also deposited on the holder of the alpha detector
and therefore their decays cannot be registered. The achieved energy resolution (FWHM)
for the 6 MeV peak (218Po) was 78 keV, significantly worse compared to the specification of
the diode (35 keV for 5.5 MeV). This was caused by rather high electronic noise level in Hall
C of LNGS, where the detector is working. The resolution was however still good enough to
resolve well all the peaks originating from various alpha emitting isotopes.

Background. After calibrations the background was measured for two different operation
modes. In the first case, after thorough flushing of the detector vessel with HPN2 it was
closed at slight e.g. overpressure (930 mbar, the normal pressure in Hall C is about 900
mbar) and changes of Po count rates in time were recorded. The time evolution of the
218Po activity is shown in Fig. 7.5. It is a result of the internal radon emanation – the
fitted curve reflects the 222Rn in-growth with the saturation value of (61.6 ± 1.0) cpd,
and corresponding to an absolute activity of (1.9 ± 0.2) mBq. This value is higher than
expected (scaling e.g. the blank of the 80 l emanation chamber, which is about 0.15 mBq
one gets about 0.8 mBq – see Sec. 2.1) but the mounting of the detector was not done in
the best possible conditions (e.g. in a clean room). The same concerns construction of
the control panel, which happened in Hall C. Another measurement was performed during
continuous flushing of the detector with high purity nitrogen at the rate of 5 l/min (slight
overpressure was kept in the detector vessel). All the later measurements were performed in
such conditions, therefore obtained here count rates were used as the reference background
values. The cumulative spectrum acquired over 24.8 d is shown in Fig. 7.6. Clearly the
210Po peak dominates (air-born 210Po accumulated on the detector surface and 218Po from
the previous tests with the 222Rn source). Beside 218Po and 214Po, visible are also peaks
from the 220Rn decay chain. The registered 222Rn/220Rn cannot come from the high purity
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Fig. 7.4: 222Rn calibration spectrum. 214Po and 218Po peaks are of the same intensities, the
detector vessel was filled with the Ateko air.

nitrogen (its 222Rn content is below 1 µBq/m3 thus not measurable) but from internal
emanation and imperfect flushing with HPN2. The measured count rates for 218Po, 214Po and
210Po were (6.4 ± 0.5) cpd, (3.0 ± 0.4) cpd and (59.9 ± 1.6) cpd, respectively.

Sensitivity. The sensitivity of the constructed detector will be discussed in terms of the
Minimum Measurable Specific Activity (MMSA, C0), which is the specific activity, which can
be measured with a given (assumed a priori) precision. Following the formalism presented
in Sec. 2.1.2 and in [150][146]. MSAA can be calculated on the basis of the measured
background count rate B for a given isotope (218Po) and the known detection efficiency ε.
The minimum measurable activity (A0, C0 = A0/V, where V is the detector vessel volume)
can be evaluated starting from the formula expressing the final relative uncertainty of the
measurement given by Eq. 2.6. A0 [mBq] is the absolute activity to be measured (assumed
to be constant during the measurement period), σA0 is its standard deviation and δ is
the relative uncertainty assumed a priori. A0 and σA0 can be deduced from the equation
describing the total number of counts N registered for the isotope of interest (218Po) in the
counting time interval ∆t:

N = ε ·A0 ·∆t+B ·∆t (7.1)

Calculation of σA0 takes into account the uncertainties of the detector background σB and
the uncertainties of the detection efficiency σε. The final formula for MSAA is:

Cmin =
1 +

√
1 + 4(∆t2σ2

B +B∆t)(δ2 − δ2
ε)

2εV∆t(δ2 − δ2
ε) (7.2)

where δε = σε/ε. Taking into account the determined above parameters for 218Po, re-
quiring δ = 0.3 (30% accuracy of the final result is requested) and assuming ∆t = 24 h
(222Rn concentration monitored in 1 d bins) one can find that the minimum measurable
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specific 222Rn activity for the detector is 1.1 mBq/m3. One should note here that the obtained
MMSA is not a detection limit – this is still a number with a specified a priori uncertainty.
For the fixed δ = 0.3 one can still improve (lower) the MMSA by reducing the background
(additional cleaning of the detector vessel, higher HPN2 flow rate) or by improving the
detection efficiency. As discussed earlier, in the present geometry by increasing HHV up to
e.g. 15 kV it is possible to reach ε ≈ 0.41 – 0.42. With a simultaneous background reduction
by a factor of 2 one gets Cmin ∼ 0.8 mBq/m3.

7.4 222Rn monitoring in air

As the first sample the air taken directly from the radon abatement system (Ateko air) was
measured. The first test (July 2013) gave (15 ± 2) mBq/m3. After some upgrades of the
plant the next measurement was performed in November 2013 and yielded (1.4 ± 0.4)
mBq/m3. At the same time the Alpha Guard instrument monitoring 222Rn content in the
Hall C air showed about 50 000 mBq/m3 thus the achieved radon reduction factor was
∼3.6×104. Some measurements of the air sampled from CRH were performed between
July and November 2013 during the construction of the DARKSIDE-50 TPC. The measured
specific activities of 222Rn varied between 6 and 21 mBq/m3 and were clearly correlated
with the activity in the clean room (number of people working inside). This is clearly visible
on the plot shown in Fig. 1.13. The 222Rn content in CRH (no activity inside) was monitored
over the weekend of 09.11.2013 – 11.11.2013. The concentrations were calculated every 6
h. There are clearly two values higher than the others – they correspond to the periods when
a person entered the room (for about 1 hour) for maintenance of the cryogenic systems.
After excluding these two measurements the obtained average was (4.6 ± 0.6) mBq/m3

(represented on the plot by horizontal lines). There was one measurement performed in
2013 on a sample taken form CR1 and it yielded about 200 mBq/m3, clearly higher compared
to values obtained for CRH. This could be related to the size of the clean room (CR1 is
much bigger) and therefore exhibits poorer gas exchange rate. This has been confirmed by
later measurements showing even 5 Bq/m3 in CR1 in 2016. All results obtained so far are
collected in Tab. 7.2.

7.5 Summary

The electrostatic 222Rn detector able to monitor the radon content in air taken from the
output of the radon abatement system and sampled from the DARKSIDE clean rooms (CRH,
CR1) was built. Appropriate design and selection of construction materials/technologies
allowed to reach the minimum measurable specific activity of about 1 mBq/m3. Performed
measurements showed that the DARKSIDE abatement system reduces the radon content
in the air by more than four orders of magnitude, down to a single mBq/m3. Air taken
from CRH and CR1 during construction of the DARKSIDE-50 TPC showed about 10 mBq/m3

(in average) and 200 mBq/m3, respectively, thus both clean rooms have atmospheres with
the lowest 222Rn concentrations ever achieved and comparable with small clean benches
purged with nitrogen gas. Construction of the DARKSIDE TPC in a 222Rn-free atmosphere
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Tab. 7.2: Radon concentration in different air samples measured with the electrostatic de-
tector. Measurements performed with high purity nitrogen reflect the background
of the detector (caused by self-emanation).

Sample Description 222Rn content [mBq/m3]
Taken directly from the 15 ± 2

Ateko air abatement system 1.4 ± 0.4
11 ± 1
21 ± 3

CRH Various periods 12 ± 2
between 2013 and 2017 5.8 ± 0.9

36 ± 6
4.6 ± 0.6
208 ± 21

CR1 Between 2013 and 2017 5000 ± 350
2200 ± 180

0.5 ± 0.1
HPN2

222Rn < 1 µBq/m3 0.7 ± 0.2
0.6 ± 0.2

was certainly one of the milestones leading to a truly background-free operation of the
DARKSIDE-50 detector [158][159].
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8Studies of Kr adsorption on
zeolites and carbon-based
adsorbers

As described in Sec. 4.4 the LAK nitrogen was used in large quantities in BOREXINO to
purify the scintillator from gaseous radioactive isotopes like 222Rn, 39Ar and 85Kr. A source
of gas, which was pure enough, was identified, as well as hardware and procedures to
deliver and store the ultra pure gas at LNGS were worked out. In parallel to that activity
possibilities to purify nitrogen were also studied. Since most of the nitrogen qualities fulfilled
the specification with respect to Ar content (see Tab. 4.3) an emphasis has been put on
Kr removal. Basing on the experience with 222Rn removal from nitrogen and argon the
primary choice was to study krypton adsorption on different kinds of adsorbers at low
temperatures. In general, carbon-based adsorbers should be more suitable for this purpose
than e.g. zeolites, mainly due to the lack of internal polarity and more adequate pore size
distributions. In addition krypton removal from gaseous nitrogen is expected to be much
more effective than krypton removal from liquid nitrogen. The main goal of this work was to
supply nitrogen with volumetric concentrations meeting specifications for the LAK nitrogen,
thus below 0.14 ppt for krypton and below 0.4 ppm for argon, thereby maintaining the low
222Rn content.

8.1 Adsorption model

The adsorption of a multi-component gas system (e.g. nitrogen+argon+krypton) is difficult
to predict quantitatively. However, some important issues can be discussed basing on results
obtained for single-component gas adsorption models. If a gas is exposed to the surface
of an adsorber, part of this gas will be adsorbed on the available adsorption sites. For low
partial pressures the Henry law predicts a linear relation between the number of adsorbed
particles n and the partial pressure of the gas p (in equilibrium):

n = H · p (8.1)

For a given temperature T the Henry constant H can be calculated when the so-called
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area of the adsorber and the binding energy of the
gas particle to the adsorber are known [83][88]. Purification of gases in a chromatography
column is based on different Henry constants for the carrier gas and contaminants (trace
elements). The latter are supposed to be adsorbed stronger and move slower through the
column. This effect can be described quantitatively by the plate theory of chromatography
which requires only two parameters: the retention volume VRet and the number of theoretical
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purification stages (plates) N in the column, where the gases come to equilibrium with
the adsorber (Eq. 8.1). The height of a single stage (also called HETP , height equivalent
to a theoretical plate) depends on many parameters like shape of the adsorber, velocity
of the gas, pressure, temperature, viscosity of the gas etc. If the HETP is small and
consequently N is large (HETP = L/N , L being the column length), the gases will reach
the equilibrium during their way through the column relatively fast. This results in a steep-
like breakthrough curve. On the other hand if there are only a few plates, the breakthrough
starts almost immediately. The retention volume VRet is defined as the volume of carrier gas
passed through the column at the inflection point of the breakthrough curve. For large N
it corresponds to the point where the concentration of a contaminant reaches 50% of its
initial value. The following equations give the analytical expression for the breakthrough
curve assuming high N and a constant concentration of contaminants c0 at the column
inlet [83]:

cN (V ) = c0 ·

(
1− 1√

2π
·
∫ ∞
t

e−
y2
2 dy

)
(8.2)

with t =
√
N ·

(
V

VRet
− 1
)

(8.3)

where V is the volume of the carrier gas passed through the column. For low partial pressure
the adsorption equilibrium is described by the Henry constant H. It can be shown that there
is a simple relation between H and VRet [176]:

VRet = H ·R · T ·mAds (8.4)

where mAds is the mass of the adsorber in the column. Eq. 8.4 makes it possible to measure
the Henry constant H (as well as N) by scanning the breakthrough curves and fitting
obtained results to Eq. 8.2. Fig. 8.1 shows examples of breakthrough curves with different
N for a fixed Henry constant H. Fig. 8.2 shows the calculated Henry constants [83] for
nitrogen, argon and krypton assuming a single-component gas. In reality having at least
two-component gas (e.g. Kr in Ar) the situation may be different so that the obtained values
cannot be applied for quantitative evaluations. However, the model allows for comparisons
of different adsorbers relative to each other. In particular it can be applied to choose the
optimum pore structure of an adsorber. Fig. 8.2 shows that nitrogen and argon behave almost
identically and it will be very difficult to separate them by adsorption. The reason is that an
argon atom (mass number 40) and a bi-atomic nitrogen molecule (mass number 28) have
approximately the same size. Therefore they prefer pores of the same size and the nitrogen
(carrier) can displace adsorbed argon atoms. On the other hand the single-component Henry
constant for krypton is much larger than that for nitrogen and argon. Therefore it is expected
that a significant difference will sustain also for the binary system nitrogen/krypton (as well
as for argon/krypton). Consequently, the displacement effect is expected to be weaker and
purification of nitrogen (or argon) from krypton by low temperature adsorption should be
possible. From Fig. 8.2 one can conclude that for effective adsorption the pore structure of
the adsorber should be optimized for the size of the krypton atom. Additionally, the material
should have no internal polarity. The last condition is important because krypton has to be
removed from a bi-atomic gas (nitrogen). If the adsorber is unpolar, only Van-der-Waals
forces (induced-dipole/induced-dipole interactions) can cause the binding to the surface
(for krypton as well as for nitrogen). If there is a permanent internal polarity of the adsorber
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Fig. 8.1: Shape of three breakthrough curves for a fixed Henry constant H and three
different numbers of theoretical stages (N = 1, 5 and 100). For small N the
breakthrough happens immediately [88].

Fig. 8.2: Henry constant for the adsorption of krypton, argon and nitrogen between two
parallel carbon walls at a distance b. The calculations were performed for 77
K[88].
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Fig. 8.3: Experimental setup used to study Kr removal from nitrogen gas by cryoadsorption.
Example breakthrough curves for high N (blue) and low N are also shown.

material, the binding will not only be caused by pure Van-der-Waals forces, but also by a
stronger permanent-dipole/induced-dipole force. The strength of the latter is proportional
to the polarizability of a gas particle to be adsorbed. In general poly-atomic gases have
higher polarizabilities than mono-atomic gases. Consequently any permanent polarity of the
adsorber should weaken the binding of krypton compared to the binding of nitrogen and
will therefore be less favorable.

8.2 Measurements of the Henry constant for different
adsorbers

The experimental setup used to measure the Henry constants is shown in Fig. 8.3. High
purity liquid nitrogen (6.0 grade) from a 600 l transport tank is evaporated and flows
through a cold trap filled with the adsorber to be examined. The nitrogen was artificially
doped by the supplier (Westfalen AG) with up to 400 ppt of krypton in order to observe
clearly the purification effect. After the trap there are 4 pipettes available to take samples
in timely sequence. The krypton concentration in N2 is determined with a noble gas mass
spectrometer – see Sec. 4.4. In its sample purification section the nitrogen and reactive
trace contaminants are removed with a getter pump. Next the residual noble gas aliquot
is transferred to the spectrometer and analyzed. The spectrometer [102] is very sensitive
allowing to detect krypton down to 10−13 cm3 [70]. Typically the volume of the nitrogen
samples was about 1 cm3 resulting in a detectable krypton concentration of about 0.1 ppt.
With the initial concentration at the 400 ppt level it was possible to observe purification up
to a factor of 4000.

Since the density and the shape of the adsorbers varied strongly three cold traps of different
volumes were used: 300 cm3, 100 cm3 and 30 cm3. They were equipped with sintered
metal filters to hold the adsorber in the trap. A 3 nm teflon filter was put in line to protect
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the spectrometer from debris of the adsorbers. Each run started with a thorough baking
out of the adsorber and all the lines (∼200 ◦C) for 2 – 3 days. A permanent nitrogen gas
flow was sustained during this process to carry away the contaminants released from the
surfaces. After that the krypton concentration was measured when the nitrogen ran through
the heated trap and then through its by-pass. If the results agreed the adsorber was purified
sufficiently and the adsorption test could start. The trap was cooled down in a cryogenic
bath and the nitrogen was led through it to the pipettes (with a constant flow rate between
120 l/h and 250 l/h – depending on the trap and on the adsorber). The krypton content in
the purified gas was measured in timely sequence (usually every 3 hours, what was given by
the time needed to perform an analysis of one sample) in order to scan the profile of the
breakthrough curve. At the end of the run the krypton concentration was checked again
with the column by-passed in order to confirm that it has not changed during the run.

Zeolites. Two types of adsorbers were investigated: Carbon-based adsorbers and zeolites
(AlSiO-based). Zeolites having aluminium in the molecular chain are polar. The so-called
hydrophobic zeolites are depleted in aluminium (smaller internal polarity) but they can be
made only with rather small pores. Since the krypton atom is relatively large, pore sizes
of at least 7 Å are required (see Fig. 8.2). Such a structure with non-negligible fraction
of aluminium is expected to have some internal polarity. Several zeolites of different pore
sizes and different Al/Si ratios in the structure were tested. Measurements were performed
using liquid nitrogen and liquid argon as a cooling media. In general the obtained results
confirmed our theoretical predictions. All adsorbers showed very little (if any) abilities to
remove krypton from nitrogen. Either due to too small pores or high polarity. Therefore in
the successive research was focused only on the carbon-based adsorbers, which are free of
internal polarity.

Carbon-based adsorbers. The carbon-based adsorbers which we investigated are listed
with their main properties in Tab. 8.1. CarboAct® F3/F4 is the product that was successfully
used for the purification of nitrogen from radon at liquid nitrogen temperature. Its pore size
distribution is not known precisely, but it should be like for a ‘standard’ activated carbon
(a very wide distribution). CarboTech C 38/2 is a product mainly used for solvent recovery.
According to the manufacturer this product has a larger fraction of pores in the range around
7 Å than ‘standard’ products and should therefore be favorable for our applications. Charcoal
Cloth FM 5-250 is a fabric made out of carbon. Like CarboTech C 38/2 this product has
enhanced fraction of pores around 7 Å. Carbosieve SIII is a product with a narrow pore
size distribution between 15 Å and 40 Å. It is mainly used for trapping volatile organic
compounds (VOCs). The fifth product which we tested comes from Skeleton Technologies
with a narrow pore size distribution peaking at 7 Å.

The measurements were performed for different masses of the adsorbers therefore the results
cannot be compared directly. However, the volume V never appears alone in Eq. 8.2 but
only as a ratio V /VRet. Since there is also a linear relation between VRet and the mass of
the adsorber mAds (Eq. 8.4), it is therefore possible to scale the obtained breakthrough
curves. Fig. 8.4 shows the case when purification of nitrogen from krypton was performed
using the trap cooled in LN2. The y-axis gives the concentration of krypton in the purified
nitrogen normalized to the concentration in the unpurified gas. The solid lines are fits of
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the breakthrough curves (Eq. 8.2) to the measured data points. From these fits one can
get the retention volume VRet (thus the Henry constant H) and the number of theoretical
purification stages N (HETP ). The results are summarized in Tab. 8.2. It should be
mentioned that the HETP depends not only on the adsorber but also on the geometry of
the column. Therefore different adsorbers cannot be compared directly by their HETP (due
to different granularity they were tested in different traps). A good quantity to compare
different adsorbers at the same temperature is the Henry constant H.

When the adsorber is cooled in LN2 it can happen that the nitrogen gas passing through the
trap (usually at overpressure) partly liquefies and covers the adsorber surface completely.
Therfore trace contaminations like krypton do not "see" well the internal structure of the
pores. Moreover the mobility of krypton in liquid nitrogen is much smaller than in gaseous
nitrogen. Consequently a better performance of all the adsorbers should be expected in a
pure gas phase scenario. On the other hand the adsorption process is dependent on the
temperature and it becomes less efficient at higher temperatures. To test the gas phase
adsorption and at the same time maintaining a low temperature the cold trap was immersed
in liquid argon. The temperature of liquid argon (87 K at standard conditions) is still low
enough for effective adsorption, but at the same time high enough to avoid liquefaction of
nitrogen. Fig. 8.5 shows the obtained breakthrough curves for this case. The fit parameters
are presented in Tab. 8.3.

For Carbosieve SIII one measurement was performed for temperature of –160 ◦C, thus
26 ◦C higher than the LAr boiling point. The trap was immersed in a bath of CryoCool Heat
Transfer Fluid, which was cooled down to the required level by liquid nitrogen. The obtained
breakthrough curve is shown in Fig. 8.6 in blue. It can be directly compared with the curve
measured earlier for the same trap for the LAr bath (in red, see also Fig. 8.5). There is
very minor difference in the column performance in both cases, the (normalized) retention
volumes are practically the same.

Using the mass spectrometer it was possible to measure simultaneously krypton and argon
in the purified and unpurified (taken directly from the container) gas. As expected from the
theoretical consideration the effect of argon removal from nitrogen was always negligible for
any kind of adsorber. Moreover it turned out that most suppliers can deliver nitrogen having
a sufficiently low argon concentration for the BOREXINO experiment [70]. Consequently
searches for a product optimized for argon adsorption were not continued.
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Tab. 8.1: Main properties of the investigated carbon adsorbers. The first three products are "standard" activated carbons with wide pore size distributions.
The other two are special products with narrow pore size distributions [88].

Product F3/F4 C 38/2 FM 5-250 Carbosieve SIII Skeleton 7Å

Manu- CarboAct CarboTech Charcoal Supelco Skeleton
facturer Cloth Int. Techonolgies

Pore size unknown wide distribution, narrow narrow
distribution (wide enhanced fraction around distribution distribution

distribution) ∼7 Å ∼20 Å (15− 40 Å) (7 Å)

Composition grains pressed fabric grains grains
of product cylinders

Size 0.85− 2.8 mm Length: 2− 7 mm Thickness: 60− 80 mesh ∼70 µm
Diam.: 2 mm 1.2− 1.4 mm

Density ∼0.1 g/cm3 0.65 g/cm3 ∼210 g/m2 0.61 g/cm3 ∼0.6 g/cm3

Surface 1200 m2/g 1300 m2/g 1000 − 820 m2/g 1270 m2/g
area 1200 m2/g
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Fig. 8.4: Breakthrough curves for krypton adsorption from nitrogen on different carbon-
based adsorbers at the liquid nitrogen temperature.

8.3 Summary

The plots (Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5) show that the measured data points are in good agreement
with the fitted theoretical breakthrough curves. Comparing the results obtained for the
different adsorbers cooled by liquid nitrogen, we find that ‘standard’ activated carbons with
wide pore size distributions in general do not work well for Kr removal from nitrogen. Even
for 1 kg of e.g. CarboAct® F3/F4 the breakthrough happens already after 17 m3 of nitrogen
passed through the trap. The situation is somewhat more favorable for Charcoal Cloth
FM 5-250, but we think that this is rather an effect of the fabric (which seems to be more
favorable than the grains) than an effect of the pore size distribution. The two products with
a narrow pore size disribution, Carbosieve SIII and Skeleton 7 Å, both work better, but still
there is no significant difference. The reason could be the liquefaction of nitrogen. In this
case the inner structure of the adsorber becomes less important. For all materials the HETP
is large (the number of stages N is small) resulting in a significant increase of the krypton
concentration already from the beginning of the purification process.

The Henry constants obtained for the gas phase adsorption (using LAr as a cooling medium)
are significantly larger for all tested materials (see Tab. 8.2 and see Tab. 8.3). It should be
pointed out that the binding energy for adsorbed particles is expected to be significantly
smaller at ∼10 K higher temperature. However, the transition from the liquid to the gas
phase over-compensates that effect. This shows that the porosity is very important for an
efficient adsorption and that krypton can not reach the appropriate pores efficiently when
liquid nitrogen is present inside the trap. Also the HETP is smaller in the gas phase and
therefore the breakthrough curves are steeper. The only exception is Charcoal Cloth FM
5-250, which confirms our assumption that the fabric behaves differently than the grains.
A measurement performed for Carbosieve SIII at higher temperature of –160 ◦C did not
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Fig. 8.5: Breakthrough curves for krypton adsorption from nitrogen on different carbon-
based adsorbers at the liquid nitrogen temperature.
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Fig. 8.6: Breakthrough curves for krypton adsorption from nitrogen on Carbosieve SIII at
LAr temperature (–186 ◦C, red curve) and at –160 ◦C (blue curve).

Tab. 8.2: Overview of the obtained parameters for krypton adsorption from gaseous nitro-
gen on different types of carbon cooled by LN2.

Adsorber HETP [mm] H [10−2 mol/Pa/kg] VRet/mAds [m3/kg]

CarboAct® 275 2.4 17
CarboTech C38/2 34 1.6 12

Carbon Cloth 21 2.9 21
Carbosieve SIII 110 8.3 60

Skeleton 7Å 55 10 73
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Tab. 8.3: Overview of the obtained parameters for krypton adsorption from gaseous nitro-
gen on different types of carbon cooled by LAr.

Adsorber HETP [mm] H [10−2 mol/Pa/kg] VRet/mAds [m3/kg]

CarboAct® 15 21 183
CarboTech C38/2 17 19 158

Carbon Cloth 24 16 125
Carbosieve SIII 10 34 282

Skeleton 7Å 1.6 37 321

show essentially a significant difference in the performance of the column compared to LAr
temperature (26 ◦C difference – see Fig. 8.6). Very interesting would be therefore a test
at about –95 ◦C, because this temperature can be rather easily achieved by most of the
commercial coolers (ethanol bath).

Obtained results show that ‘standard’ activated carbons have very similar retention abilities
probably due to similar pore size distributions. The two products with narrow pore size
distributions show better performance. The difference between the two categories of carbon
materials becomes clearly visible in the case of gas phase adsorption. The Henry constants
obtained for Carbosieve SIII and Skeleton 7 Å are the largest ever achieved for the adsorption
of krypton from nitrogen carrier gas. In addition, the relatively small HETP obtained for
the gas phase adsorption results in a high krypton concentration reduction factor in nitrogen
(before the breakthrough happens). It varied between ∼100 (CarboAct® F3/F4, CarboTech
C 38/2) and ∼1000 (Skeleton 7 Å, Carbosieve SIII and Charcoal Cloth FM 5-250). For LN2

cooling we always obtained less than a factor ∼100 (Skeleton 7 Å).

The BOREXINO experiment required krypton-free nitrogen at a flow rate of ∼30 m3/h.
Assuming a column filled with 10 kg of Skeleton 7 Å, a permanent operation for about 4
days would be possible. This time is sufficient to regenerate a second identical column so
that 20 kg of the adsorber would be needed to guarantee a continuous supply of purified
nitrogen (a system of two parallel columns).

Finally one could discuss the possibility of a further improvement of the adsorption ability
of the product. According to the model (see Fig. 8.2) the optimum pore size for krypton
adsorption is about 7 Å. However, for the calculations spherical symmetry of the particles
has been assumed ignoring any internal structure. Due to constraints from atomic physics
it might not be possible for a krypton atom to approach so close to the carbon wall as it
is assumed by the model. Consequently the best pore size might be larger than 7 Å. This
view is also supported by the fact that Carbosieve SIII (pores between 15 Å and 40 Å)
shows similarly good performance as Skeleton 7 Å. Consequently carbon material with pores
around 10 Å would be an interesting candidate for further tests. The fraction of larger pores
in the adsorber might also play an important role, because larger pores act as channels to
bring the krypton atoms quickly to the micropores of the right size. If the krypton atoms can
find appropriate pores quickly (fast kinetics of the reaction), the adsorption might be more
efficient. Eventually the grain size might have an influence, but this has not been tested
yet.
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9Studies of 226Ra adsorption on the
BOREXINO nylon

As discussed in Sec. 4.3 the BOREXINO nylon vessels (Inner Vessel and Outer Vessel, which
served as a barrier against 222Rn) were inflated in the atmosphere of synthetic air with
very low 222Rn concentration of about 0.1 mBq/m3. This helped to avoid deposition of the
long-lived 222Rn daughters on the vessel’s surfaces, what could lead to an increase of the
background. After inflation of the vessels, for safety reasons, the BOREXINO detector was
filled first with ultra-pure water [141], which was next replaced by the liquid scintillator.
The 226Ra content in the water produced by the BOREXINO water plant was at the level of
1 mBq/m3 [84] and it was significantly higher compared to the liquid scintillator. Due to
the large volume of the detector target (about 280 ton) the total 226Ra activity contained
in the water filled into the Inner Vessel was high (∼0.3 Bq) and therefore it was necessary
to investigate what was the fraction, which could be plated-out on the IV surface [76].
222Rn produced by decays of deposited radium can diffuse into the most internal 100 ton of
the scintillator (FV) increasing the overall background of the detector.

For the 226Ra deposition tests one of the emanation chambers described in Sec. 2 was used
(20 l volume). A nylon bag was formed out of a foil (Capron) considered to be used in
BOREXINO and placed inside the chamber as shown in Fig. 9.1. It was next filled with
ultra-pure water, to which in the following step known activity of 226Ra (coming from a
certified solution) was added. After some time when the radium could be deposited on the
foil surface (between 3 weeks and 4 months for different tests) the water was pumped out
from the bag through a special pipe going to its deepest point. After each step of the outlined
procedure the total 226Ra activity inside the chamber was precisely measured through 222Rn.
Radon was extracted from the vessel using pure He as a carrier gas, collected in a charcoal
trap and filled into a proportional counter. Determination of the 226Ra activity in each
configuration allowed to precisely determine how much 226Ra was present in the water and
how much was adsorbed on the foil. Appropriate corrections for amounts of water removed
during radon extractions (sparging with He) and left over on the foil after water removal
were applied. Three series of measurements were performed for different pH values of
the water: 2.8, 5.7, 6.8. Respectively, different concentrations of 226Ra in the water were
applied: 1.1 mBq/l, 2.5 mBq/l, 0.5 mBq/l, as well as different exposure times (3 months, 3
weeks and 4 months, respectively). The total surface of the used foils was always about 0.2
m2 and the fraction being in direct contact with the 226Ra-rich water equaled to ∼0.15 m2.
All relevant values and obtained activities for all three runs are collected in Tab. 9.1 and in
Tab. 9.2. As it appears from Tab. 9.2 the activity of 226Ra deposited on the foil (AP ) was for
all three runs very similar (within uncertainties) and independent on pH (in contrast to what
has been observed e.g. for glass [161]), as well as on the initial radium concentration in the
water. It looks like the surface was saturated or the radium was penetrating the bulk of the
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Fig. 9.1: Schematic view of the setup used to investigate deposition of 226Ra on the
BOREXINO nylon foil.

Tab. 9.1: 226Ra activities inside the emanation chamber measured at different stages of
the tests of radium deposition on nylon. Three series of measurements were
performed for different pH and different 226Ra concentrations in the water. After
the description of the actually investigated configuration a brief information about
following steps is given (indicated by the arrows).

Configuration Measured 226Ra activities [mBq]
→ following action pH = 2.8 pH = 5.7 pH = 6.8

Blank of the chamber 0.065 ± 0.015 0.073 ± 0.021 0.056 ± 0.015
→ foil installation
Chamber + foil 0.10 ± 0.02 0.10 ± 0.03 0.063 ± 0.015
→ adding water:

(8.34 l | 7.77 l | 8.30 l)
Chamber + foil + water 0.14 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0.03 0.13 ± 0.02

→ adding 226Ra:
(9.1 mBq | 17.9 mBq | 4.3 mBq)
Cham. + foil + water + 226Ra 9.2 ± 0.4 18.1 ± 0.8 4.3 ± 0.2

→ removing water:
(3 m | 3 weeks | 4 m)

Cham. + foil + residual water 0.31 ± 0.05 0.35 ± 0.04 0.20 ± 0.04
+ deposited 226Ra
→removing the foil

Blank of the chamber 0.073 ± 0.021 0.057 ± 0.018 0.064 ± 0.016
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Tab. 9.2: Activities and concentrations of 226Ra in the water and activities of 226Ra de-
posited on the foil for all three performed tests. In the last row percentage of the
amount of radium deposited on nylon in each test is given.

pH of the water
Quantity pH = 2.8 pH = 5.7 pH = 6.8

226Ra activity in the water
ARa [mBq] 9.1 ± 0.5 18.8 ± 0.8 4.3 ± 0.2

226Ra conc. in the water
CRa [mBq/l] 1.1 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1

226Ra activity on/in the foil
AP [mBq] 0.18 ± 0.07 0.15 ± 0.08 0.13 ± 0.05

Fraction of 226Ra adsorbed
on/in the foil P [%] 2.0 ± 0.8 0.8 ± 0.5 3.0 ± 1.2

material together with water (it is known that the foil soaks water increasing its own mass
up to 10%) and was later “visible” through emanated 222Rn [72]. The values of ARa, CRa,
AP and P quoted in Tab. 9.2 were obtained by taking into account appropriate results from
the following measurement steps as listed in Tab. 9.1 and necessary corrections for losses
of water due to applied measurement procedure (humidifying He used to extract 222Rn,
rests of the water remained on the foil after removing it from the emanation chamber). In
all runs it was about 0.5% of the initial water volume filled into the chamber. The quoted
uncertainties of AP are relatively big (from 40 to 50%) because in many cases the measured
activities were very close to the detection limit of the used apparatus. Since most of the
calculations were based on subtractions the relative errors increased. The fraction P of
226Ra deposited/adsorbed on the nylon varied between 1% and 3% and essentially followed
the initial radium concentration in the water (AP ∼ const.).

For the estimation of the expected background in the BOREXINO detector caused by 226Ra ad-
sorbed from the water on the IV surface an appropriate scaling of the obtained laboratory
results was needed. For this purpose it was assumed that the ratio of 226Ra volume- (in the
water) to surface (on the foil) concentration is constant under given conditions: CSF /CRa
= const. The water used in BOREXINO had pH = 7.0 and its radium specific activity is 1
mBq/m3. Since there is practically no dependence of AP on pH for calculations of CSF
we can average the AP values over all performed measurements, which gives 0.15 mBq,
thus CSF ∼ 1 mBq/m2 (the foil surface area being directly in contact with the water was
∼0.15 m2) and CSF /CRa = 2000 m (CRa = 0.5 mBq/l as for the test with pH = 6.8).
Scaling the results to the BOREXINO IV (surface area SIV = 227 m2) one gets its total
activity of (ASF )BX = 380 µBq. Assuming that 222Rn produced from this radium will be
homogeneously distributed in the entire LS volume of 280 ton (the worst case scenario),
its activity expected in the Fiducial Volume should be 11 cpd. This is still acceptable (40
cpd are expected form 7Be neutrinos) because majority of these events may be recognized
and rejected by registration of Bi-Po coincidences and by pulse shape analysis (identification
of alpha decays). This finding could be also cross-checked with the results obtained with
the Counting Test Facility [50], a prototype of the BOREXINO detector, where the scintillator
vessel had 1 m radius. Repeating the above calculations one gets here the expected radon
signal of (ASF )CTF = 23 µBq = 2 cpd, what was consistent with the measured value.
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Summarizing, the water filling of the BOREXINO detector did not influence significantly its
background through 226Ra deposition on the inner side of the Inner Vessels.
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10LARGE

LARGE is the LAr Germanium test facility of GERDA, which can operate up to 9 HPGe detec-
tors in 1 m3 (1.4 ton) of LAr in ultra-low background environment. The LARGE setup was
build in the underground laboratory at Gran Sasso in the Germanium Detector Lab (GDL) to
investigate the achievable background suppression by using LAr scintillation veto for possible
applications in GERDA Phase II and beyond. It was the first time that naked HPGe detectors
were operated in a ultra-low background environment with large volume instrumented
LAr. The background suppression was studied with different sources in different locations
that represent characteristic background sources to GERDA. It has been demonstrated, that
the benefit of LAr suppression is not outweighted by additional background from the LAr
instrumentation. On the contrary, by using the LAr veto, LARGE reached a background
index of <10−2 cts/(keV×kg×yr), which is essentially an equivalent to the design goal of
GERDA Phase I. LARGE was also used as a background diagnostic tool for GERDA and to
establish handling procedures for the HPGe detectors.

10.1 LArGe design

A schematic sketch of the LARGE setup and its description is shown in Fig. 10.1. The heart of
the system is a cylindrical (90 cm inner diameter and a height of 210 cm), vacuum insulated
cryostat made from electrolytic copper – see Fig. 10.2. It has been designed to hold 1 m3

of LAr viewed by nine 8" ETL 9357 photomultiplier tubes. The top collar and a bellow of
the cryostat are made from stainless steel. The PMT support structure rests on a rim at the
copper-steel transition. The LAr filling level is adjusted 1 – 7 cm below the rim. The cryostat
is closed by a lid (top flange), which is equipped with various flanges for cable feedthroughs
and tubes from the cryogenic system. Heat loss is primarily prevented by the insulation
vacuum of 10−5 to 10−6 mbar. The super-insulation of the copper body is equipped with
several thin copper sheets, which act as infrared (IR) shields. An active cooling system cools
the innermost IR shield to LAr temperature, and carries heat away from the steel collar: LN2

enters the cooling cells at the copper-steel transition, were the IR shield is fixed. LN2 runs
up the cells in a spiral on the inner wall inside the collar, evaporates by picking up heat, and
exits as a gas below the bellow – see Fig. 10.2 for details. The active cooling system reduces
the LAr loss due to evaporation to zero. The filling level of the LAr is adjusted slightly above
the PMTs’ equator, leaving the upper part of the cryostat in the gas phase of argon. The inner
cryostat walls are lined with the VM2000 radiant mirror foil. The foil and the PMTs are
covered with a 1 – 4 µm thin layer of wavelength-shifter (WLS). It is composed of polystyrene
(PST) with a concentration of 10% by weight of tetraphenylbutadiene (TPB) as a dye, both
dissolved in toluene. The cryostat is surrounded by a graded shield of increased radio-purity
to suppress the external background. The outermost layer consists of 20 cm polyethylene (to
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Fig. 10.1: Schematic view of the LArGe setup.

Fig. 10.2: Left panel: illustration of the cryostat with dimensions and labels of the main
components. The PMTs with their support structure rest on a metal rim at the
copper-steel transition. Right panel: schematic cross section of the upper cryostat
wall with the integrated active cooling system and super-insulation.
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attenuate neutrons). This is followed by 23 cm of steel, 10 cm of low-activity lead, and 15
cm of electrolytic copper. Finally, the innermost layer forms ∼41 cm of LAr, assumed for a
centrally positioned Ge detector of 4 cm radius. A double chamber lock system on top of the
shielding serves as an access port for the deployment of Ge detectors and internal radioactive
sources. The lock and the open volume between cryostat and shield are permanently flushed
with gaseous argon at slight overpressure against air-trace contamination of the LAr and to
avoid background from airborne 222Rn.

The design of the LARGE passive shield is devised to have the gamma background dominated
by the radioimpurity of the innermost copper layer (<19 µBg/kg 228Th). The copper itself
was produced in close coordination with the manufacturer, which allowed to keep the
exposure time for cosmic activation low (<10 µBg/kg 60Co). The relatively high content of
228Th in the used carbon steel (∼5.3 mBq/kg) led to an additional layer of low-activity lead
(<22 µBg/kg 228Th) between copper and steel. Together, all three layers attenuate external
gammas from the 2.614 MeV line of 208Tl to 5×10−8 of the initial flux.

Fig. 10.3 shows the LARGE vacuum and cryogenic systems. Several independent subsystems
can be identified: the active cooling system, the pumping unit for the insulation vacuum,
the LAr filling system, the flushing system for the shielding and the mass spectrometer for
online analysis of the argon purity. Safety and surveillance instrumentation, such as pressure
gauges, overpressure valves, burst discs, temperature sensors, as well as the active cooling
system are compiled in a custom slow control (SC) system, to which there is external access
via ethernet connection. All operations performed on the vacuum or cryogenic systems are
high-risk operations and could be performed only by a trained personnel according to the
established procedures [68].

Active cooling system. In order to prevent LAr evaporation (stable long-term operations
without LAr refilling possible) the LARGE cryostat has been equipped with the active cooling
system. It reduces the temperature of the innermost IR shield to LAr temperature and carries
heat away from the steel collar: LN2 enters cooling cells at the copper-steel transition, were
the IR shield is fixed (see Fig. 10.2). Liquid nitrogen runs up the cells in a spiral on the
inner wall inside the collar, evaporates by picking up heat, and exits as gas just below the
bellow. The gaseous nitrogen is then heated to room temperature in the coils C1 (heated
electrically) and C2 (atmospheric heat exchanger) and goes through a mass flow controller
(Flow) connected to the SC system. The LN2 flow is thus regulated by the flow of the
evaporated gas, which is very precise and effective. On average the LN2 consumption is 2.5
kg/h (sufficient to compensate the total heat load of 90 W on the cryostat), respectively∼420
kg/week. The LN2 is supplied from a 400 l dewar, which operates at 0.5 bar overpressure (P3)
to push the LN2 into the cooling spiral. During refilling of the 400 l tank (every 4 d, from an
external nitrogen storage vessel), a smaller tank with 120 l capacity is used, thus continuous
cooling is assured. The external tank cannot be connected directly to the active cooling
system in order to avoid sudden pressure jumps e.g. during its refilling. The pressure in the
cryostat (P7) is regulated by the cooling power: in normal operation, the working pressure
is kept stable around 950 mbar, typically in the range 930-970 mbar. When the pressure
is dropping, the cooling power is reduced and LAr evaporates, counteracting the pressure
drop; when the pressure is increasing, the cooling power is increased and argon from the
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KV1 – Cryo-valve at the LN2 storage tank outside the barrack 

KV2 – Cryo-valve on the LN2 supply line, located inside the barrack just at the wall 

KV3 – Cryo-valve, filling line of the 400-L dewar 

KV4 – Vacuum insulated cryo-valve, LN2 supply of the active cooling  

KV5 – Cryo-valve, filling line of the 120-L dewar 

KV6 – Vacuum insulated cryo-valve, LN2 supply of the active cooling  

KV7 – Vent valve of the LAr filling line (top) 

KV8 – Vent valve of the LAr filling line (bottom) 

KV9 – Vacuum insulated cryo-valve, LAr filling line (top) 

KV10 – Vacuum insulated cryo-valve, LAr filling line (bottom) 

KV11, KV12 – Cryo-valves of the LAr purification column 

 

VEM1 – electromagnetic safety valve  

   LV1 – leak control valve (gas inlet for the MS) 

 

V1 – LArGe insulation pumping line, valve on the turbo pump  

V2 – LArGe insulation pumping line, valve on the top (silver with CF-40 flanges) 

V3 – Vent valve for the shield, used to regulate the overpressure there 

V4 – Ar gas inlet valve for the shield 

V5 – N2 inlet gas valve, regulates the flow of nitrogen into the shield volume 

V6 – Vent valve for the nitrogen produced by the active cooling system 

V7 – Ar gas inlet valve for the cryostat (connected with the valve panel) 

V7B – Argon gas release valve 

V8 – Top valve of Ar gas supply to the MS 

V9 – Bottom valve of Ar gas supply to the MS 

V10 – Valve closing the SPV of the MS 

V11 – Valve separating the SPV from the bubbler 

V12 – Valve separating the SPV from the turbo pump TP3 

V13 – Valve separating TP2 from the TP4 (orange pump) 

V14 – By-pass valve of the big Rn trap  

V15 

V16    – Flushing valves at the valve panel 
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V19    – Flushing valves at the filling LAr dewar 

V20  

V21 – T-piece valve of the source tube (flushing of the source tube) 

V22 – GAr flushing tube 

SV1 – safety valve on the nitrogen supply line, outside the barrack, 5 bar 

SV2 – safety valve on the 400-L LN2 dewar, sets the pressure for the active cooling system 

SV2 – safety valve on the 120-L LN2 dewar, sets the pressure for the active cooling system 

SV4 – safety valve for the shield, 1000 mbar abs 

SV5 – safety valve for the cryostat, 1000 mbar abs 

SV6 – safety valve for the active cooling system, 1.3 barg 

 

BS1 – Burst disc, LN2 filling line, 16 barg 

BS2 – Burst disc, Cryostat insulation vacuum, 900 mbar abs 

BS3 – Burst disc, Cryostat, 1100 mbar abs 

 

P1 – Pressure gauge on the LN2 storage tank (analog) 

P2 – Pressure gauge, LN2 filling line (analog) 

P3 – Pressure gauge, 400-L LN2 dewar (analog) 

P4 – Pressure gauge, 120-L LN2 dewar (analog) 

P5 – Pressure gauge. Cryostat insulation vacuum (Pfeiffer, digital) 

P6 – Pressure gauge, shield (Leybold, digital) 

P7 – Pressure gauge, cryostat (Pfeiffer, digital 

P8 – Pressure gauge of the pump for SPV of the MS 

P9 – Pressure in the MS 

P10 – Pressure gauge of the source tube  

P11 – Pressure gauge, Cryostat insulation vacuum (Leybold, digital) 

 

T1 – Temperature sensor, cold nitrogen gas (cooling system) 

T2 – Temperature sensor, warm nitrogen gas (heating control) 

T3 – Temperature sensor, Cryostat vent 

 

SP1 – Scroll pump 

TP1 – Turbo pump, insulation vacuum 

TP2 – Turbo pump of the Mass Spectrometer 

TP3 – Turbo pump of the Sample Prep. Volume of the MS 

TP4 – Orange combo pump used as a pre-vacuum for TP2   

 

C1 – Nitrogen warming-up coil, heated with a heating tape 

C2 – Backup N2 warming-up coil, room temperature 

 

Flow – Nitrogen flow controller, active cooling control 

Fig. 10.3: Piping and instrumentation diagram (PID) of the LARGE cryogenic and vacuum
infrastructure. It includes the LAr purification and filling system (located outside
the GDL barrack), the LN2 active cooling system, the cryostat pumping system
and the mass spectrometer (to investigate the argon purity) [68].
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gas-phase may be liquified, thus decreasing the pressure. By this method, the pressure has
been controlled reliably during years of operation. As long as the system remains closed, no
LAr was lost. Since the temperature of LN2 (–195.8 ◦C) is below the freezing point of LAr
(–189.3 ◦C), it is possible to form argon ice with too much cooling power. For instance, this
may happen when the insulation vacuum of the cryostat is decreasing, and the additional
heat must be compensated with a higher LN2 flow. The temperature sensors on the PMT
support structure show when this happens. The active cooling is controlled by the Slow
Control system.

LAr filling system. For filling of the cryostat transportable argon dewars (capacity of 240
l) under high pressure (up to 6 bar) are connected to a vacuum-insulated valve panel outside
GDL. Interconnected between panel and the dewars (between V18 and KV9/KV10) is a trap
filled with 602 g of CarboAct® for LAr purification from radon. A dedicated Teflon filter is
used against (charcoal) particles. At least for one day prior to filling, the trap and tubing
up to the valve panel are baked out at ∼140 ◦C under vacuum of 10−4 mbar, to release
previously accumulated contaminations. For filling the trap is cooled by a LAr bath. At the
valve panel one can choose between two vacuum-insulated tubes, which transport the argon
into the cryostat; one tube goes to the bottom (via KV10) of the cryostat, and one to the
level of the PMTs (via KV9) and it is used mostly for adding LAr after some losses related to
deployment of the germanium detectors in liquid argon. The cryostat is pre-cooled by the
active cooling system. Yet, flash-gas which arises is released through exhaust valves (V7B,
SV5) or other temporary openings. For flushing of the cryostat the same filling infrastructure
is used, with two differences: 1) the radon trap is bypassed (via V14); 2) the LAr from the
240 l dewars is evaporated before entering the evacuated tubes. This was done by simply
interconnecting a long, not thermally insulated tube. Prior to the first LAr filling (in 2010),
the cryostst was purged with hot (∼40 ◦C) argon gas in order efficiently clean/degas all the
internal surfaces.

Cryostat insulation pumping system. The insulation vacuum is pumped every four days
in order to keep it constantly below <10−4 mbar (P5) and minimize the LN2 consumption,
which increases along with decreasing insulation vacuum (higher heat load). The pumping
unit composes of a turbo pump (TP1) and a backing scroll pump (SC1). The vacuum line is
equipped with an automatic shut-down valve (electromagnetic UHV valve VEM1) in order
to prevent that the insulation is vented during pumping due to e.g. power failure. Burst
disc BS2 protects the insulation against sudden pressure increase above the atmospheric
pressure. Due to potential noise generated by the pumps and the electromagnetic valve,
during the refilling and pumping operation (done at the same time) all measurements are
suspended.

Mass spectrometer. The gas mass spectrometer was used to analyze in real time purity
of argon gas taken from the cryostat during crucial operations (filling, refilling). For example
it was very important to determine prior to the first filling of the cryostat with LAr the
time needed to remove the residual air, because oxygen and nitrogen diluted in LAr could
suppress the argon scintillation light. The used spectrometer is the commercially available
quadrupol Prisma QMS 200 M2 device. It was equipped with a custom UHV pumping system
(turbo and a scroll pump) and connected with a 6 mm tube to the cryostat. The gas coming
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from LARGE was injected into the spectrometer using a dedicated Variable Leak Valve (VLV).
The sensitivity of the spectrometer was about 1 ppm for oxygen and nitrogen, thus sufficient
to detect contaminations affecting the LAr scintillation light. For the calibration of the
spectrometer (masses and sensitivities) a special gas mixture was prepared. It consists of Ar,
Xe, Kr, O2, N2 and CO2 and is kept in a special, fully metal sealed bottle of the volume of
about 2 l.

10.2 Selected LArGe results

Various aspects of GERDA background have been investigated using the LARGE setup. The
most important topics are listed below:

• investigations of LAr veto for HPGe detectors [124],
• investigations of Pulse Shape Analysis technique for the BEGe detectors [124],
• investigations of 42K (daughter of 42Ar) behaviour in LAr [117] and its impact on the

GERDA background [6],
• measurement of the 42Ar abundance in Ar [123],

10.2.1 Determination of 42Ar abundance in Ar

As an example the measurement of the 42Ar abundance in Ar is discussed. It was performed
with a semi-coaxial HPGe detector completely encapsulated in a three-layer structure:
PTFE/copper/PTFE. 42Ar was identified through the 1525 keV gamma line of its short-lived
daughter 42K. The count rate under the peak was investigated as a function of different
bias voltage applied to the copper encapsulation. Two series of tests were performed: for
natural LAr and for LAr spiked with a known activity of artificially produced 42Ar. This
allowed to determine the specific activity of 42Ar in natural argon in a model-independent
way (determination of 42K detection efficiency is not required).

First results of the GERDA commissioning runs showed that the daughter isotope of 42Ar –
42K, which is directly observed through its gamma radiation (the 1525 keV line is the most
intense), is produced as a positive ion subjected e.g. to electric field induced in LAr by the
biased detector, cables or other elements (e.g. the detector holder) having certain electric
potentials. In consequence 42K is not homogeneously distributed in liquid argon as its
neutral parent 42Ar. This problem was also studied in details in LARGE where, in order to
electrostatically shield the used GTF-44 HPGe detector (M = 2.45 kg) registering 42K decays,
it was completely encapsulated in a three-layer structure: PTFE/copper/PTFE. The copper
part (together with the detector holder) can be biased or grounded independently of the
diode, making it possible to perform field-free measurements or control the electric field in
LAr by applying to it positive or negative bias voltages.

In order to make a measurement of the 42Ar specific activity in liquid argon model-
independent, two sets of tests were performed: for natural argon and for the same argon
gas spiked (enriched) with known activity of artificially produced 42Ar. Assuming the same
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experimental conditions (electric field configuration, hardware configuration) the ratio of
the registered count rates under the 42K 1525 keV peak in both cases is a direct measure of
the natural 42Ar abundance.

Investigations of 42Ar in natural Ar. The first series of tests was performed for natural
LAr (purity grade 5.5) filled into the LARGE cryostat. The count rate under the 1525 keV
peak was measured as a function of the encapsulation bias voltage. In the case the copper
part with the detector holder was grounded (0 V) the only residual source of potential was a
10 cm unshielded part of the detector bias cable (located close to the detector). Due to this
residual electric field such configuration was called “quasi field-free”. The data was taken
simultaneously with a fast (100 MHz) 14-bit FADC card and with a standard multichannel
analyzer. The energy resolution (FWHM at 1.3 MeV) achieved with FADC was about 4
keV and it was comparable to that delivered by the MCA. The MCA spectra were used for
quick analysis and monitoring of the system, the full analysis was performed using the data
accumulated with the FADC card since it contains full information about interaction times
and shapes of the recorded pulses. Several runs were performed from the moment when the
encapsulated GTF-44 detector had been deployed into liquid argon with the PMTs switched
OFF (their cathodes also create electric field in LAr).

Production of 42Ar. In order to perform a model-independent measurement of the natural
concentration of 42Ar in argon the gas was spiked with artificially obtained 42Ar of known
activity. It was produced via the 40Ar(7Li, α p)42Ar reaction by irradiating a cell filled with
gaseous natAr at the accelerator operated in the Maier-Leibnitz Laboratory (MLL) of the
Technical University in Munich (TUM). The activities of the two irradiated samples (#1 and
#2) were determined by gamma spectrometry performed directly at the TUM underground
laboratory. Sample #1 was in addition cross-checked with the GeMPI detector installed at
LNGS. The measured values were (5.83 ± 0.97) Bq and (5.18 ± 0.91) Bq for sample #1
and #2, respectively. The given uncertainties are dominated by systematics in determination
of the detection efficiencies. Only sample #2 was transferred into liquid argon contained in
the LARGE cryostat. Taking into account losses occurred during the entire spiking procedure
((4.5 ± 1.3)%, mostly evaporated LAr before the cryostat could be actively cooled again)
and the final LAr volume in the cryostat ((1040 ± 10) l), the specific activity of the artificial
42Ar in LAr was finally Cenr = (3.4 ± 0.7) mBq/kg. Detailed discussion of the production
and screening of the samples, as well as of the LARGE spiking procedure can be found in the
GERDA Scienific and Technical Report (GSTR) note [35].

Investigations of spiked LAr. After spiking liquid argon short tests with PMTs ON were
performed (determination of the argon triplet life-time) and afterwards another series of
measurements with the biased encapsulation (PMTs OFF) was carried out. The voltage
was changed from –3000 V (with a step of 500 V) through 0 V (grounded encapsulation,
quasi field-free configuration) up to +1500 V. Measurements for –2000 V and –3000 V were
repeated two and four times, respectively. In one case the encapsulation bias voltage was
changed from 0 V to –3000 V (attraction of the 42K ions) and back (field-free configuration)
in order to see a transition in the count rates – see Fig. 10.4. In some cases there was more
than one measurement performed for a given encapsulation bias voltage before and after
adding 42Ar into the liquid argon. Especially interesting is the case of –2000 V and –3000
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Fig. 10.4: Behavior of the 42K signal after a change of the encapsulation bias voltage from
0 V to –3000 V (top), and back from –3000 V to 0 V (bottom). The fitted curve
follows the half-life time of 42K.

V where, after dissolving 42Ar in LAr, the registered signal changed significantly in time
as shown in Fig. 10.5. For example, for –3000 V the count rate under the 1525 keV peak
increased form 165 cts/(kg×d) (cumulative time of 4.5 d) up to about 277 cts/(kg×d). The
reason for this is not clear but it seems that the effect is field-strength dependent (for –3000
V it is stronger than for –2000 V – see Fig. 10.5) and could be related e.g. to local diffusion
or convection of impurities (O2, N2), which can influence the ionic life-time of 42K such that
they can get closer to the detector. A corresponding increase or change of the signal in time
was essentially not noticed for the measurements performed for natural argon but the small
count rates could make that potential change non-measurable.

Data analysis. Taking into account the change of the signal in time observed for –2000 V
and for –3000 V applied to the encapsulation, it seems that the selection of runs for analysis
will be a critical issue. One possibility to proceed is to assume that 42Ar/42K behaves exactly
in the same way in the natural and in the spiked liquid argon. One has to of course consider
the same experimental conditions, but this requirement seemed to be fulfilled because during
spiking the detector was not removed. With high probability one can therefore accept that
the same hardware configuration for both measurement series (natural and spiked argon)
was preserved. Following this thought one does not have to consider what caused the
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Fig. 10.5: Changes in time of the 42K signal measured after dissolving 42Ar in LARGE for
–2000 V (green) and –3000 V (red) applied to the encapsulation.

observed changes of the signal in time, but for analysis it is necessary to take measurements
with the same cumulative times. The advantage of this procedure is that it cancels out by
definition all the systematic effects. As the starting points (the moment from which we count
the cumulative time) we took the deployment of the detector into liquid argon (natural
argon) and refilling/spiking of LArGe (spiked argon). Both operations caused strong mixing
of LAr and therefore any equilibrium established there earlier (driven e.g. by convection or
diffusion) was neutralized afterwards. There is only one set of measurements performed
for the same encapsulation bias and for the same cumulative times for the natural and
spiked argon. But since the changes are rather slow (see Fig. 10.5) if the time differences for
corresponding runs are in the order of a few days they may be acceptable.

The concentration of 42Ar in natural argon (Cnat) can be expressed then as:

Cnat = Cenr
R− 1 (10.1)

where Cenr is the concentration of 42Ar added to liquid argon in LARGE ((3.4 ± 0.7)
mBq/kg), and R is the ratio of the count rates under the 1525 keV peak registered for the
natural (Nnat) and enriched argon (Nenr) under the same conditions:

R = Nenr
Nnat

(10.2)

Fig. 10.6 summarizes the values of R obtained for different bias voltages applied to the
encapsulation. For field-free configuration the error bars are large due to the low statistics.
The average Rav = 52.8 ± 3.0 is calculated taking into account all values of R (weighted
average), from which Cnat = 65.6 µBq/kg is extracted. One can also analyze only the mea-
surements for which we have very similar cumulative times (before/after spiking), namely
the runs for HV = –2000 V and HV = –3000 V on the encapsulation. The corresponding
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argon. The (weighted) mean value with its uncertainty is marked by the green
lines.

values (Rredav , Crednat) are the following Rredav = 60.5 ± 4.3 and Crednat = 57.2 µBq/kg. The
uncertainties are not given, since their systematic part needs further investigations. The final
value for the 42Ar concentration in argon will be given in a paper, being currently under
preparation. It is planned to combine the LARGE results with the result obtained from
GERDA.

10.3 Summary

LARGE was built to investigate the achievable background suppression by using LAr scintilla-
tion veto in a ultra-low background setup. The background suppression efficiency has been
studied in combination with pulse shape discrimination of a BEGe detector. Suppression
factors have been measured for different gamma sources (60Co, 226Ra, 228Th) representing
characteristic background sources to GERDA in different locations (close-by and external).
The strongest suppression factors (SF) were obtained for combined LAr veto and pulse
shape analysis for close-by 228Th (SF 5200) and 60Co (SF 3900). The combined suppres-
sion of LAr veto and PSA is mutually enhanced. The particular response of the different
suppression methods is a useful tool to understand the location of different backgrounds.
Without sources and PSA, the LAr veto helped to achieve an excellent background index of
(0.12 – 4.6)×10−2 cts/(keV×kg×yr) (90% C.L.) [124]. The confidence interval coincides
with the design goal of GERDA Phase I background index: 10−2 cts/(keV×kg×yr). As a
consequence of these results, the implementation of a LAr veto for GERDA Phase II was
pursued. The first Phase II data release [139] showed excellent performance of the LAr veto
– the background index was pushed down to the ∼10−3 cts/(keV×kg×yr) level with zero
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events in the Qββ ROI making GERDA the first background-free experiment in the field of
0νββ searches.

Several other interesting results, like for the first time the 42Ar abundance in Ar, were
obtained. The specific activity of 42Ar in natural argon found in a model-independent
way by using the LARGE facility is at the level of Cnat(LARGE) = 66 µBq/kg [123]. This
result has been cross-checked by performing analysis on different sets of measurements
(considering different selection criteria) done for natural and spiked argon. Obtained values
vary between 57 µBq/kg and 78 µBq/kg. This is still preliminary result since analysis of
the systematic uncertainties is still ongoing. A preliminary result has been also obtained
from the GERDA data [118]: Cnat(GERDA) ∼ 100 µBq/kg. Details of the analyses will be
presented in a dedicated publication, which is under preparation.
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